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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to compile a gloss ry 
of those words used in the Acadian patois of Lafourche 
Parish that differ from S tandard-Freach *
Each word is given as closely as possible in con­
ventional orthography* transcribed phonetically, and defined 
is English* Where the sens® might otherwise he ambiguous* 
a sentence with its English translation is given* $here 
plausible, the French equivalent of the patois word is 
given. Where a St&ndard^French word resembles the Lafourche 
Parish word and where there is a connection between the 
two, the too is given for comparison
The Phonetic Symbols
The symbols here utid are those of the International 
Phonetie Alphabet*
Towels
i as in jX 
i «e la  SagLish JU& 
la jfa£
aaa la teillsh Xt Is e mid-*froni-lax# net a© tense me
the frenh ( J T
ae-as in English net* Xt cones usually before an *r**
a. ee in oatie, Xt is not so advanced as the Parisian ( )#
(Las In oaf
o as in ttagXtah law« and not as in Preach botte 
o ta in m  
cues in Jgatidl
ft m» iujgk 
<9̂ as in hears
^ as in <sat a i’ V( [J
f̂''r& as in XlSL 
o--as in 
^  as in pent 
*^as in 
j m  in flwr 
as in onlf 
^ as in naif
Consonants 
/ as In cha1̂
^ as in range
as in English .limqp 
as in English clmrcfr 
0 as in Engl sh king
The ether consonants are the same as those of the regttlsf' 
alphabet*
Introduction
The French spoken in Lafourche Pariah la the Acadian 
patois# or *Gadien* aa it ia coaMoaly ealXed#
Ita aouree la principally French# hat the Indian#
&KgHah# African# and Span!ah languages hare contributed a
XXarge number of words#
The french words shew kinship with the patoia of 
Mormandy# Picardy# Saintoage# and the region about Faria# A 
few of these with the dialeeta where they are found aret
AaarrerP to fasten.Canadian-French, Normandy, and 
Anjou#
Argent*« rich# Canadian-French# Boraandy# and Anjou# 
to sweep# Canaftljfrfmohi Ploard# Saintoage# 
pe'tie* furniture# Canadiaa~Prenoh# horraine#
Cayanl* calculation# Canadian-French, Normandy#
FiamSjr#
W^rt^fTr to mini Canadian*French# Anjou# Annie#
Igreas# Poitou# Satatenge*
Tant oire« ao auch the worae# Canadian-French#
Angerin# Nor«an^?i©ard# French~Swisa#
Qoei î f̂ojaf sometime# Canadian-French# Normandy# Anjou#
JAOUblSC# to aend# Caaadlan*French# Normandy# Saintonge# 
Anjou# Bretagne#
Voller, flock of birds# Canadian-Frenoh, Baa Maine# 
Bormandy# Orleaaela#
X# Bead# William A##
A number of words are of Indian origin!
Bavqaf creek* river* la derived from Ch&otaw
Bouft̂ naf !• derived from the South American
fnpi dloioot word bucan, a wooden lattice frame 
for the smoking of Meat*
Chaoul* raccoon* la derived front Chaetaw or Moblliam 
Jh£3&«
<haiaiq»fti hoof In fish* la derived from Chaetaw jfeKBtfa 
mudfish*
Mlaolnef ahoveler duck* la derived froa Algonquian 
jgtitoBa * Xarge spoon*
Qiiifla^atf bullfrog* la derived from Horen flttraqh and 
Iroquois warwaroa*
Soco* Muscadine* la derived from Chaetaw suho*
The Influence of the Bngllah haa been* and la* very 
etrong* More and More* English words and expressions are supplant** 
lag the French* Only several years ago one would ash for "eia 
eure-dents"* sear "eine eaaquatte** and take "ein voyage91* Today 
he asks for "eia toothpick19 wears "eia cap"* and
takes "eia trip** One hears in conversation* to quote only a few 
enaplee* "Of course* 11 va meair** and "C1 eat all right* il eat 
apres type car Xe typewriter11* and "IX ride dans Xe speed-boat** 
Many of the words have become Oalliolsed* A few examples of these 
are application* appointenant, groceries* hi enlace* and luck*
A few words of African origin arei qombq^ okraf congp* 
water moceaslmj crla^grls# conjuration*
fSMr Spanish language has furnished us with a consider** 
number of words, such as hr&me* eggplant, tram Spanish 
S®@atiSW‘,0ad: Jar, from Spanish pojrrqft*
Si® patais of the Parish varies in vocabulary and 
pr^aaneiatlonfram community t community and even from family to 
family in the same community* Thus, to designate a serimtnage 
for marbles, Golden Meadow has the term siHa^ai Cut Off, saboula* 
BaoalaaAi rft.ntefe* and St. Charles, acramoaase** One hears fur 
dented the term cph^ in one eornmunity, and cabass^ %n another! 
far drunk, tchae in one community and hit in another*
The difference in pronunciation is as marked as that in 
vocabulary* The proziunexttion of tie consonant© is about the same 
throughout the Parish* The vowels, however, ar© n t so constant*
In general, £  t J  is the sound heard in such words as 
11* and rire* let, along side of It, one hears the
EnglishZT'J sound, and not infrequently£i :_J • £Vj[ will be 
used in tlife transcription for the stake of uni.f rmity* An JO&J 
followed by an JT results usually in the low^fron twlaac 
roteX/T^JJ. Ffere becomes Cr̂n3 » But the tenser cO 
Is also common •r«ci will be used in the transcription*
£&# naa* m&l* ya^ae are pronounced by oone with an 
• But the (X' is mure eo-mm n, especially in the uvner
■V 'part of the Parish* By seme it Is pronounced far back a: xi oerne*
what rounded, a-:? t at it bean.-es virtually ani_ - O  • Thu, 
is pronounced , and *17  • d & x j
used in th*' transcription»
Final nasal vowels vary greatly in tie Parian* Best, a in 
is pronoi*need Cbe.  Z. u/ i and^C- x  «c/
awa-i^owia. £j->? » r a ? &r.a[?*i*ir‘2 J ‘*>%3 I aointaj £_?”*%tj 
Jjput^ t j  j coin* and p.K>A} *szIand
A vowel followed by a no &1 cor 5 -. ant is usually
nasalized; this is not always ho case, h-'never* Thus am&rrer
is pronounced Jjou *»i d  r ard^J ^  r g"T • With son:© the
vowel nasalises even when it is net in direct contact with the
nasal consonant. Come is pro' :>oneed both C  K  o 1- yiTJ and 
C .IC .O  r  vgj ^
The patois oh lufourcie Parie.- differWe from St&n*ard- 
French in vocabulary, pronunciation, and syntax*
We have already seen that the patois has a goodly
number of foreign words hnt, are not to be found in Standard-
French* The French w^rin -he.. 1 Ires vary fmm ot&n Jnrd~Preneh in 
many in tancea. Some vary from otaadard-Fre:.ch bni. lj. Ule* For 
instance, 11 gaillard”, vigor one, spirited, ne&ns healthy in 
I*afn irche Pari ;h| bedaine is pro,:o ,riced bf ct&lne,« In some cases 
the varii.tior is rat r xrked aa "gcubeatt*, dreg, ret ses, which 
in Lafourche P.-u-ish means clustorf nbutir(lf, spoils ax' war, which
The vowel difference# ere rather narked* We observe
M t i M  ifl {Nraaotaced d e b a r.. ilbffCi* 8*aeti*e* (<»)
cb*a«®a to )i jawfljft to flmaMdM to ifeWtMiit*
Sometimes jh replaces aculer for eqqlerp die for aUcp
»Mft* for iwafco E rsol&oss si for asrssidir* trvlsriaaawfli aaauM®* JHmmmmmmmf *'**■ JWHM^WnwMv JBfwwnEuMt
t e  o a to m  (=>) rq tM M  ( o ) t  eho.e la  p n m n u ri ( / 3 ^ ) |  
n » » . ( h j j - } |  In d t i ( ^ ) j  rtin i!t>  0 ^ ) 1  and ( o )  iq k m  
{-=>)• doe to u r 1 . preoqnuieod iflokA-te i - ) j  ^ o ll. («fWi' ) |
B aaut> (poll's ) |  (« - )  JPOpUeee ( t  )«  tmliurltin *«»  io H » t« l 
oorm cha fo *  aorn lnhaf IwhaTon fo r  b lh o ra n f «ad 1  re p la c e  Jftl 
t>{Laffi»r fo r  awMHEi fo r  «*TMQhan» fl. re p la c e  a t
SSBMfSBtk tor gSESggSi gfidXfltt for g2UllESB£ JtitiUL for 
( ^ )  ro p ilM o f (^y)»  lia y iiia  te e m  dftpna| h im  becomes « f f*
A  p lu s  x  o ftw  re s u lts  in  ( £ )  o r (<££-)• becomes
shat Thaw tftartUMLg heeoaea shalrttaWjh
The differences in consonants are no less striking# 
Apocapation Is not uneomuuu In a eonsonsnt group the first one 
usually remains* the others drops liate in pronounced (It's )| 
lafela# TflPteu ( ^ 4 l  f.sttOtoi» We ebser*#
syncopes iafosll3.fi for saygdala, j a m m  for asanas# juhuc for 
ar#irt for AmmrAv̂  epgathealsl amlalatte for
tsgadrflii for oiBsdan# efamrlfflags for sfronrlffags# t&fotarna 
for SfaarriEOtt for Shardoai adding of a consonant at the
end of a word! JLfill for JLfilJ for agglutinatloni
JLSflSEflOEU for JUtXSUUSSL for f** «qi»f for <ai*f ASAS1& for
onni.. dropping *f tlM initial oonaonantst awtlara for 
jaxrtUarai voieinc* trcAit to r jatpeai to r n « w * f
Blfllllff to r (Mlfatnrj uwroloingi Jn&n to r  laOM* twrifaMlMBi 
to r ■nnrthwiilwi fatliwa to r snA am * tlcfai to r jfcuai
iflihftthMllI jtiBdteMtiUiS Jfocp for foa^if
dhattSK f 03* MtiSal&ll F®r JEflUBllttLf XttUtiL r
f m a r  for farmer* thou there is an interchange of consonants*
It beoaaea caney on for ^fltyw X beeoaas x* 0»Qfbol for
f i * * * }  (dlMlaUaUoa) » for **»***?*> f for
(dlsalaUatlmv) , rtlmartr to r  iM tm x tr (aoolailnUoa), 
far — x  boeonoa K  for (diaalnllation) ,
t o  jxMaoif a n i x  for *«t»f a  b M o m  (/)» for
XEbUUEJ (J ) beconea xf f U i  f^r for xhiflhx
(dlsslnllatloa)f (J) become a (^)i #l11* fflhflBfifirf (^)
beeomi (^)i fflhfrgf for chose* there la a depalatallaction of 
the j» again io pronounced ggjfjLgaagt
gESOialf ( ^ r ^ h ) f fla aoaatiaoa changes to (^)» llgnx be~ 
ooaoa (hy )j (f6lMV)* lagilah words beginning with ( t^P
and french x& and sonatinas result in (tS ) * nano beeoaesH'J 
xm&ULsk# ̂ i\c i f ) i y*«*wri«»r jbahfiuHMtaacj tfripfr ( f j ^ )  I 
cheque, t /̂c) ♦ Inglish words beginning with (4g and 
French ggk ̂  &  sows tinea result in (<fy) c lob becomes ( 
JBUBAa»(<i30 /) I JttUdB* (HaJ)Z) •
the verb in fcafourehe Parish varies considerably from

A (4), per. pron., before a consonant.
She. St#-Fr., ELLE,
^ (3 )f prep.
Of, to indicate possession. Le crayon b Jean, John1a pencil# 
St.—Fr*, BE.
ABANDONEES (<3- d^if4f v. int.
To cease, to stop. J’ai abandonn^ de bo ire, I have stopped 
drinking. 8t#-Fr., CESSER.
ABIMER (abl^ej, v# tr.
To beat. II in* a abiaUS de coups, he beat ino* St.-Fr#, BATTUE.
ABOMINABLE £  b~**' *»-b) , adj.
Large, huge. II a mange eine quantity abominable de pommes, 
he ate a very large quantity of apples. St.-Fr., ABOMINABLE, 
abominable, intolerable.
.BORDER (»•>="■**?, v. tr.
To touch lightly, to knock, to com© into collision. II a 
&bord£ l'hoiame ©n passant, he graced the man on passing# 
Reflexively, to collide with, to hit. II a1 a abordS 1© pied 
sur la pierre, he hit his foot on the ©tone. St.-Fr*, HEUBTER,
SE KEDRTER. St.—IV., ABORBEE, v. tr., to approach, to accost
a person. (N&ut.), to run afoul. Reflexively, to accost each 
other. (Want.), to cotae into collision, to run against each 
other.
ABO TIR v# int.
To succeed. II a about! a fair© <Qa, he succeeded in doing 
that. St.—Fr., RJSOSSIK.
ABiiER v. tr#
To cover, to shelter. II a ahriS 1*enfant &v g c  la convert©, 
he covered the child with the blanket. St.—Fr., ABHITEH, 
StAHRITEJl. St.-Fr., ABPJER, (jfcfaut.) to be calm, to 'take the 
wind out of a ship*s sails#
ACCAlAtilR f), v. reflex.
To calm down, to fall calm, as vdnd or waves. Le vent commence 
k s1accalmir, the wind, begins to calm down. St.-Fr., SE CALMER*
ACCOIiJ @ko/<Z ), adj.
. Living in state of concubinage. iEaase sont accolls, they 
are living in a state of concubinage. St.—Fr., m  «TAT DE 
COSCi-BIMACE.
ACCOUPLER (aI*u'?1e-), v. tr.
To join together as husband and wife outside of legal marriage* 
or, in eyes of Catholics, outside of the Catholic Church. 
Reflexively* to get together as husband and wife without legal 
marriage* or* in theirs of Catholics, to get married out­
side of the Catholic Church. St.—Fr., E*ACTIQK DE SE fiSETTRE 
£55 CQUCUBIKACE.
ACCRQUPILDKR k r ^ f t  *-€.), v. reflex.
*o squat* to crouch. A crouptlle—tol par terre* squat on the 
ground. St.-Fr.* S’ACCHOUPIR.
accblee (air«f^e.), v. tr.
To tread down the heel of a shoe. 11 a accull $es souliers* 
he trod down the heels of his shoes. St.-Fr.* &CULER.
ACMOBER v* tr.
to clean fish or fowl for cooking* St.—FrACCOivBODER.
ACQHSAlTRg (akJ'Mot )
Se fair® aconnaitre, to make oneself known. XI a eu bien du 
tracas a ae faire aeonnaitre, he had much trouble in making 




1. To be in accord with* to get along with. XI s'&donn© 
avee tout le sonde* he gets along with everybody. St.-Fr.* 
tTRE D*ACCORD AVEC.
2. To be opportune* to happen by chance. Tu t*adonnee bien 
pour manger* you hapoen along at the right time to ©at.
St.-Fr.* VEtflR 1 P1DP0S* EFFECT DU HASaRD. St.-Fr.* S*ABO0NER* 
to apply; to take to* in good or bad sense; to frequent* places 
or persons.
ADROITIR («*</'"'**'*'')* v. tr.
To straighten* to make straight* St.—Fr., RENCRE DROIT* REDEESSKR.
AFFIDAVIT )* in.
Affidavit. St.-Fr., DECIMATION, DEPOSITION, SOUS SEEl̂ EMT*
DEV AST UK SSAfilSTRAT.
AJFLIDS * adj.
Crip lea, maimed. Elle est offline des pieds, her feet are 
crippled* St.—Fr., ESTJ.DPIE. St.—Fr., AFi’LXGE* dit-.tr'©seed* 
grieved, sorry.
AFFLXGER ( jf /f 7 ̂  ) , v* tr#
To cripple, t© maim* Tu vas l*affliger, you are going to 
cripple him. St— Fr., E3TR0PIER. St— Fr., AFFLXGER, to 
distress, to trouble*
Aas (-»/), f.A
St— Fr. , ACHi| is i
1* ETRE W  AGE, to have attained the age of twenty~Otte«
St.-Fr,, AVOIR ATKINT U. iWORITE, L'lfiE DE VIUQT ET ON.
2. HOBS D*AGEf very old. St**Fr • , TRlSS AGE, Si.’-Fr*, HOES 
D*jiG£t aged) said of horses about govern year© old* when their 
age can no longer be ascertained by their teeth#
S. AVOIR Lb TOUR D*AGEf having passed through the menopause• 
St.-Fr.# I4EK0PAUSE.
AuRfiuENT (*ire~'Z')$ f.
Peace, quiet* On a pas d,agr£ment a vac cgs enfanto, we have 
no peace with those children* St*—Jr., TRA^QOILLITS*
AIGUE ( O f  ), f.
Aga e, marble* St— Fr., BILLS D9AGATE. See STCHGUNE.
AIR ( » X )
ES L9 AIR, above, upstairs. II eat eti I9air) he is above, 
upstairs. St— Fr., EM 1IAUT.
AJ0UPA ( * / “'?*'), f*
A tumble-down structure* Eusa© restent dans ©in© ajoupa qu*il 
a fait, they are living in a turn tie-down structure that he 
built* St.-Fr., AJOUPA, Indian or Negro hut.
ALENTOURS {* lr )
DAKS LES ALSNTOORS D£, about, approximately* XI a dans leg
alentours de dix ang, he is about ten years old* S — Fr., k 
PEU PRES.
ALEMTOUR I &  + “-*)
ALSKTOUE DE, about, round about, around* II eou*'t alen tour 
de moi, he runs about ae* St.-Fr*, AUTQUB DE*
ALIi&ft )
ALIEUn DE, Instead of. Alierr de tr aval H e r , il j one aux
cartes; instead of working, he plays cards, St— Fr*, AU LIEU DE,
ALLE I ), pereon&l pronoun before a vowel.
She* St.-F/ ., ELLE.
ALLEGE (<g /£ 2- ), adj.
(Naut.) Light, without curgo. Le bateau ©at all&ge, the boat 
is without a cargo. St.-Fr., LfcGR, A VIDE*
ALLIMER (d/jKc), v. reflex.
SB LES ALLIMER, t© formulate lies in a subtle way$ to lie 
slyly. II peut se lee .lllmer, he certainly can lie.
ALLURE (4/«r ), f.
AVOIR L'ALLURE BE, to he improper# II a pas d* allure de 
fairs qa, it Is not the proper thing to do. St*-?r>., FEB 
CONVENABLE.
ALORSSE (a-»»«** ), adv.
So, thus. II vient, al.reae 11 f.ut que tu pars; he carnesi, 
so you have to leave. S t F r •, LONG, PAR -OfiSllQliIiKT.
ALOUETTE {A|u»tt ), f.
Uvula. St-Jr., LUETTE.
ALPHABETTE (a-lfa-her ). ?.
Alphabet# St.-Fr# , ALPHABET.
ALTteE f.
Artery* St.-Fr., ART&RE,
AMACORHAGE ( A M a f c 5 ^ ) # f#
C onou bin age . 8 t *—F r • , GONCj BI Lv AGE •
AMAC0HS2 koh$9 adj.
In a state of concubinage* Buses sont axa&corn&a, they are 
living In a state of concubinage* St.-Fr., EN STAT BE 
COH CUBXli AGE •
AMACORSER (3»*ia.ic? 4 e), v. reflex*
To get together as husband and rife without benefit of 
clergy. Euese va s'am&corner, they are going to get to­
gether as husband and wife* St.—Fr., DEVEHIR MARI ET 
FE&AE SaRS MAfCUGE iJGAL*
AiiAHCHE (aiH&Je), adj.
1* Living together In a state of concubinage* Euuse sont 
amarxchSs, they are living together in a state of c on­
er biztage* St.-Fr., VIV*.RT Zti COHCUBISaGE*
£. (Vulgar) ETRE AMANCHE, to have large aexual organs (man)# 
II est bien am&nehA, <ji:1§l-1&-1&; he has large noxual organs*
aMANCHEMENT $3 •*% +* J u+**’)p f •
Conerbinage• S t*—Fr•, CONC<: BINAGE•
AMANCHER ( ^ »«.C J e.) , v. reflex.
1* To get together as husband and ,.i.fe without legal 
marriage• Eusae va a1 ainancherf they are going to got 'to­
gether as husband arid wife.
2. SE LES AMAECHER, to lie subtly, to formulate lies in &
subtle way*. II neut se lea amancher, he certainly can formulate lies. ' see ALLIMER.
AMASCHER (<2infcje), v. tr.
1* T© Join by insertion, as tubes, oipes* etc*
AB0UCEER*
£• To lie, to teXl falsehoods* II in*en a &m&n chides 
belles menteries, be told me some flue lies* St#-Fr*,
MEN TIE*
iw&mm  (a©« v , t r *
To preserve in vinegar or salt; to pickle* Ain&riner dee 
cocorabres, to pickle cucumbers* Amariner du poise on, to 
preserve fish in salt* St,*—Fr * , CONSERVER.
AMARRER (***'«■'*') , v* tr*
To tie* II a amarr? fijiomitt© avec eino cord©, h© tied the 
man -Ith a rope. St.-Fr., ATTACHED, EOCER, LIER*
AJ4BITIQRKER ( &  i»»Sj ?H e.) f v, reflex.
To labor har£, to make an effort, to take an interest in*
IX s’ambitionne X ficir plus vile, ho labors hard to finish 
more quickly* II s,ambitionne X son ouvrage, he take® an 
interest in his work* St.-Fr#, S*EFFQRCEE M S  QUE DE HAISOB*
AJ&DAILLE (a,Hi C 4-*+), f.
Tonsil. St.-Fr., AMYGDALE.
ABENaNT adj.
Pleasin; , engaging, prepossessing* Elne fenme amenante,
an engaging woman* Etre amen ant avec quelqi^un, to be 
agreeable to one# St*—Fi *, AVENMT*
AJUENOTTER ka f v. tr.
To handcuff, St.-Fr., METTRE LES MEHOTTES,
AHOUK
glRE EB amour, to be in love. St.-Fr., liTRE AMOURHTX.
TOMBEP EN AMOUR, to fall In love. St.-Fr., TOMBEtt AMQUREOX, 
FAIRE L*aMOUR 1 (,UE,QU'UH, to court someone. St.-Fr., 
COURTISES, FAIRE LA COUP.
AN BAH DON (2lh ), m.
Abandonment. St.—Fr., ABANDON.
ANDOUCIR ( « v. tr.
T© sweeten* Amtoucir du cafd, to sweeten coffe©* Sto-Fr,,. 
SUCPJER* St*—Fr*, ADGUCIR, to soften, t© allay, to mitigate, 
to make milder*
jiRGOTER (fcfo l-e* ), v* reflex*
To choke oneself* II s’angot© avec ©In os, he is choking with 
a bone. St*-#r*, ^GORGER, S*EKGO.iiGER*
ANIMAUX (<L m« ping* and plat#
Domestic animal or animals# St#-Fr#, ANIMAL, animal.
See B1STAIL#
ANVJJuKR ( fc1 o a /e ) ̂ v* tr#
To swallow# Ft#—Fr#, AVALER,
AGUT (<*«-)
August. St.-Fr#, AGOT.
apparages (* /> .*  t*})t r. pi.
Parts , places, neighborhood# Si tu viens dans no® appanages, 
viens me voir} 11 you come in our neighborhood, come to 
see me# St#—Fr#, PARAGES#
APV’ELER (*3f ), v. tr.
APPBL.ER DBS NOhiS, to Call bad ~araes, to tease. St.-Fr.#
DOURER DES NOUS, T1CBINBR.
APPLICAHOH *j~), f.
Application. 11 a fait eine application pot>r eine place,
he made an application for a job# St#—Fr•, DEMANDS,
APPOINT* (a f t t e -  ) , adj.
Appointed# L'homme appoint!, the appointed nan# Arriver 
A l*heure appoint!©, to arrive at the appointed hour#
St#—Fr#, NO&.lF, DESlGKi. St.-Fr., APPOINT!, referred, salaried,
APPOIRTEMEKT (a 9 f#
Appointment# St#—Ft #, APFOlFTEFfiEMT, rule for f rther ex­
amination of a cause; salary#
APPOIHTEK v. tr.
To ap oint# II a appoint! M. Babin couuue son protecteur, 
he ap ointed Mr# Babin his protector# St#—Fr#, HGiiMER#
St.—Fr#, APPOINTER, to give a salary; to refer for further
inquiry; to punish (a soldier); to cut to a point} to
stitch together,
APPRSHî TKP. {aj>r<z~& *e ), v. tr.
To apprehend, to fear, II a-> r!hente son arrtv!©, he fears
his arrival# Sh,—Fr., AFPhSuFiilIDEft, Ct'A.INEKE#
APREs (^f*c)9 prep.
Etre + APkfcS ♦ infinitive# litre plus APR&S forms th tens© 
of the verb of whatever infinitive follow®i II est apres 
faire, he is doing; 11 !tait apr&o faire, h© was doing;
11 sera eprhs faire, he will b© doing; yuHl soil, aprds
faire, that he may be doing, etc#
ARBOURS tert>“-r )% m#
Contrary, reverse, op. osite# Faire 1*arbours de j H I  
dit, to do the opposite of what he says, St#—Fr#, uEBQhRS#
ARBCWTO: HER { & Y  f v. tr.
To button again. St.-Fr., REBOUtONNEB,
ARCAHOL ( * r A * W  ), f.
Alcohol, St.-^r., ALCO'L*
AKCAISUUfi ^  •ce ) , adj .
Sway-biieked• St*—Fr*, RKQUIJRjUfi, ,11 drowsed up*
ARC&DE J^ f,
Recipe* Su*-Fr., BEv>ETTE*
aRCETTE ( a m t  )$ fm
Recipe* St.-Fr., RfiCETTE.
AHCHUTLfl (3 lj W e )  , v* int*
To relapse* St— Fr*, RECHUTER*
ARCOHHAITRE (3K ), v. tr*
To recognize* St.—Fr*, RECG^AITHS.
ARC01CHIH (4r k» fft), m.
Cocklebur*
arguler {ark<ife)f v. int*
To draw back, to recede. II a arcul£, he drew back.
St.-Fr*, RECULER* See ACCULEB.
ARDEOH (ardm^r), f#
Speed* L * auto&obile a paetsJ S. grande ardeur, the auto­
mobile went by at great speed. St.-Fr. , VITESSE,
£t*—Fr., &KDELJR, ardor, heat, fervor*
AKGARIiASk (*£r fa t J*.* ) , adj *
1* r»hich allows of being loked at without of fending the 
eye* II est argard&be, au moinsf at least, his appearance 
is not offensive to the eye. St.—Fr., PuiS OFI EHSIF 1 LA 
VUE.
2* (Hegutively) unsightly. II est pas arg^rdabe, he Is 
unsightly. St— Fr •, LAID*
aRGAKDaNT {& r , adj •
Stingy, niggardly* St*—Fr«, ClilCHE, rEGidlDAWT, St*—Fr*, 
REGARDANT, stingy, of nice ap e&rance.
argeht Q  r 2 oi), f.
St.-Fr., ARGEHT, au
Ai :GKMT« (3̂  YfyZ-t*), adj *
Rich, well provided with money• II est argent^, he 1b rich* 
St.-Fr*, RICHE. St*—Fr*, A..GEMIE, silvered, silver white.
ARGOT (<* ), f»
Claw of birds* Sf,-Fr., ERGOT, spur (of some birds)5 GHXFFE,
ARGRICHER Y~ y r t  J &. ) f vu tr* and int#
1* So bristle up| to stand on end, as hair* St*«*Fr*, RFRXBSS2R* 
S» *0 turn up, as pants* Argricher ses par’talons, to turn 
up his pants* St.-Fr., RETROUSSER*
ARIA (<3FJ<s), 1*
1* Trash, discarded things. Jette eee aria® lA-h&s, throw 
that trash away* St.—Fr*, ARIA*
2* Bother, row* Quel ariaI What a bother!
ABXEM (4-tyC ), a.
Anything, something, nothing. St.-Fr*, RIEN. ARIEN is 
used with negative pas* II veut pas arien, he want© 
nothing* St*—Fr*, RIEN is used wi h «£. =p it Is used alone.
ABMATEg v. reflex.
*0 rise up against, to flare up. 11 e'a arraat£ sur mel 
quand j *y ai dit $*, he rose up against me when I told 
him that*
ARMENAC (a. k B.
Almanac, calendar* St.-Fr*, ALMAtiUCK, CaLENDRIER*
ARSaCLER (a.rwalc/6), v. int*
to snort* St.-Fr., RENACLER.
ARHEY& (t>~ noun, m* and f.
See ASF-E8Y*.
ARPENT (grfS'J, a.
Lineal measure, about 192 feet* It also refers to a piece 
of land one arpent wide and of any depth* 0* Fr*, AFPEiJT, 
an old French measure of land less than an acre; also, 
lineal measure, 192 feet.
ARRACHEUX (3r« J V  ), adj.
Coarse in texture. Ce moachoir est trop arracheux, this 
handkerchief is too coarse* St.-Fr*, GROSSIELR, DUDE*
St.—Fr*, RACHEUX, knotty, as of wood*
ARSCUDRE (&]rS a~<L )f y. tr. and int.
To rise, to come up, to hr in:- up fr om the v/ater* II a 
arsout pour la troisi&me fols, ho came up for the third 
time* II a arsout (or araondu) le chape* u, he recovered 
the hat from below the surface of the water.
AK.TXERBB (* >- f'fSSB.f), S.
Garter* St— Fr., JARFGiiTX&RE*
aRTIFaILLE (* r t/ f  )f fm
Rubbish, old pieces of iron or tin* Tu vas tout t© salir 
avec ces artif allies, you are going to dirty yourself with 
that rubbish* St— Fr*, DflBRlS, ORDURES.
ARVARGE (ar*£>} )$ f.
Revenge. St— Fr., REVARCHE.
ARVAHGEE (aro^fr), v. tr.
To revenge, to revenge oneself* St— Fr., VERGER, EE VERGER*
ARVXRER (ai'i/i'tie ), v. tr*
To ruin* Si— Fr., RUXNER.
ASSAIE ( +  S£(J ), f.
Trial* II te don e eine autr© assaio, he gives you another 
trial. St— Fr., ESSAI.
ASSAYER (? ), v. tr* and ini*
To try. St— Fr., ESSAYER.
ASSXRE (Asir ), v. tr. and reflex*
To seat. St— Fr., ASSEQIR* Reflexively, o sit down, 
to seat oneself down. St— Fr*, S1 ASSFGXR*
ANTIQUE ), f.
Rubber, rubber band. St.—Fr., GOi.illE &LASTIQ.UE, CAOUTCHOUC.
ATTELAGE ) ), a.
Harness. II a mis 1* attelage but le cheval, he put the
harness on the horse* £t— Fr*, HARftAlS*
aTTEIJDRE (4. + SS ), v. tr. and int.
To hear. St— Fr., ERTENDRE. St— Fr., ATTENDEE, to wait for*
ATTICHB t. + O e  ), adj.
Very fond of, attached to anything, St.—Fr.f ENTICH8.
ATTICiiEH (a-ft'S*- ), v. reflex.
To become very fond of$ to become attached to# L*enfant 
s*a attichA 1 sa maman, the child has become very much
attached to his mother. St*—Fr*, ̂ EdTICHER#
ATTXRER fc3 f I * e  ), v. tr.
To tease. II attlne son fr&re, he teases hi3 brother*
St— Fr*, TAQUINER, ENNUYER.
ATTRImtJAGE (a + n'Haj )# f.
Superfluous or over—gaudy ornamentation of dress* Ells a 
trap d'attrlquage do sur ella, she la wearing superfluous 
ornamentation of dress*
AUJORD'HUI { O j 3 r * 1 >  )t adv.
Today. St.-Fr., AUJOURO'UDII.
ANRENTE l  snd f>
Spider. St.—Fr., ARAIGBJSE.
AVRI (♦*r» )
April. St.—Fr. , AVKIL.
AUSSI (  o s i )
AUSSI ... COMME, as well as. IX ast aussi bon comrne toi, 
he is as good as you are* St.—Fr*, AUSSI ... <*UE*
AUSSI TE {OsiT ) 9 adv.
Also, too, likewise, as, so. St.—Fr., AUSSI.
AUTANT {6 t  ) ,  adv.
1. AUTANT ... CGIfi&E, as much as, as many as. J*en ai a-it ant 
comme toi, I have as many as you have. St.—Fr., AUTAET F.UE«
2. AUTANT COMME AUTaNT, many times. Je 1 * ai dispute autant 
comma autant, 11 le fait : u&nd-mSme; I have scolded him 
many, many times, but he does it nevertheless.
S. AUTA23T QUITTE QUE, it is just as well that, Autant qultte 
que tu sors, it is just as well that you leave.
AUTEUit {o f-te. r )t a.
C'SbT TOI DE L'AUTEUR, it is your ff-' lt.
AUTOUR ( 0  +  U . r ) ,  adv.
AUTOUR DE, about, approximately. II a autour de ulnae 
maisons, he has about fifteen houses. St.—Fr., & FhU PHl'S. 
St.—Fr., AUTOUR DE, round, round about.
AVALaSSE (31fa las )9 f.
Downpour. St.—tr., AVKKSE, PLoIE TOidiENTIELLE. St.—Fr*,
AVALASSE,  torre 11•
AVAUCE (<3
EH AVAKCE, forward. II a St S en a veiled putftt d*arr&ter, 
he went forward instead of stopping. St.*—Fr., JE$ AVAWT.
AVAKCEft {^trS^se. )f v# tr.
To lend. XI a a vane £ cinq piastres & Jean, he lent John 
five dollars. St.-Fr., FRETER.
AVAST {*» )
DE I*,AVAJKT> with a profit• XX a aorti da 11 avant dans e© 
b\isA»isse, he came out of that deal with a profit-
AVANT—z-HI ER ( •» fc *•}*-r) adv. Also
AVABT-HXER ( i u f c / B r ) ,
Day before yesterday* I#1 autre avant-z~hier, three days 
ago* St,-J?V,f AVANT—HI ER,
AVISSE (4v/s )f f#
Screw, St»-Fr., VIS*
AVOU ( e ^ ) ,  adv.
Inhere, St,-Fr,t QtT,
AVOUSSE ) 9 adv#
Where* AVOUSSE WUE, where, Avousse quo tu vas? Where 
are you going? St*-Fr,, 0t)f OtJ EST-CE qUE,
AVAR («3> u>air) 9 v* tr*
to have, St,-Fr,, AVOIR,
AYAYAIE (*/» interj*
Oh! Ouch! cry of pain* £t*~Fr*, AXEI
baba ( I d M ,  m*
Water, in hildfs vocabulary* St.-Fr., EAU*
BABINE (fc. In”' '), f.
Large lipi, of a per so , or animal. St.—Fr., BaBIEE, chops, 
pendant lips of certain animals. FAIRE LA BABIHE, to sulk. 
St.-Fr., BOUDER.
BA800NE (£<9 t «-h), f.
A large, stupid—looking face. FAIRE LA 3ABOH24E, to sulk.
St.-Fr., BOUDER.
BACK (bJLk. , ), v. tar* and int.
To go backwards, to back up. 11 back, he is going backward*
XI back I1 automobile, he backs the automobile• FAIRE BACK, 
to go backwards. Faire back 1*automobile, to back the 
automobile*
BAGOE }, f,
BAGUE D1£NG aGEwLEKT, engagement ring. St*—Fr*, ANREAD DE 
i IAN$AI .
LAGUIuE ( t d f i ), ra*
Bargain. Faire ein bon baguine, to make a ood bargain* 
St.-Fr., US BON, UK EXCELLENT I.UltCHJS.
BAGUINER (fcw*/»»e ), v. int.
1. To bargain. St.-Fr., FAIRE UARCH2, FAIRE AFFAIRE,
S. To haggle or chaffer with a dealer. II & baguin£ pour 
deux heures avec le marchand, he haggled for two hours with 
the dealer. St*—Fr*, (Colloc*) BARGUXGNEK*
BAILLE (fc* i ), t.
Rash tub. St.-Fr., CUVE 1 LESSIVE. St— Fr., BAILLE, (ttaut.) 
bucket, small tub.
BALAN ( ^), m.
1. Equilibrium. II a perdu son balan; il a toinbd* He lout 
his eqHibrii mj he fell* St.—Fr., fĉ UILIBKE*
Zm Swaying, us a person in walking, or as a boat in the 
waves. II a un balan cuand il marche, he pways when he 
walks. Le balan du bateau, the swaying of the boat*
St.-Fr., BALAN CEMEUT.
BALE1KE ( b a  f t  *~)t f .
Switch, whip. St— fr., BAaUETTE, HOUSSIBE. St— Y., BALEINE 
whalebone, whale.
3ALLIHER < ba-t ?»«•) , v. tr*
To beat with a switch* St.-Fr*, DOB'-’ER DEB COiTPS DE BAGUETTE
BALXER v. tr. and int.
To grwpop* St.-Fr., BALAYER* In present and future tenses, 
jldl gives fXl^f
BAUD (i>B I**), m.
Band, orchestra. St.-Fr., OKCHESTKB, ilUSIQUE alLITAlHE.
BANQUETTE ketr—  ~  )» *•
Sidewalk. St.-Fr., TBOTTOIR, S .-Fr., BANQUETTE, i'oot-path 
along a road, canal, or bridge*
BaQUET 9 m« ^Bucket of any kind* St.-Fr*, VuSE SERVANT I PORTER DE n'EAU. 
St.-Fr., BAQUET, wooden tub, printer#s wetting trough, tray 
for wiring plaster*
BARBE~SHGFFE f e j *  f  ), f.
Barber1s shop*
BARBEUX (ba-rl,/ )f adj.
Bearded. L'homme barbeux, the bearded man. St.-Fr.,
BARBU, A BARBE*
BARB0UXLLA6E {£*»--t**-* » / ) ,  m.
Mess of any kind. II & fait ein b&rbo.tll&ge avec son 
ouvrage, he made a mess of his work. St.-Fr*, BAHBOUILLAGE, 
coarse or worthless painting, scrawl, rigmarole*
rakbue (i&rfcy), f#
Catfish* St.—Fr., BARBUE, BRILL, a kind of flatfish re­
sembling the turbot.
BARBER (b*rJ«9, v. int.
To veer; to ciiange course or direction; to go from side to 
side, as a drunken person. II a bard& pour Iviter de tuer 
1*enfant, he changed direction, veered, to avoid killing 
the child. St.-Fr., T01rI:FER, CHARGEE DE DIRECTION. St.-Fr. *. 
HARDER, to put armor on a horse; to load stones on a 
barrow.
B*RIL ib&ri ), ra.
A measure for shrimp, 220 pounds; that is, two wpani©rs 
chinois." See PAUIRR ('HINDIS*
BARI-E f.
Bar, of a saloon* St.-Fr., BAR, COMPTOIK D*UN GaPE,
BAERE f.
A BARRES, striped. Hobe A b&rres, striped drees. St.-Fr*, 
RATE, A HAZES,
BARRE (£* ** ) , f.
BARRE 01 CORPS, red ling; especially on the @d&e of a 
porch* St.-iFr., G^RDE-FOU. See GARDE DE CORPS*
BARRE (k*l- ), f.
BARRE DU COU, 'back part of the neck, nape, St.—Fr.^ 
DEKRIERB DO COU, NUQUE.
BARRh (Jf4 > ), f,
BARRE DU JOUR, dawn. St.-Fr., PCIHT ou FjIMTE DD JQU. , 
ARORK.
BARRE (b f i r e . ) , adj.
Striped. L*Itoffe barr^e, striped cloth. St.-Fr., xAYtf 
i RAXES.
barreadts ), &dj.
Striped. L fdtoffe barreautSe, striped cloth. St.-Fr*,
X RAZES, RAXfc.
BARRER v. tr.
to contract or draw the tissues of the mouth, as alum# 
Cette pornme barre la bouche, this apple draws the mouth.
barrer (bare* )9 v. tr.
To lock. II barre la porte, he locks the door* St.—Fr.,
FERMER X CLEF. St.-Fr., B&RIZER, to bolt, to bar.
BAS (b& ), in.
1. BAS DE LA PORTE, threshold. St.-Fr*, SEUIL.
2. BAS DE PA^TALOn, cuff of trousers.
BAS {i>3 ), m.
Eh BAS, in the direction of the mouth of Bayou Lafourche.
II reete en b&s, he lives in the iirection of the mouth of 
the bayouj that is, south.
fiASARi *'**$, adj.
Freckled. St.-Fr., TACHE DE ROUhBEURS* St.-Fr., BAbAMJS* 
taivned, sunburnt.
BASAREU (b& ad j •
Freckled. St.—Fr., TAGiifi DE i-GUPoEwKS*
BASAiJURE ( b ^ £'n‘t>), f.
Freckle. St.-Fr., TnCHE DE KQUsSEUR SUR DA PEA;!, tV CLIDE.
V.
BASCULER v. tr.
To mistreat, to upset, to throw from on© side to another 
in a crowd. II a hasculS tout le monti®, he mistreated 
everyone, St.-Fr., CULBUTER, RE^VERSBR, BOUSCGLBR* St*^Fr* 
BASCULER, to away up and down* See BGSCTJLER,
3ATIR (fe«fl*), v. reflex.
To establish oneself in a home* II s© bSti, he is having 
a home built,
BAXISSK (£*/** ), f.
Building, edifice. St.-Fr., SCIFICE. St.-Fr., BAT1SSE, 
outer walls of a house*
BATON a.
B*.TOK 1 LIT, bed staff, staff used to spread the sheet on 
a bed*
BATTOCHER J e  ), v. int*
To flap in the wind, as clothes on a line*
BaTTU (b^f-f), adj.
(Sot) ... surpassed. Ces pommes peut pas *fcre battues, 
these apples cannot be surpassed, in taste- Cf* English 
nosn*t be beaten." 3t.-Er*, yUI NE PEIIT EIRE 8URPAS6J&*
BATTUEE 0>at f r ) ,  s.
1* That part of the inner shore which is higher than the 
re#t, and which, at certain seasons, may be covered as a 
whole or in part by the water*
Bald head* Sa batture brill©, his bald head shines* 
gt*—Fr., CHAUVE* Avoir la batture, to be bald* St.-Fr*, 
ETRE CfUGVE.
BAYOU (&»/•*•),
Stream of water, us ually smaller than a river and larger 
than a rcoulee.n
BEARS (i?l ~  ), f* pi*
Beans * St.—Fr., HARICOTS.
(t e i « /  ), r.
Toy, plaything. St.—Fr., JOUJOU.
BtbtTSE (be. bt-T ) ,  f .
Animal or Insect, in child*© vocabulary. La b£beiie vu to 
morde* the animal, or insect^ is going to bite you,
BEC m*
Mouth, in the expression FEiGlE TOR BEG, close your mouth, 
shut up*
BEC-lt-CISEABX (btk*l 5 ) z-o )> m .
Black skimmer.
BfiCHER (£eje ), v. tr.
To peck, as a chick at its eggshell, St.-F“., PICQ'iER, 
St.-Fr., BECHEH.
BEC<iUETBE {be-h. ), f.
Beakful, billfj.. St.->r. BECvflfcF..
BiBAXHE f.
Large belly. St.-Fr., BEDAINE.
BfiGOSR ( t e . «  ), v. int.
*o stutter. St.*Fr., BfGAYER. -
BELLE ( b i t  ), adj.
FAIRE BELLE
1. Said of a child, to st^nd up before having learned 
to walk.
2. Said of a dog, to sit on hi3 haunches.
BELSAHINE (&c h  , f.
Toucb-ae—not (bot.)# St.-Fr., BALSAMX?iE.
B2S (tf )| adv.
EH BEN! Well! St.-Fr., EH BIEN* BIEN, except in an ex­
clamatory sentence, is pronounced as in the St.-Fr*
BgNIIXCE &?"•'}i's ), m.
Profit. II a pas fait de benifiee sur sa vent, he made 
no profit on bis sale. St.-Fr. BSNfFICE.
BERCEUSE (fairsfz.)t f.
Rocking chair. St.—Fr., CiiiilSE 1 BaSCULE. St.-Fr., 
BERCEUSE, rocker of a rooking chair.
BSRDaSSEK ( b m - r 4 * s * ) t v , int.
To dilly-dally* II berddese tont temps, he dilly­
dallies all the time* St.—^r., FLANEl:, LATERNJER.
BS“LaDER , v. int.
*o dilly-dally, piddle. Tu feis qu$ berl&der, you only 




BATTRE LA BERLQv'JE A
1* To bo demented, deranged- St*—Fr. , ETRE FQU , INSEbSl?,
£• Said of an old, dilapidated, tumble-down thing* La 
bourauette bat la berloque, the wheel—barrow.is dilapidated* 
gt— Fr*, DJ&ABRt* St.-Fr*, BATTRE LA BERLOQUE, to talk 
wildly, to ramble in one's speech.
BfeROUETTE ( Z> m * ef), f.
Wheel—barrow• St.-F BRGUETTE. See BOUROUETTE*
B&SOfJEmtE ( I  »  r « t » e * e  f>
^he load of a wheel-b&rrow. St.-Fr., BROUETTEE. See 
BOCEOUETTEE.
BERS (i»5e-F), a.
Mosquito net* St.—Fr*, MOUSTIQU AIRE *
BiSOIH ( t  e- * -« ; J T - ^  m>
Need* St*—Fr., BESGI;. AVOIR DE BJfSOIW DE, to want, to 
need* J1 ai de bAsoir de toi, I need you. St.—Fr*, AVOIR 
BESOXN DE*
DETAIL (icfsj- ), f.
Any animal or insect* In contrast to animai. ax* domestic 
animal, BETAIL means a wild animal* St.—Fr., DETAIL, live­
stock of a farm*
BSTASSE (be } ) ,  m. and adj*
A stupid person* Et*-Fr. , NIAIS, NIGAUD* £ tupici,foolish*
Ein homme bltasse, a stupid man*
BETE (le.TJ, adj.1* BETE CCLLIE TRENTE—SIX CHGUX DANS ElN SAC, very foolish. 
St.-Fr., TRfcS b£tE.
2* FAIRE SON BETE, said of a man; FAIFE SA B&TK, jgaid of 
a woman* To be very foolish* St.—Fr*, FAIRE SA BETE, to 
pay one's loo, at cards*
BETE FGAIITE {b *+ ' F ' t S' t ) ,  f .
Polecat. St.-Fr., PUTOIS. St.-Fr., BfcffiS PUANTES, a general 
term uoed to designate that group of animals, including the 
fox, mink, marten, and the polecat*
BETS-ROUGE ( ), f.
Red bug that burrows under the ski •;. (Leptu3 Irritans Kiley.)
BSTISE (£«//'».), f.
Joke, wittici^a, at,-.Ft., B&TISE, PLilSDNTbRlS.
BfiTISER (behlG.) f v. irrU
1. To joke, PLAIwAlfXLE*
2. To have an &ffair w± bli * II b£tise avec cette feiu.te, 
he is having tm affair with that woman«
BfTlSEUR m. and f.
Practical joker* St.—FT,, 1'aRCEUE.
BLUdREE (tdC-'f" €- )# v# tr,
*o spread, as butter, jelly, etc., on bread. II a he.rrr5 
son pain avec de la confitvre, he put j am on his bread.
BEUSKINER ), v. tr.
To soil, to besmear. II beurrine tout avec see doigts, 
he besmears everything with his fingers. St.-Fr,,
B. rtBOUILLEil, SaLlE, St.-Fr., BEURRER, to butter.
BID.T (J>i‘A e ) ,  m.
A lazy person, usually large in size. Grand bidet, juste 
que tu dors et tu mange; lazy person, you do nothing blit 
eat and drink. St.—Fr., PaRESSEUX. St.-Fr., BIDET, pony, 
a toilet article.
3ID0U (AlU*-), a.
* Dude,11 bully. St.—Fr., BKeVACHE.
BIER [i ), conj •
hen, denoting probability, *ui est-ee ;ui peut bien chanter? 
Who co'Id be singing? St.—fr,, DONG•
BIGAlisEAd (&#?£>*# )f m.
Periwinkle, ■. x.—FT., BIGiiiu! aD.
SILL (b#/ ), m.
1. Bill. St.—Fr., COEPTE FOURbIS, DE DfPtS?EE£3 
FAITES.
2. Provisio S. II avci't ein bill *e provisions dans con 
brteau, he had a stock of provisions in hie boat. St.-Fr*,
PFjO VI SlOt!,
BISDIL (£#W//)f f.
ilisdeal, in a game of cards. St.-Fr., .1LDOMDI'..
BISHISSE )# ,,
Business. ft.-Fr., OCCUPa . IOD, LEs ĵ PALER'>,
BIT d i n ,  adj.
Tipsy, slightly intoxicatod. Un homme bit, a tipsy man.
S t.—fr., IVRE, GKIS. Etra bit comma ein dogue, to be rather 
intoxicated. St— Fr., BIEN PRIS DE VIB.
BITER (6 /fe), v* tr* and reflex.
transitively, to make tipsy, to intoxicatee II l*a bit6 
awec du vin, he made him tipsy with wine* St.-Fr., SQU'LEEt. 
Reflex! velys
1 . To get tipsy. II se bite avec un verr© de vin, he 
becomes tipsy on m e  glass of wine. St.-Fr., SE GEISEiU 
2* To amaze, to astound, to beat* <Ja, me bite; that 
amazes me, that beats me*
BITURE (fcl f*|r), f.
1* State of drunkenness. £&, c*est eine biture qu * il s© 
tient, he is In a fine state of drunkenness. St.-F'-'., 
IVRESSE.
2. Drinking spree. II a &tl s'at eine biture, h© went on 
a drinking spree. St.-Fr., BAMBOCKE*
BLAGUE (6 A  7 )t f.
Bladdar (anat.). St.-Fr. VESSIE. St.-Fr*, BLAGUE, pouch.
BLEU i b t / ) ,  «. and f.
A person of white and negro blood. St.-Fr., MfTlS.
BLEUSIR v. tr.
To blue. St.—Fr., BLEUIR*
BLLJZATE ( b f s z - * t  ), adj..
Bluish. St.-Fr., BLEUATRE.
BLOF {bhji ), a.
Act of intimidation, deception. C’est ein blof, it is an 
act of intimidation. St.—Fr., DECEPTION, Il'f liuIPATION* 
F&aser ein blof, to fool, to intimidate. Prendre ein blof, 
to be fooled.
BLOFFEK j"6, )i v. tr. and int.
To bluff, to deceive, to fool. Il bloff© quend il a la
chance, he bluffs when he can. II in*a bloff 5, le canaille j
he deceived me, the thief. St.—Fr., TROBsPEEt, DUPE'-.*
BLOFFEUE, BL0FFEU2E ( / > )p a u  a r i d  f .
Bluffer. St.~Fr., CELOI (CELLE) QU1 TRG./IPE, qUl DUPE*
BO ( }, v. tr.
Io kiss, in child*e vocabulary. II bo tsa soeur, he kisses 
his sister. St.-Fr., EMBRASSEK, BaISER.
KJFLO «.
Buffalo. St.-Fr., BISOH.
BOGUS® (&• 9 e), a.
Buggy. St.-Fr., SORTE DE VOISDRE LSgERE 1 UN OKEVAX..
BOIS ( fc*, ), a.
'free. St.-Fr., ARBRE. St.-Fr., BOIS, wood.
BOIS COKNU ( -a Hf), n.
Haekberry*
BOL f.
Bowl# Stt^Proi BOL (in*)*
BQMBARDER , v* tr* and Int.
To fuss, to grumble* St.—F», GRQNDER* St.-Fr,| BGIffiAEDER 
to bombard*
BQMBE (t o , f *
Cornicing pot. St.-Fr., UST&KSILE DE CUISINE,
BQS-1-BIEN (ifa. r j- t  ) • »•
Good-fcr-nothing fellow, scamp. St*—Fr,, VAURIEN*
BOSSE-JURlto (b~*' * rjln, )f f#
Good—for—nothing woman, a harlot. St.—Fr., UNE FlUi-iE Q0I 
ESI BONKE 1 BUB, ODE im/iE DE IWVtlSB VIE.
BOSCOYO (fr* 9 m.
1* Simpleton, St.-Fr., HIGAUD*
S. Knotty piece of wood.
BOSS ( l?7S ), a.
Master, said of an employer as well as of a superior 
person* Travailler pour son boss, to work for one1 a 
employer• II est plus fort yuo toij 11 eat ton bose*.
He is stronger than you; he is your superior.
OTTE {b'7~F ), n.
1* Toy boat*
Zm TGfstREH EN BQTTE, to go to rain. II va tomber en 
botte si qa continue, he vill go to ruin if that continue® 
ot*—Fr., SE huXNEH*
BOUCANE (busk*.*), f.
Smoke. St*—Fr*, FUMSE* St*—Fr,, BOUCAU, kmoking-houae 
for mailt*
BOUCAKKE (b u ^ k p v. tr* and int.
to ssaoke. Le plat boucmies the dish smokes* II a hou— 
c&nS la maiaou, he smoked the house out* St.-Fr*, ®4F.T 
LE LA FUKSE, FU2UGER, EXPOSER 1 LA FOIttB.
BODCHER (fcttje )r v* tr*
To get the better of someone* II lf& bouch£ avee eine 
parole, he got the better of him with one word* ' t.-Fr., 
AVOIR LE DSSSOS SUIt, L1 E&POETER SUE*
BOUCOUJP (btck**s‘)9 adv.
A great deal* St*—Ft*, BEAUCOUP*
BQUBARD, BOUDEUSE (£*"<l»r- &nu f.
One who pouts* St.-Fr*, CELUI, CELLE, QUX BOUDE.
BOUDOUBOUME {b^ onomat.
The sound that results from rolling or falling down* 
Boudouboume, il a rould en bas de 1*6scalier; with a noise, 
he came rolling down the stairs* FAIRE BOUDOUBOUME, in 
child* s vocabulary, to fall down* II a fait boudouboume,
he fell down*
BOUDOUME ( 9 onomat*
See BOUDQliBOUME.
BOUDZOUME u,*—' ) , onomat*
See BOUDOUBOUME.
BQLGOHNLR ), v* int.
To complain* II bongonne tout le temps, he is always 
complaining* St*—Fr#, SE PLaIRDEE.
BOUILLIR r+ ), v. in .
*o boil* Ltffero from the St.—Fr. in the conjug ti m
IL BOUILLE (b'*'f ); St.-Fr., BOJS ( ).
BOUILLEM ( )t St.-Fr., BCUXLLILA (
BOUILLEBAIT )| SI.-Fr., BQUILLIIAIT(J>«• J
Imperative, BOUIlKe" (bu~^ )j St.—Fr*, BOUS (£«*✓),
BOULAILLE (^a, / a  ̂
Flashlight*
BQUX*BARXE f / b*rt)
Hoise, din. Arrets ee boulb&rie, stop that noise.
St— F*, TAPAGE, GRA8D BRUIT* St.-Fr., BOULEVARt, great 
noise* tumult, used in conversation onl * never written* 
(Littr£»)
BOJLETTE {h«sle. t )t f,
BOULETTE DE GENOU, knee-cap, patella. St.-Fr.. TOTGluE 
DU GESOU.
BOJUlSEE I v> tr> and int>
To whirl, as the wind* Said of great speed* Le bateau 
bouline l'eau.
BOUM-LA-DA ( m.
Carousal, drinking spree* St*—Fr*, QRGIE, BAMBGCHE*
B0UBG0S?1H1ENT (t o . * - * t  £✓ ), m.
Humming, buzzing, murmur, eoirfused noise* St.-Fr*, 
liOURDOENEMEKT.
BOL'RGGSî ER )# v. int*
To complain* il bourgonne tout le temps, he is always 
complaining* St.—Fr., SE PLAIdDEE*
BOURILLKAU i b ^ t  J-o ) p
Boise, oin* C,en est nmie, ein bourilleau qua t*eim&:a©f 
you are certainly making noise* St.-Fr*, TAP AGE, VAC&FME*
BOUELINGUE I T  ), f.
Maltreatment. Foutre eine bourlingue & H\ietqu,im, to 
maltreat someone* St.—Fr*, MAUVAIS TiiAITuMEHT, OUTRAGE*
BOURLIUGUER (£a,r/£?<2- ), v. tr.
To adstreat. II & bo rlinguS 1*enfant de coups d© pied, 
he mistreated the child by kicking him* St.—Fr., TRalSER 
MaL• St*—Fr., BOUELX/'iGUEE, v* tr., (naut.) to labor| to 
strain, *s a ship in i heavy sea.
EO FO-ETTE (bX'I'tiStt ^  f#
See BEKISETTK,
bo bo ettSe (b"' rMe.j-i2. )f f-
See BEKOCETT35E.
BOUREAStE ( b & 3 )p f.
Sudden and violent gust of wind, squall# ».• t.-Fr*, BGUiiBASQ<:E,
BOOTHS adj.
Staffed. Chttioe hourrSe, stuffed or padded chair.
St.-Fr., KQiBOURRS.
BOUSCULADE ( b*~s> hy)ad) f f- 
Push, jostle*
BOUSSEHOLE r? I )j f.
A small lump, as that produced from mosquito bite or 
ant sting*
BOUT E» BLANC f b«,t &s /»/& /
From one end to the other* il a marchS de bout en hlanc, 
he walkec bluntly from one end to the other* St.-Fr*,
DE BUT Eft BLAdC, bluntly, abrup%-, point-blank.
BRAGUET ( & > ®  7 ®  ) , m.
%aper, an infant13 hreechclotli. St.-Fr., LINGE QBVK$.
BRANCHAILLES  ̂ f#  a .
Branches, boughs. St.-Fr., BEkNCHiiGE*
BE^QUER {bra.tc&)9 reflex.
Vo sit astride, to squat. Se brrquer sur eine eh&i^e, 
to sit astride a chair. Se brayuer sur le cliemln, to 
squat, sometimes to urinate, on the road*
BRaSSE-COSPs( b * *  s lx?r )
1-Brb-SSE-CORPS, with arias encircling each otherf3 waists* 
Eusse se tenaient a—brasse—corps, they held each other 
by the waist. St.—Fr*, 1-BFJLS-LE—CORPS.
BWA ( b « m ) ,  f.
Eggplant. St.—Fr., AUBERGINE .
BRIGaND (bri ), m• and adj. ^
Unriilyf unruly child. S •—Pr*., TERRIBLE, IMDISGI PLIABLE, 
ENFANT TERRIBLE.
BKIwUERIE (bti k r i  ), £.
Brick kiln, ct.-Fr., BiilLl'E’TERlE,
BRISE-FER J ^ r  )
One who breaks everythin.'. St.—.Fr., GEL'.'I pi'I CnSEE TOUT, 
BRISE—TOUT.
BiilSfT )9 m#
Annex to a house. St.—Fr., ANNEXE*
BRITCHET (£►/ e  )f m,
A vigorous rubbing of the scalp until it pain;* in play 
or in a fight. Passer ein britchei, to give a vbritchetM to*
BHODUKE (brodftr )t fm
Embroidery. St.-Fr., BliODEEIb.
BEOl ILLS {bnC'fre'), m*
Cinder. Kin hr:--uill5 dans lfoeil, a cinder in the eye*
3UBKK0S }, m.
Nipple: rubber* device on a nursing bottle used for sucking*
St*—Fr., BIBEEQN, feeding-bottle for babies*a.
Wood—cutter* St .-Pi'., BL'CiiKROd .
fUS ), au
Omnibus, bus. St.-Fr., GiASIBuS*
sotc LEE ( b n s  k-*t/e-), v. tr.
See BAS'CULSIi.
BUTTS ( hi ~t ) , f.
1 . 3UTTE DE RaT (dljSSUfi), & muskrat’s house*
£• BUTTE DE FlTATES, pile of potatoes covered with straw and
dirt herein they are stored for the winter*
-B_TU* au
Furniture, complete set of household furniture* II a 
vercii tout son butin, he sold all his furniture. Un 
uiorceau de bn tin, one piece of furniture. St.-Fr*, SGBILIER. 
St.—Fr., BLTId, bo sty, spoil taken in war.
£A (53 ), pron.
1* Peson&l pronoun used of person In 111 sense» Cja,
$*a p&s dfargent; he (she) has no money- XX a merle qa, 
he married that (woman) - Ell© vient*— Qui qa? She comes 
Who? St*—Fr., QA as a pronoun is used of things, not of 
persons*
2* S& (5d )t demonstr* pron*
This, that. Qa c1 est pour moiji qa cvest pour toi#
This is for me; that is for you# &t*-Fr», CBCI, 
usually this to indicate the closer of two objects; 
C H A  or CA, usually that* to Indicate th© more 
remote of two things#
S* QA QUX, $A QBE ( 5a *ti - 5aK.e )f rel. pro.
That, which, what# C'sst qa qui 3© passe, that i® 
what is going on. St#—Fr., C’EST CE y0X SE PaSSE# 
C#est qa quo je dis&I®, that is what X wa& saying* 
St.-Fr., CfEST CE QUE JE DXSAIS. C»eat d© qa quo 
je voulais te parlor, that is what X wanted to talk 
to you about* St.-Fr#, C*BST GE iX)»T JE VOULAIS V01S 
PaKLEK. C’est a qa quo je penaais, that is what X 
was thinking about. St.-Fr., C'EST A Q0GX JE TO1SAI9#
CABASE (/C3 adj.
GDoped up. Ill© rest© cabanAe cfez ©He, she remain© 
cooped up at home* St.-Fr*, ESFEHM2, CLhyUillUHE. St.—Fr.,
GABASE, living in a cabin. '
CABASEAU (Ar*i>£>*fo), m.
Cabin, hut. Ell© rest© dans ein cabaneau, she live© in 
a cabin. St.-Fr., HUTTE, C*BA3E, BICOQUE. St.-Fr*, 
CABaNEAU, cabin of a fishing boat#
CABAS (/ca fr a- ), ia.
Book-sack, a sack in v.hich children carry their books to 
school# St*-Fr*, CABAS, basket for dried fruits; bonnet*
cabins (/rafri*-̂ , f#
1# Cabin of a fishing boat. St.-Fr*, CABANEAU«
2. Privy* St*—Fr*, LaTRXNES. £t#~Fr•, CABINE, cabin of a 
merchant vessel.
GABLE {K*b ), m#
A large rope used In roaking boats fast*
CABOoSER (/fa b*s<^)$ v# tr. and reflex.
Tr,, to dent, to dint. Caboseer le siea , to dent the pail. 
St.-Fr., BOGSELER, BOSSUER, Reflex., to get dented,, to make 
a lump \o»« the head). Le sleau se c&bosse, the nail is 
becoming dented. Se ea.bo.33er la tote, to make a lump on 
one* s head. St.-Fr., GE BQGSELFin, SE BGSSUER*
CABEI A/*/ ), au ajftci f.
Goat, regardless of a.ge or sex* St.-Fr*, BOOC, UK&VbS*
St.-Fr,, GaBHI, kid, young goat.
CACA v, int.
To cack, in child* s vocabulary * Elle a eaca sur le 
planeher, she cacked on the floor. St*—Fr., FAXES OACA*
CaCHB-CACHE (ft* ) ff'fj ), i.
Snipe . St. -Fr • t. GaCHE-CACDE, hide-and-seek •
0ALIEN ( Kdtye aj, arid f. and adj.
d'tuse given to the Louisiana-French people, especially to 
the uneducated end very often in a derogatory sense* Adjective, 
pertaining to the M6adienn people or signifying low or bad 
taste. Des eontujnes cadiennes, wCadlenw customs. Du lings 
cadion, clothes in had taste.
CaFS ( K*je), m.
Whirligig beetle (family Gyrinidae). See CASTOR*
CArlOU ), &.
Coffee fiend.
CaGNE ( * ^ > ) ,  f.
Laziness. Avoir eine cagne, se tenir eine cugnej to be 
laay. St.—Fr,, FAlIMEAHTlSfi.
cagov (Ara-f«-), ad j.
Languid, listless, sickly. II est c&gou, he is sickly*
St*—Fr*, INDOLENT, UN ?LU AALAOE*
CaGOWETTE {tes<fuie.t ), In.
Nape of the neck. II a le cugouette sale, the nape 
of his neck is dirty* St.—Fr., diiQCE, LE DEB!EIIillE DU COU*
u aILLE (  ̂Jr ) , ud j •
Dull, lifeless, le-den. Lbs yeux eailles, dull eyes.
Le temps cuille, cloudy weather.
CAlLLLIi ), v. int.
To yiela, to cower. II caille qsancl il voit son elmi 
driver, he coders v.hen he sees his enemy coining* St.—Fr*, 
OLDER, S*AJFAl$LEK.
( Ar I »  —-»  ) ,  s,.
Squid, cuttlefish. St.—Fr., SElUHE*
CaLCISEB (7f<a fs i h 'ty , v. iat* and reflex#
To turn to stone or to the hardness of stone, as wax of the 
ear| to congeal, as blood* S #—Fr*, SE DURCIE, CGDGSLEL# 
St.—Pr.t CALCXNEE, to calcine*
JALEE v# tr# and int. and reflex#
To sink. L1 homiae col© pout* la dernier© fois, the man is 
sinking for the last time# St.-Fr., TDMBEE Ad FOKD# o'EKFQKGBIi 
St#—Fr., CALER, (v. int.) to sink into water (naut*)* kc 
n&vire cale trop; the ship si^ks too G©ep, has too great a 
draught* St., to sink# II cale le bateau, lea bon tallies, etc 
St*—Fr., FAInE TQSBKH AU PQSD* St.—Fr., CALEB. ( v. tr., naut#)
to strike, to lower a s&ilj to yields “to wedge up, to level*
deflexively, to si .k, to go under wafer# 11 ee cale, he is 
going under the water, sinks of his own will* St.-Fr-#, 
S»ESFOSCER.
caLIBOSSS I K a h ’ bose~) f acij #
1* Said of one who goes to bed early# II est calibossl
de bonne heure, he is in bed already.
£• Said of a person badly dressed* Il ©si calibo©©6, 
he is badly drossed*
CALIiaACQS , m*




Idler| lazy* St.-Fr,, PARESEEUX.
GAS ( Kf, rvS _
XTL, BOITE ES PER BLARC 
to be pregnant. St#—F-
Ci; v. tr.
II va CvKn des lfigumes, he Ij goigg to an vege- 
St.-^Fr#, GODSERVER, RETIRE JEW BjXTE DE CONSERVE.
GAr] AGE (/re.**/), m.
Canned good.. Il mange quo des e^nagos, he eats only
canoed goods. St.—Fr., ARTICLES DE CODSERVE*
GaSaILLEli {krcCv\& 'f&)t v. tr.
To dupe, to deceive. II a canailli tone sen amis, he 
deceived all his friends. St.-Fr., DGPEE, TIiOtVIPER*
CANALS (/*&He/), m. pi*
Canals* St.-Ft ., CANAUX#
CANE^ON ( s 9 m.
Drawers* St.-Fr., CALSTON*
CABGKXbS ( / ( & $ ,  adj.
Bio z>d-poisoned. St.-Fr.f GANGIiEWf, gangrened# mortified*
CjJSGE&pft {KZ'€t r e * H v# int.
To get blood.—poisonin ;. St.—Fr*, GABGRBBER, (v* Int*) to 
gangrene *
C1ANXJJE (/C^.K), f.
X. Playing marble. St.-Fr*, RILLE.
2. CANI.UE DE L'OLIL, eyer-ball. St.-Fr., FR -BELLE, GLOBE 
DE L*0EIL.
GANQTTE (fr£*»*7‘), m.
^ound-bottom fishing boat. See S^UXF.
CANliCHE (AT£•»«$-/), f.
Cane reed*
CAOUANE {H* iVan ), f .
Fresh-wat'-r alligator snapping turtle (Macrocholy1s 
Lacertina Schweigger)• St.-Fr., CAOGANE, large logger­
head turtle of tropical and semi-tropical seas (Thala&dochelys 
C&retta).
■CAOUTCHOUC (**'*'+/“' }, m.
Celluloid. St.-Fr., CELLULOIDE. St.-Fr., CAOUTCHOUC,
Indian rubber.
CiPICHOH (Kdpi) ? ) , m.
Cap, especially a pointed cue. St.-Fr., CAPICHON, hood.,
CAPOT {ka r* ), m.
Coat, St.-Fr., H/.tlT, REDlNGOTh. St.-Fr., CAPOT (naut,), 
storra-co&t, cover for fire-engine.
.GAPOT.GE (*3 /” * " »  ,
Capsizing of ©. boat. Le caootage du bnteau & ca 1®. 
jaort de troia personnes, the capsizing of the boat caused 
the death of three persons. St.—Fr*, HENVERSEMilNT• St*—Fr** 
CAPOTAGE, arranging of the hood of mi open carriage*
CAQUICHE (ft'a/ti'j )# f*
Babyfs tooth* St.-Fr., QUEROTTE*
GAitARBGLSR (K^ ^ / 4 #  v* tr*
To push violently* Je l*ai caraxibol$, 1 pushed him 
violently away* St.—Fr*, POUSSER VIQLEMIERT*
CARAVABE f*
Sojourn*
1* Passer eine caravan© c'es <yue,qu,,an, to sojourn at 
someone16 home* St.-Fr*, FAIRE 0H &EJQUR*
2. Partir en caravan©, to set out to sojourn at someone's 
home* St.-Fr., PARTIR POUR ALLER SgJOURSiER CHEZ Q U r W U N .  
St.—Fr., CARA VASE, caravan, troop of persons on an e'M— 
cursicn in the country* St*—Fr*, PMTIli FR Cidt&VARE, to 
set off in a body.
CiSCUL (A * '■ * * / / ) ,  in.
Calculation. St.-Fr., CALGOL.
CA-COLSR ( te) 9 v. tr. and int*
To calculate. St.—Fr., CALCULEli. Reflexively, to consider 
oneself • II se car cale 1'homise le plus heureux du raoride, 
he considers himself the h ppiest man in the world* St.-Fr. 
S'ESTI’iETv. St.—Fr., SE CALCULER, to be calculated*
CASDIllALS m. pi.
Members of the seventy prelates of the Sacred College at 
Rome. St.-Fr., CATiLIIUUl.
Cfc&DIN*U m.
Cardinal bird, finch. It is the same in the singular and in 
the plural* St.—Fr., CARDINAL (sing.); CARBIRAUX (pi.)*
CARERCRO ( * C& k r o  )9 m.Buzzard*
CARGUf adj.
1* Sway—backed. L'homme e&t cargu^, the man is sway- 
backed.
£• Sitting comfortably. Etre carguE dans ©Ine chaise, to 
be sitting comfortebly in a chair.
CARGOES: ( f^)» v* reflex.
1. To lean backwards* II se cargue dans le. chaise, he 
leans back in the chair.
2. To get a sway—backed appearance. Il ae cargoe; h© 
leans back, gets a way-backed appearance. St.-Fr., CARGUER 
(aaut.) to brail, to clew up a sail*
CABBAGE (/ra t- n a  } ), ra.
Hubbub, disturbance. St.-Fr., VACABME* l’APAGE, T0MULTE.
GABREAU (K»ro )( m.
Piece of cloth vith which little girls play dolls*
CARSICK (K^riK. ) > f>
i type of beby’s cloak. St.-Fr., (‘AKRICK, boxcoat,
CAS (K* ), m.
PAR GAS QUE, in case that* Par c&s qu*±l vlent iei, dis-y 
de s*an aller; in cese he should come here, tell him to 
go away* St#~Fr., ER CAS QUE*
CASBERQO (/t* 5 ^ d£-F<fo ^  a>
Large fish of the carp family. St.-Fr*, CAHPE,
CASSE—BRISE (/TAS^m '*- ), m.
Demolisher, one who breaks everything* St.—Fr., BHImE-TOOT* 
See BRISE-FER.
CASSE-TETE ( K ^  ^ ), m.
Hatchet. St.-Fr., PETITE HACHE, St.-Fr., CASSE-1TOE* 
tomahawk of Red Indians; club used by savages*
CASTOR (K 3 5 f»r) , m.
Whirligig beetles a small black beetle that swims in 
circles on the surface of still water. See GAFlL
CASTROLE (k&sft?/ ), f.
Saucepan, stewpan. St.-Fr., CaSEROLE,
CATAFLAilE (Hat* bu
Cataplasm, poultice. St.—Fr., CATAPLASMS.
CaTJCHISCE (K.^e-Jl * ), m.
Catechism* instruction by question and answer on re­
ligious subject; scolding. St*-Fr., CATfCHlSME.
CATIB ( f.
Doll. Elle est jolie comme eine catin, she is as pretty 
as a doll* St.-Fr., PQUPfiE*
CA7ACHE {k&vnj ), m.
Coward. Espece de eavache, t*a peurj cowrrd, you are 
afraid. St.-Fr., GAVACHE.
GAVAliADB (F-aUsfgaJ ), t.
A bend of horses without ridersj also, a cavalcade* S’t.—Fr., 
UN TROUPEAU DE CUEVAUXj CAVALCADE.
lB££TItRE (S f»«-• t-/■£ »- ) jn.
Cemetery. St.—Fr.»CIi«IETlfaE.
CERVEAU ( J » r  f o  ), m.
Nostril. St.-Fr., fh-EINE. St.-Fr., CERVEAU, brain.
CETTE [ J t t  )
Demonstrative pronoun before a feminine word beginning 
with a consonant. Besides the St.—Fr# pronunciation ( sS'tr 
one also hears ( )* C1 te f eirnue, ( ^  )*
CSTTE-LA-UL ( r e t  fa /a ), pon.
That one, feminine* Cette-la-la va pas mentir, that one 
will not lie. St.-Fr., CELLE-Ll.
C'EZ ( sS), prep.
At* at the home of. St.-Fr., CHE2#.
CHA30ULUEE (J a b **" / *f r ), f.
Rash, prickly heat. II est olein de chaboulures, he is 
fall of rash. St.-Fr., iRUPTION, 3GRTE DE BGUTGNS SUE LE 
CORPS. See CHOUBOULURE.
CHACOTER ( ), v* tr. and int*
To whittle* II chacote tout le temps, he whittles all 
the time. Chacoter du bois, to whittle wood* St.—Fr*,
TAILLADER, COUPEE AVEC UN PETIT COUTEAU.
CHAMAILLE (jT*^ "* *  f ), f.
Fuss, bickering. St.—Fr*,CHAMAILLEEIE*
CHANTE G*RLIE 1~ ? * '  t • ), f.
An element of superstition among the people of Lafourche 
Pariah, not very well defined, but usually thought of as 
an invisible chorus or din in the air.
CHA8ZER (f £  z- e~ )f v* tr, and int. _
To change, to change clothes. St.—Fr., CHANGER ( )*
CUA0U1 ( to / ), m.
Raccoon* St.-Fr., RaTOH.
CHAPEAU (Ja ), m.
A formation of dark-colored crusts on the scalps of babies, 
caused from Seborrhea. St.-Fr., CROUTES DE LA TEIE.
CHAR (J * ^  ), m.
1- Automobile* St.—Fr., AUTOMOBILE*
S. CHAR A VAPEl®, locomotive. St.-Fr., LOCOMOTIVE.
S. CHAR A L*ESTRICIT3?, street car, tram car* St.-Fr., 
TRAMWAY. St.—Fr., CHAR, ear, chariot, cart, wagon.
4. CHAR A FxJSIGLT, freight train.
HARDRON m.
Thistle. CHARJDON.
CHARITABLE ( J as* r I ^  i> ), adj.
Charitable. St.-Fr., CHARITABLE*
ciurit* (jae^rt ), f.
Charity. St.—Fr., CHaRXTE*
CIURIV1HI * r /  ), m.
Charivari. St.-Fr., CHARIVARI.
CHARLOTTE ( /  *  •" /=> + ) , f *
Shallot, eschalot. St.-Fr*, ECHALOTE.
CHARPHITE ( y «  t.
Carpentry. 6t.-Fr., CHARPUSTE, ( j a r /><£*" ).
CEaRPESTIER (j *. r F 5'*}*'), ra.
Carpenter. Pt.-Fr., CHARPEHTIER, (j’a . r r * ^  <4 .
CEARRETffl (/a r Z 6 - ), f.
CHARRETJfiE DE, a large number of, a great deal of. La fernra© 
a eine ch&rretSe d?enfs.ats, the woman has a large number 
of children. St.—Fr*, BEAU CO UP, St.-Fr., ClikRilETfiE, cart­
load, cartful.
CHaSSE-G^RLIE <j*s 1 * . ^ ;  )
See CHjkaTE GAFX.IE.
CKOS£EPAK£IU.E (f?s P * K & jr ), t-
Sarsaparilla• St.—Fr., I ALSEPAREILLE•
CHATTE i j & t  ) ,  f .
Tag, children’s game.,- Jouer a la chatte, to play tag. At*
CilEHU C) n t l ) ,  a .
ETRE DU CHENU, to be very fine, to be extraordinary.
C’e^t du chnu, cette robe; thet In a very fin© rfrenn.
St.—Fr., CHEHU (adj.), hoary, foamy, antiquated. CE VIN 
EST CHERU, that is good old wine.
CHERUC (J*.**),®.
See CHENU.
CHESSER (fe^®- ), v. tr. and int*
To dry. St.-Fr*, SECHEE*
CHESSERESSE ), f.
brought* St.-Fr., SECHEEESSE.
CHEVAL CAROS SE (Jo&l K m r ?  *
Southern lubber grasshopper, Romalea Miorootera, Beauvois.




2. Ankle. St— Fr., CHEVILLE { )V ‘ T  >.
CHIiSSE )f f.
Looseness of the bowels* St.—Fr., FOX RE* St.-Fr*, CHIaSSE, 
excrement of injects.
CHIBAIGNE { } .  k $  fr ), f.
The .hole crowd, everybody. T.nte la ohibaigne £tait ll, 
ths whole crowd was there.
CHIENEKIE U i * ri ), f.®horing, whoredom. St.-Fr., PUTASSERIS*
CHIFF08 L f > f ?  ), *.
CHIFFOH BE PAIS, a large piece of bread. St.-Fr., CHIFFON, 
rag, scrap of paper.
CHIHVAUCH* ( J i 'i- oo J&- ), adj.
Crooked, beet, athwart. II est tout chi.rva.uch6, he is all 
crooked or bent. St.-Fr., COURSE, CROOKU, BE TRAVERS.
CHISSE (JlS ), adj.
Stingy, niggardly. St.-Fr., CHICHI*
CRISSETE (Jis be, )9 f#
Stinginess. St.—Fr., CHICHET®.
CHEVALS ( f >, a.
A kind of stool or hor? e, usually a horizonteGL piece with 




Thins. St— Fr., CHOSE (J'°'z-).
CaOVBOULOitE {Su-' bu' l ‘1 *- f<
S«e CHA30i;LURB.
CHQUMwOE (J**>f/c ), aav*
A great many, a gre**t deal* II a ein choninque de crayons, 




1* Chimney* St.—Fr., CHESSINifci*
E. Fireplace. St*—Fr•, FOYER.
CHRISTINE (LA) (1* ris+i'*v yf u
Santa Claus. St.-Fr., LE PETIT NOEL.
CIOALE {sitat )t {,
Th. meaning of this *ord varies throughout the parish, ®o 
some it means grasshopper only; to others, a cicada only; 
to others still, a dragon fly. St.-Fr., ClGALE, grass­
hopper, cicada*
CIGAHITTE (J »>» H  f") , f .
Cigarette. St.-Fr., CIGARETTE.
CILER (site. )f v. tr.
CILEK LES CrilEKS, o set the dogs on. St— 'Fr., HALER LE8 CHIENS.
CIROPER T. tr. and int.
(<aut.) to wax, as ropes, tarpaulins, etc.
CLAIR adi.
HOmaE CLAIR, a man not fecund, not able to produce offspring, 
St.—Fr., OBUF CLAIR, addle egg*
CLOCHER (K/*J«2- ), v. int.
To blister. II cloche cheque fois qu'il va au sole11, he 
blisters every time ho goes in the sun. St*—Fr*, SE COGVitlE 
DE GLGCrlt*
CjEI (Kebi), ad j •
Dented, dinted. Le sieau eet cobi, the bucket is dented*
It.—Fr. , EOdUf, BGgLELE.
C0CAG8E £ )t m. and f*
Drunkard. Tu vae t© so$ler encore, cocagn®> yon are going 
to got drunk again, drunkard* St*—Fr*, IVROGNE, SO ..'LARD* 
St«-Fr*, C0CAG3SE, fo^st* ■
COCARTE (A« karfi, f.
Bow of ribbon. St.-Fr., GOCARDE*
COCO (Kokc%9 au
Egg* in child * s vocabulary. St.-Fr*, OEUF*
cocodril (/rohc>4*-/) f m#
Crocodile* St.-Fr,, CROCODILE.
COCOMBRE (Ao ), in*
B cumber* St.-Fr*, CQNCOiBRE*
CGFFRBR (Kofr* )f v. tr.
injure, to beat. II l*a coffri d’un coup da l̂ titon, he 
injured him with a blow of a stick* St.-Fr., FHAFPER, ASGOE'/iER. 
St*—Fr*, COFFSER, to lock up, to imprison*
CQLLm (Wole), v. tr.
1* To get hold of, to lay hands upon. Si Jean to coll©, 11 va 
o© punir; if John can lay his hands on you, he will punish you* 
St.-Fr., METTRE LA .ATI SUH
2. COLDER ^UEL^J'UN 1 FAIRE WUEl^UE CHOSE, to catch some­
one doing something• St.-Fr., ATTRAPER. St*-Fr*, COLDER, to 
stick, to paste, to press*
COJIEi {KoHt i & t  adv.
How many* St.-Fr*, CQMBIEN*
CCMUHfER ), v. tr. and int.
To receive communion• To administer he sacrament of 
communion, as a priest. Reflexively, to receive con̂ iunion*
St*—Fr* , CGdt UNIER.
CO&OBION Uf'5'm/i-S'), f.
Communion* St*—Fr*, CQ&AChlOft*
COLi .ODE (A©*** *4), f.
Privy* St.-Fr., LATRINES.
C JKPUUOBIT C F̂' ** — ' ) . m.Expression of civility, respect, eon yrrrt elation; with 
contempt or adverse criticism occasionally. II a doling 
ein compliment %. itfarie, he gave a compliment to alary* or, 
he criticized wary adversely (depevidln,.; on the. sense)*
St.—Fr*, GC&IPLI^EHT, CRITIw^E. St.-Fr*, COMPLIMENT, an 
expression oi civility, never advex-ae criticism*
COMPLIHESTER ( f  I {"****), v. tr*
To commitment, to criticize adversely* II I1 a complimentle, 
he complimented her; or, he criticized her adversely*
st*—Fr*, com*i$mr£mp crmwsr*
CQMFHEHABLE (* * »i>) f sdj,
C&pable of being understood* St.-Fr*, CQLiPFd&iEKSIBLE*
CQMPRHSOHE {fiS’f r* /i <fi-) p f#
Comprehension* St.-Fr*, COMPFJ&IEKSXQII*
COMPTE ( K &  t )
EH 1 COMPTE, on account* Payer en & cotapte, to pay on 
account* St.-Fr*, 1 COulPTE#
CGSFiTUSE (*3" s.
TIMBER Ell CGKFITuHE, to feint. St.-Fr., TOMBER Ef3 B*fAIUiBC£, 
EH SXNCOPE.
COHFLE-FOBT IJCS'f >9 9=”" ) , m.
Safe, iron-aafe. St.-Fr., COFFEE—FORT,
CONGO B.
Congo snake (Aneistrodon piscivorus, LacSpfede).
CONSERVE (A-̂  »'■*'), S.
See COIiStVE.
CQMS&VE )f f.
Canned tomato paste- St*—Fr., COKSEKVE, preserve of meat, 
fruits, etc.
COQUAILLLHIE ( K o K z f r i
Indecent talk or action* Dire des eoqii&llleries, to say 
indecent things* Faire des coqu&illories, to do indecent things 
St.-Fr., COCISOKSEKIE.
GOQtro ( H o k f  ), m.
CQQUIN BE, CO^UI!iK DE, enormous, huge. C* est ein eocjuin 
d9 ho:ruie, he is a huge nan* Fine coquina d© matron, a very 
large house. St.-Fr., fcOTOifc, XMtiBNSS, St.-Fr., COWUIH,
—XllE, rogue, rascal, hu:>sy*
COEBIELA m.
Hearse * St.—Fr » , CQi *3ILLARI> (|ŝ  y  b i ) •
C0J8NUGH1 (K'Frnif.}
1. Mantelpiece. St.-Fr., ^ADEEiT^ DESSUS DE CiUjlrilJSSfcS*
i. Cornice. St.-Fr., CufiKICHE*
GORPOEEL a#
Carburetor* St.-Fr., C^EBUKATKUE.
COKUSSE '"Y'F )» n.
Cock, roaster* St.—Fr*, COQ* Corusse guime, gam© cock. 
St.-Fr*, COQ DE COMBiiT*
COKRECTEIl y# ^
To correct. St.-Fr •, C&KRIGER, EBCTIFIER.
CQTGHSJB (/Co+f <* )# a.
Cuckold. St.-Fr*, (vulg.) COKHAKD, COCU.
COO AC (/cco>a/t), m.
imerican Bittern (Bot&urus letitiginoeus, Mon tag}* Also known 
&8 COUaC SGLEXL* See GA3dDJL*S0LEXL.
COUL (It^^ ), a.
later coaler, a container to keep water cool*
CQUILLGR, -R8E adj.
Fo-olish, simple, silly. Ell© est couillorm© pour alter 
p&rsii le monde, she is too foolish to go amongst people*
St.-Fr., SETS, SIMPLE, BERET. GOUILLOIf i© used a© noun and 
adjective in Lafourche Parish.
CCXJILLORBE ( K*-' fr f.
Fool, noodle, simpleton girl. C*est ©in© couillonne, cette 
fillej that girl is a simpleton. St.-Fr*, IMBECILE. $t*-Fr*, 
COUILLQB is masculine only.
cojIU*mheb (avec) (#cw,^5" 4 ^  5, v. int.
1. To have an affair with* See BBTISEfi (a-veo).
2. To play with, to fool with. Couillonne p&4 avec raes livree, 
do not foci with my book©.
COULER (/CM*' /fi”), v. tr*
To pour, as water into a glass. Cooler de lleau dans 1© 
verre, to pour some water into the :lase. St.-Fr*, VEESEE.
St.—F •, COULEE, to strain, to filter*
COtHLJA (KUsn <b*)9 m.
Conjuration, spell, in ;antation. La nfigreese y a dorrni sin 
ein cou&tija, the negro woman cast a ©pell on him* St*—Fr.,
SORT.
COUPAILUSR f*'), v. tr.
To cut, to ci.it to pieces, to slash* II a coupalller lfhoraiue, 
he slashed 'the man* St.-Fr**, C01PER*
COBHPIOH (fc“-*rrAS')t m.
Buttocks. St— Fr., CiiOUPIOii, FESSES.
COURSAIIiES {KU'*-S*Qe,)t v. tr, ^  lnt.
To run madly after, to pursue with infatuation or with
Immoderate desire; to gad about# II coursaille les femaiee, 
he runs after women* L1enfant est apros oo' srseiller alentoir 
the child is gadding about#
COURSER tr#
To run madly after, to pur an© with Infatuation or with imuao*»
derate desire* II course leu femmes, he runs after worsen#
See CGURSAILLER.
COURSHJK, -EUSE - ✓  *-), nw tnd £.
One who pursues with infatuation or with immoderate desire#
CBAwUE {Kr* K&- ) f adj*
Cr&ay, deranged, crcked. St.-Fr#, TOQUE.
CRaQUER ( / f  >■ a- ^  ^  ,  v *  t r *
CKAQUER EXNE AIL &ETTE, to light, to strike a match* St*-Fr 
ALLU&ER, FHGTTER UNE ALRUMETTE.
CRAQUETTE (K> a- ), f.
Soda cracker* St.-Fr*, BISCUIT idfiCÊ  CilAQUELIh*
CBEQUE ( K r e *  ), f.
Crest, cofflb̂ of fowls* CREQ’TE-DIQ^ORUSSE, cockscomb (hot#)# 
St#-Fr#, CRETE—IE-COQ•
CRIBBLE (tcri b}e*r ), adj#
Infested* II est cribblU de ponx, ho ic infested with lice* 
St#—Fr#, CRIBBLE, full of holes#
C h iy iH c E L  /  ) ,  m* and f#  and a d j#
Criminal. St.—Fr., C I^I.EL#
CRIHIASSE A K r t f * *  ), f*
See E' OuBlFLAGE.
LIlwUETTE { K n  ixet )f f*
Cricket* St.-Fr#, GEILLGU*
TROCHE ), m.
Swindler, crook. M^fie—tol de co oroche, do not trust that 
swindler. St.—Fr * , ESGRQO *
GKOCHE ( k**) )f adj.
Crooked, fraudulent# Ein horaiae croche, a swindler, crooked 
man# St.-Fr., FKAUDULEUA*
ohochir (Ifroj, V ) i  v* tr#
1# To bend* XX a oroehi la bar re de fer, he bent the iron 
bar# St#—Fr# , CGUHBER#
£. So tread down the heel of a shoe- St.-Fr., fiCtiLEB*
CR0CSI0J90LE {KroXSif?! )f f#
Doughnut* St.-Fr., PETIT GaTEaU DE FQBME R0S3DE, FAIT aVEC 
DE LA FaRI^E, DES OEUFS ST DU SUCRE, ET FRIT DANS LA GliiklSSS. 
St.—Fr., 0H)̂ UIGf'3DLE, cracknel, small brittle cake#
CSOIRE (/crei/a*-) , v* reflex#
To thlrk much of oneself, to be vain. II ae croit de trop, 
he thinks too,well of himself# Gi.-Fr., Q*Ed GHOIRE#
CftOTTE (Xrofe), adj.
Kinky, as of hair# St*-Fr., CKOTTE, dirty, f ul, squalid*
CEO US TON (fc^5+?«-)# m#
Tip end f a loaf of broad. St#—Fr*, BOUT Dli5HE NICHE#
St.—Fr., ChOUTOiS, crust of bread, a bit f crust*
CRUTE ( adj * f.
Baa# La viande crute, raw meat#
C1TE (5 ), demons tr# adj., m# and f., before a consonant#
C#te fer-sae, that woman# C*te gar;-on, that boy# St#—Fr*,
GET, CETTE.
$u-U-LA ), demons tr . pr on •
That one, masculine* Qu-lA-lit a pas peur de toi, that one 
does not fear you* St#—Fr#, CELUI—L&#
yUECULAXRE /aBr), adj.
Circular# St*-Fr., CldC.LAIRE#
^UECJLajlIOR f- K*f I* 5 } 7 )  ,  f .
Circulation# Gt.-Fr#, Cl G LATIGb#
yjiRRLEE v* int.
To circulate. Lo sang $vrc*la, bio d circulates# St*-Fr., ClXiCuLER#
D'ABQKD QDE (<£ab?t- l<^ ) | loc * cotij *
Provided that* Tu peux wenir d1 abord que tu sole tranquille , 
you can com© provided you are quiet* St.—Fr*, POuHW qUB*
St.—Fr,, D'ABOliD (fUE, from the time that*
DAINE (J/t »v ) 9 st
Turkey* St*-Fr., DXKDON (m*i DI&DE (f#).
BARTER (Ja- c.), v. reflex#
*o bound, to leap, to jump forward* II se darde omrne ein 
chevreuil, he bounds like a deer# St.-Fr#, BO$LTR, SAUTEK# 
St#-Fr., DAKBER, to harpoon, to dart, to shoot forth*
MUIAQT (do fo ), 13#
A person whose taste and manners are not very good* Tu peux 
arconnaltre ce dauiaut par son linge, you can judge this fellow 
of poor taste by his clothes*
DSMRU3ER (tie- barke.), v. tr* and int.
To descend, to come out of a boat, car, train, etc*} to'
take down from. DSburquer le linge de 1 *automobile, to take
down the clothes from the automobile# St.-Fr*, D&MRQUER, 
to land, to unship#
DEBAFPJilR v* tr*
To unlock, to unlock something under lock and key# St*—Fr#, 
OUVRIR URE SERKIIRE FEE.Q5E 1 CLEF* St.-Fr*, DEBARTER, to un­
bar, to unfasten*
BfiEAUCHER (de b o ), v. int.
To end one's day's work* L'ouvrier embauche 1 six heuree ©t 
d̂ baucii© A sept heures, the carpenter starts working at six 
o’clock and stops at ©even. St.-Fr., DEBAUCHEE (v* tr#), 
to debauch, to seduce, to get ar/ay from one's service, duties,
DJSBOUWUER (de bUke~), v. int.
To clear, to com© into sight from behind or around samething# 
Qu&nd ©He a d£bouqu6 du pateau, je I'ai vue; when she cume 
from behind the post, I saw her* St*-Fr#, DflBOUQUER, to 
clear a harbor3 river, etc.; to uisembogue.
DSCAftkBIdE {de Ka^ra bjn4
% TOUT DfCiLRaBISlfi, with all one’s might;, unrestrainedly# II 
a travaill^ a tout d£c&rabir>5, he worked with all hie might.
BfCKAilGE (d & f ar f m*
Semen * £ t * —Fr « , SPlu S-1E •
DfiCHESSS
Dried up, withered* St— Fr. , DlSSSCHf*
DSCHESSER (je ft. ̂  tr*
To dry up, to parch* St.-Fr#, DESSECHFR#
DiCHIUtJ AIULER {de- J ifc> a'^e' )', v. tr.
To tear, to cut up, to slash. D£chien#±.ller du llnge, to 
tear clothes# BEchicn&tller la chfdr , to sl&eh up the flesh# 
D5chienailler du manger, to tear up food with one's teeth* 
St— Fr,# DfCHIQUETER*
CiCLOOVER { ^ e  *(«•<'«), v. tr.
To unnail* St#—Fr*, DECLOUER*
DiCOCLiICTIOH {<LeKoK\<fksjS)t f.
See DlfcOCTIOK.
Dicocnos <(Je*-oksL& )t f.
A beating* II a foutu eine decoction a lf hoime, he g&ve the 
man a beating. St.-Fr#, HAChEE# St*-?!*., PJ5C0CTI0&, de­
coction.
DECGC TIOHHEB (d^ * V  , v. tr.
To stun* II l!a d^coctionnd c^ein coup de poing, he stunned 
him with one blow of hie fist. St— Fr*, ABASQITEDIB, J5TGDBDXK
PROMPTER ( ^ / t r Z - e ) ,  v* tr*
To give up as hopeless* Le docteur l*a d^comptd, the doctor 
has no hope for his recovery* St— Fr#, DfCOmPTSR, to de­
duct, to make abatements*
DfiCOUPAILLBR (de. fc «-*- f a- fre* ) , v* tr*
To cut, to cut to pieces# St.-Fr#, DECQUPEB#
DiCfLOCHER {de.Yc.roSe. ), v. tr.
To separate, to pull apart. II a d£croch£ les deux garments 
qui se battaienb, he separated -h© two bays who were fighting 
St.-Fr•, oSPAREE. St.-Fr., BECROChhE, to unhook, to take 
down*
BEDJAINE (de 4} %  ) , f #
Awkwardness in gait, clotfci ", etc* II a else dSdjaino lei,
he is drecred awkwardly# II a ©in© d£tli aloe pour marcher, he
has an awkward gait. St.-Fr., (colloq.) DEGAINE*
DEtiJ-I*£R (<ddS'dj ft/<£* ), v* int. anu tr#
To vomit# St— Fr#, DEGUEuLJSR*
DSFEIHlirE (c/e'jf f kj* f.
A dead perao , one deceased. St.-Fr., ££FU393f»l£» It Is uaed 
t-i nominative of address. D5feint Thomas, D^felute Tu6r&se* 
St.-Fr., FEU m+~~.
PSGABILLKR {d& <j&,bt£ G* ) f ff -tr*
To tear off, eg clothes. Mgabiller 1© lings de quelqu’uii, 
to tear off someone* clothes# St.-Fr*, (slang) ©fFEUŜ tJlSR#
DS6&INER ), v. tr. and int.
To hand over, to take off. P^gaincr I*argent, to hand over 
the money. gainer les p&ntalons, to take the panto 
D^gaine, je te dig; give the money over, I says or, shed 
your clothes (depending on the context). St.-Fr*, DEGAIcJER, 
to unsheath, to draw on© 1 s sword.
DEGRADE (c\exfr*te)9 adj.
Cast away, abandoned, said of living things. C*e^t ©in cliien 
d£grad5, that is a dog that bus been deserted. St.-Fr., 
DESERT^, ARMDOrfjE? St.-Fr., DEGRADE, disgraced, dishonored.
DEGRADE IB.
An abandoned or deserted person. be puuvre petit d£grud£, 
the poor little abandoned child. St.—Fr.-, CELUI Qi-I EST ABAR— 
tOi.v - j i.
DEGRAXjER (d-& cpfrjJe,) 9 v* tr.
To leave behind purposely, to cast away. XI a le
ehien dens le bois, he left the dog i the woods on purpose* 
St.-Fr., ivBidiDOLtlER, DESERTER. St.-Fr., DEGRADER, to degrade, 
to disgrace.
DEGHJSXER v. tr.
To strip, to take away fro-m, as clothes from some body $ from 
a house, furniture. II l*a d£gr<£;/6 de tout son ling© , he 
took all her clothes from her. St.-Fr., DEpoUILLER,
PRIVER GU£U*i|TdH DE CE w,0I LI;I ARPARTIEBT. St.-Fr., DEGREE!!, 
to unrig.
DEEALEXl (c/<e ), v* reflex.
To et-.se, to slip, to crawl silently in or cot. II oe dtSh&l© 
dans la max son} he slips into the couse # St.-Fr#, DEh.nI»EH, 
(naut.) to tow out.
D2K0RS (<l& ? r~ )9 &dv,
Guteid®. Also DIOR {** fr ° ), and. BEIGK
ot.—Fr., DEHORS.
DJSJOINTER {d<2- v< ^
To disjoint* II y a ddjointE les doi^te, he disjointed hi© 
fingers. St.-Fr., D2fiaE»SBEER#
DSLAISS*, -E (de-Us e, )# a# and f.
A divorced person, or a person separated' from his or her 
nate*
BEUXSSER ( J W  R5 ̂  ), v. reflex.
To divorce, to become separated, as husband and wife.
St*—Fr., SE SSPaRER, SE DIVORCER.
DFitARRSE (Je->/iare), v. tr*
Te untie, to unfasten. D£marrer les scullers, to untie 
shoes. St.-Fr., BERGUER DELXER. St.-Fr., DEMAERER, (naut.) 
to unmoor, to put to sea.
D&i£L£E {de. Hiete.) 9 f.
Conflict, affray. St.-Fr., -IftLFE.
% m E ORE f.
A DEXIiURE, permanently, always, continually. II rest© la 
A demeure, he lives liter© permanently* St.-Fr., TQUJOUHS, 
PERFETUELLEMEii T .
DEdTISSE {d&-ht s )$ m-
Dentist. St.-Fr*, DSNTIETE.
D2PARLER v„ ^t*
To be delirious. II est si ro&lade qu11,1 dlparle, ho is so 
ill that he is delirious. St.-Fr,, AVOIR IS DELIRE, DSLXKEK* 
St.—Fr*, BEPARLER, to cease speaking (used only negatively) •
DSPKLGilER { d e  f  T / e  ) f v. tr.
To dishevel or ruffle the hair, DEpeigner que1 qu,un, to 
dishevel coneooe*3 hair. St.—Fr., fiOHEVELER.
JtPMDhE {d<2fZn, ), v. int.
D&PEhDKE SDR, to rely on* On pouvait jamais dSp<en<2re sur 
If, we could never rely on him. St.—Fr., CQihPT&P SUE, 
St.-Fr., uEPEFDRS DE, to be de -endent on, lo be subject to,
DEFUSES {de f! v. int.
To peel. Sa peau a d£pluio£ dans le soieil, hir skin peeled 
in "he sun. St.-Fr., PELER,
DEPOT {deyo )#
1. Railway station, St.-Fr,, CARE. St.-Fr., DEPOT, ware­
house,
2. Pu© pocket, fostered bruise.
DEPUS (d 3 flj )J prgp.
Since. St.-Fr., DEPUXS,
DJSQUlLOKfi (J&Kifof-e. ) 5 adj.
Having one* g shirttail out. hora/sa dSquilo'tJ, the man with 
his shirttail out.
DEQUILOITER (c/e- /o' Jo v. iy.
To {Kill one*a shirt tail out* 5i***Fr*, DSGULOTTBK-, to take off 
the breeches of*
BSSAMAX3 (^® z> 3- m  ) | nu
AD DUBAiAXii, not eonvenient, not at hand* Je p©ux pas aller 
11; c*est hr op an d^s&m&ia* I cannot go there5 it is too 
inc vavenient. St.^Fr*, QUX S1 Ebf PAS 1 LA MAXH*
DSSOLER (</a*_o/e-)# v. reflex*
To burst into tears* Quand elle I’a vu, ©lie s*a d^sol^e*
Mien she saw him, she burst into tears* St*-!*!** , SB DfSQLER, 
to grieve, to be distressed.
D$TaMS #*•&) , adj •
Injured or worn out condition of plated metal* Lea fourchettes 
en argent s nt tout d^t&mSes, the plating of the silver- 
plated forks is all worn out*
DSTaQUBR (clafaA'C.)^ 7 , tr*
To unlatch* II a d^taque la port©, he unlatched the door*
BFTERVIOLER (de.’h'dB. r uflof§.> 7t tr*
To beat, to stun* II l*a d£terviol£ d*ein coup de poing, 
he beat him, stunned him, with one blow* St.-Fr*, BATTUE, 
STOUrtfiXB*
DFTOOR ) > au
B2T0UR DE EEILS, strained back* St.-Fr*, TOUR DE FEINS*
DEVALDRiiGUE (d<2 u ), f.
Slovenly appearance. Gar voir la cl^v&ldrague de c*t ho ine, 
lo/k at the slovenly appearance of that van. ‘Stre It la 
dSvaldrague, to have a slovenly appearance. St*—Fr*, UN 
VELBRAGIJE, (naUt.) in disorder, in conf sion*
DSVIiiilliE (<i&0 ‘*13.^), m.
Puzzle, riddle* Sb.-Fr., DEVIHETTE* St*~Fr., DEVXIIAXhLE, 
devination.
DKVXHt—DEVXUAXDLE (d&vi» J e  oi n  ) ,
A game of guessing* One proposes a riddle, the oth r attempts 
to find the solution. As a verb, it is used in the imperative 
only. Ddvine-d£v±n&ille qui c© que rjhai .'.Iana la main, guess 
what I have in my hand. flt#-Fr*, DEVINE or DEVIN EZ#
DUBE a.
1* Devil* Au diabe la bomti ue, 1 give up* Au dia.be la. 
boutique; je pars. I give up; I am leaving#
2. Devil-fish*
DICRICHK (Jikri} ), m.
Said of a person with long 'hair* Espbce de dicriche, Xes 
cshew’ix v& te tornber dans les yeux; your hair is so long that 
it will get in your eyes*
DJllLd£—3AL» ( ha! )f
A merry dance* XI y aura dj&le—bal ee soir, there will be 
a merry dance tonight*
BJSULA8D, -E (Jfj/at— *  rde. ) f ^  and f.
Bawler* St*-Fr*, (vulg.) GOFULAiD, -E.
BJEULE (<£// ), f.
Mouth of animal> mouth or face  of a person* St#—F r*  ,
GUh.li IE*
e  ), f.
ilouthful* St.-Fr*, (vdg.) GUEdL&S*
To bawl, to s q u a ll .  S t # - F r . ,  (v u lg .)  GUEULEft,
1. Lung le g *
£ . J ig ,  dance*
S. The a i r  o f  a j i g  dance. S t . - F r * ,  ( fa & .)  GIGOE,
DJIBSUE ), o.
Influenza, g rip o e . S
DJOB (4^yb)9 m.
CACHE, 0 . CTJPATlQlfl • PLACE
DJOG 01? <f ) ,  f *
Jug. S t . - F r . , CRUGKE*Cii #
DJU^PER , v . i n t .
To start. II a djumpl cp.anu d i e  y a mis du vtnnigr©  dsns 
l a  coupure; he c r ie d , gave p h y s ic a l man!i’egtatlon o f p a in , 
dien  she p u t v in eg ar in  h ie  wound*
DOIR ( d<+> a.r)9 tr#
To owe, to  be indebted to . S t . —F r * ,  DEVOIR.
DOME-JONNE {J^nt ), f.
Demi john. St.-Fr., DMiUTI^S*
DOMPT (efo ~h ) t adj. and p.p. of dompter*
Reduced to obedience, tamed* Le ehaval dompt, the tamed 
horse - II a dompt le c.heval, he tamed the horse. II a 
damp' 1 T enfant, he reduce cl the child to obedience#
St.-Fr., BCHPTE, -E, is also used in Lafourche Parish#
dorure {dor*fr)9 f*
Jeweli-y , Jewel, C#est dee belles dorurea <;a, those are fine 
jewels. St.-Fr., BIJOUX, St.-F#., EqJUIKIfi, gilding.
DOUCFMEXT c£)9 adj.
Slow* G*est ein homme doucement, he is a- alow man*
DOUHiE (Jw-jf ), f.
A beating, & thrashing* St#-Fr., BAILEE. St.-Fr., JX5UILLE, 
socket*
DOUILLETTE {^^(f ^ ), adj. m. and f.
Over—delicate, sensitive to pain* St*—Pr., .DOlILLET, —EtTE*
DOUTAECE { d u * t £ s ) 9 i.
Doubt. Personae a aueuno doutance do ca, no one has any 
doubt about that, St.—Fr., DOUTE*
BRECQUE {drck. )9 loc# conj.
WLsn, as soon as* Drec-.jue to. le met3 a i*ouvrage, 11 pleure 
as soon as you put him co v;ork, he cries* St.-Fr*, D£l wGB#
DRIGAIL1E )9 f„
Trash, a piece of trash, a good-for-nothing person* St.-Fr#
1ROGUE , VAUKIEt* *
DRUM ( c eu
Drum; a cylindrical reservoir for water, gasoline, etc#
EBeCH* (efceje), adj.
Peeked, said of eggs pecked fey the bird while hat chin » St*—
Fr*, BEGQUET?, pecked#
EBOUEXJ’Fl̂ AGE P b a . r i f.
The state of having one1 s hall* in disorder. St.-Fr.,ACHOtJ D*2B0URIFFER.
EBOURUTU: (eUr/j/e), m. ^  f. and adj•
1* (Of the hair) disordered# in disorder* Lea cheveux 
EbourifflEs, the hair in disorder*
2* (Of persons) with one*a hair dishevelled# h'hozm® 
Abourifflg, the man with his hair in disorder#
2# (As a noun, m* and f#) a person with dishevelled hair#
Ein &bouriffl£, a man with dishevelled hair* Eine Sbourlfflle, 
a woman with dishevelled hair# St*—?*** EBOURIFFE, used 
only as an adjective*
EBOURIFFLEK (efcu-rif/e. )J v. tr.
To disorder someone*s hair* St#—Fr## J&OU&IFFEB*
scale (eAca/), f.
Scale, of fish. St.-Fr., CCAILLE. St.-Fr., SCAIiS, shell, 
hull of fruits and seeds*
BCAREirjRE (B*a r / -hf r ) ( f.
See ECARRURiL#
ECARRUKE ( t k e r ^ r  ), f.
Width of back, measured across the shoulders* St*—Fr##
CARRURE*
ECiiRTfiGE f*
Opening or spreading wide of legs* G’est ©ine bell© Ec&rtage 
qu*elle a, that is a fine posture that she has. St.-Fr., 
iCARTEKEHT, ECABSiUHiiSSEKT.
fCARmutGE ), f.
See ECAR1 AGE *
ECEAPS ), f.
Blunder, mistake* C* est eine £ chape,; il a pas vouln. fair© ga# 
It was & mistake? he did not intend to do that#
ECHAFF2E ), v. tr*To let fall, to drop# -j*ai JSchao >5 1© crayon, I cropped the 
pencil* St.-Fr*, UlflfiER TOHBER, St.-Fr*, JBCHAPPER, to fall 
from, to slip out, is an intransitive verb* SA P M 1E LUJ 
gGHAFPA, he dropped his pen*
ftJEEVEUGK (eJ3 v/a*)f f.
The state of having one's hair in disorder. S.‘..-TV.,ACTIO’-! D'SCHEVELHt.
SCHOiJERIE ), f.
A confused or disagreeable mixture of thingaj a mess, XI a 
fait eine Schoueri© dans les gSteaux, he made u mesa la the 
cakes. St.-Fr., GACHIS, DES0EM5E.
SCQFKAU (IB K o p o  )5 a.
Chip, shaving. St.-Fr., COPEAU.
SCOfiCHE (« k?
Bark, of a tree* St.—Fr*, ECQHCB*
Score (efc*/-), f.
Edge of a stream, bank. Leo Scores cii:; bayou, the edge of 
the bayou* St.-Fr., (n&ut*) ACGORE, HIVAGE.
SgqoXller )# tr.
to injure the testicles*
SCRA^oatu^R (e K v. tr*
To crush, to smash. II a 5eramouill6 les oeufs, he smashed 
the eggs* St.-Fr., (pop*) SCHABOIIILLER»
scbxsser (e fc i-fk e- )# v. tr.
To spread, or pull apart, tho thighs:; to split, by pulling 
on the legs* AirSie qa, tu vas l^cuisserj stop that, you 
will split him (pull his thighs apart)* St.-Fr*, ECORQUILLER 
LES CUISSES* St.-Fr., ECUISSEh, to splinter*
SGORGf (<2 <jO l-fe) , adj .
Hoarse* II est £gorg£ d1 avoir ?ri5, he is hoars© from shouting* 
St*—Fr., ESBOBE* St.-Fr.5 EGORGS, with the throat cut, 
murdered*
SCKAFIYUKE (e iraj-ijfUft, f.
Scratch. St.-Fr.7 fiGEATItaiURE.
iGRAIIiKR v. tr.
lo break to pieces, to sm-ah. II a Sgi-ain& Xe verr-e, he 
broke the gXas© to pieces* St.-Fr., BfilSJER. FN MORCEAUI*
St*-Fr*, EGRAIKER; or EGu-EUER, to shell out (grains)*
f,GRAF DIR (e^^W/h), v. tr.
To enlargej to lengthen, as a house* Gt#-Fr., AGRABDXE.
EGKSHFUSE (e ^  */*-), f .
Machine for shelling com* St.—Fr., EGQSSBUSE*
£Gj8IHKXI*LER (fiLr & Wy;y 6 / } , v* hr#
To crumble, a® bread, or cake# St.-Fr • , EMlETTltli, ElftXEE*
£18 ), indef. art.# and num. adj* in lmstres&ed position*
A, an; one*
' EISE (2 >̂* ), indaf• art*, fern** and numeral adj* in unstressed position* 
A, anf one* Sometimes used as numeral adjective, m *  and fern#, 
in stressed position*
2100 **-) , adv*
. here • St.-Fr . , 08 *
flOlSSE (^£**-5), adv.
See AVO0SSE*
ELECTEE (e/tlfM), V. tr.
To elect* St*—Fr. 9 ELIES*
SlEvatkur ®*
Elevator. St.-Fr., A&CEBSE0H. St.-Fr*, ELEVATOR, a muscle 
which serves to raise a part of the body; an instrument used 
to raise ships.
£LIljGU£ (& I % J S  ), si. and f. and. adj.
Tall and long-legged; a tall, long-legged per sort. Ein hocaia© 
Slingud, ein ElinguE; a tall, long—legged person*
SLI3GUER ( e / t f e  }, v. tr.
pull the legs out* Si 11 te aot la main de aur, il vs. 
t*Elinguer j if lie catches you, he will heat you. St*-Fr.,
ELX3GUER (naut), to sling, go put in a sling.
ELLQSGS ( e / ^  ), f.
Annex to a building. &t.—Fr•, A8SME*
ELlqsger ), v* hr. and reflex*
1. To stretch, to stretch out, 'to lengthen*
E* Reflexively, to relax one's naiades by stretching* Ett 
ue levant il s*ellonge, on getting up he stretches his arms out*
St • —Fr . , ALLOUiGEd
EUSX (C I mi ) , sv* and f.
Energy# St. —Fr * , Eft: £dl •
jf;".-ifisit<• 1'ii.T, —uUSji ^ ̂  i”—  ̂  3E- J j| Til. and f.
Spoofer, big talker, braggart. St.—Fr., PERSONS v-SJ FAIT 
BLAUCOUP DMiMhiuii-Aa*
EMBiOCHEK {Sibo J&. ), v , int.
”o start working. II eatbeuche h. six hsures st dSbaache & 
sept- heures, he starts working at six a* clock and stop® at 
seven* St.-Fr., SiHAUGIUSR, to engage, to take in workmen*
EUB£RK£R (SLia2'***̂ ), v. tr*
So soil, to besmear* II a embera^ m  robe de gr&ieae, he 
besmeared her dress with grease.
ESfBEURBIKSR {& b rite, ^
See mBER&ER.
BdBQUEUEP. (££«-'- ̂  ), v. tr. and int.
So sink ii the srud* II embeurb©, h© is sinking down in the
mud. Tr** to sink into the mud, to put mud onj e&bourber
que,qu,un, to throw mud on somebody* ®mbourbor les ©cullers,
to sink the shoes into 'he mud*
SMBOOhlUSR )f Vm tr*
To wrap* II a eabo >rv& lea ^e;liex*s, he vo*&pped up the
shoes* it.-Jr., t35VELOFPER. St.-Fr*, iESSBDURliER, to stuff*
ESBiO IUi (SI tr adj .
Foggy, misty, hazy. Le temps embroulll3, foggy wet-ther*
St.-Fr., SdBRULiS.
JMECTER (e»/elrW, v* tr*
To beat, to give a bad bio-;, to, to injure very much* II a 
&&ect& le petit gar^on, he injured the litti - boy* St**Fr*, 
FRAPFEK, HUIBB X*




EoliARlNEF: ( £ A i a r m e ^ f v. tr.
See AHAfilHER* St.-Fr., EMIvlaRIKER, (naut*) to man a cthipj. 
to inure, to the sea.
S&SUEitAGE (£T rrt a V 3 ̂  ) $ f,
Tying, binding. L*esmnnrrsg© de sauller^, the tying oi* shoes* 
St.-Fr., Aii&REAGE, (naut*) lashing, seising of ropes, mooring 
of ships, la also used in Lafourche Parish.
ZMtt&hHER &  )t tr.
See AiiAFiiiEH.
2M0EU*ER {e/+tu>a Je ), tr*
to crush* 1 *automobile 1 *& &aoell&, the car cruahad him* 
St.-Fr* , MOELLEf marrow*
SSfFL&TE ‘a. and f# an adj#
Slow, awkward} slow, awkward person* Il est eaplate, he I® 
awkward# Garde-voir o*t template, look at that slow person* 
St.-Fr., SiPL^.TSE, a sickly, helpless person#
SIPOOMER ( G U P F a g * )t v> ^
To catch, to grasp* St#—Fr*, E&SPGIGMER#
E&Pfd&'EK ( £  fr 0  ■/*£ ), v* tr* and Int#
To borrow* Erapr^tar de 1* argent, to borrow muney. IX effipr&fte 
tout le temps* he borrows all the time* St*—Fr** MPfOTTER, 
to borrow} PR&TEB, ‘to lend#
E3CAN&ER {cL'KE >;d), v. tr* and int.
To can. St.-Fr., COtfSERVER
ERDGRMIR >%?/ r) , v. reflex#
To be sleepy# Je ndendors, I am sleepy* St#-fr*, AVOIR 
SGilcEXI*. St#—Fl*., Ŝ ESDGftiAlE, to fall asleep#
ESDJEyuaa ( &  </̂  / & ) $ v„ tr*
To scold, to abuse. II l*a endjeul&e quand olle a parId, 
he scolded her -hen she talked* St.-Fr., (wig#) MGGEUhEE#
SHFLS (S^/^e), adj.
In a bad huiaor# II est ©nfl4, he 1b In a bad humor# St.-Fr., 
DE haUVAlSE HUMEUn. St.-Fr., ERFUK, swelled, swollen#
E3G0ITER (£y«o<2/^), v. tr.
To choke someone by making him swallow something# Tu tos 
engoiter 1 * enfant awec ce morceau de c&ndi, you are going 
to choke the child with that piece of candy# 8h.-Fr#, 
f f m t
esgotter {cu^fo ), v* tr#
See EftGOITER#
EKBESOUa (DE) ( & *  soLr )f edv.
Snder. II est ennesour d* ein boles, he is under a tree#
St.-Fr., DESSGFS#
E8SAQUEH (£ ? <* ), v* tr#
To put Into a sack or bag. St.—Fr#, EKSAUHER#
ENTCHITCHIHER (ci+J t fjine. ), v. tr.
T© bother, to worry* Used only in. the present iadicative#
Tu m1 entcfcitchines, you bother me. St#-Fr*, 1XSUMERXDE, 
E8NUXER*
■ Ef^bnTlO^ (cC }f f.
Attention* St*-Fr*, ATTHniOHI,
EBTOURAGS ( &  'ftlL r*f) , m #
ball* CH*entourage oSpar© la s&IXe a manger d© la cuisine, 
this mil separates the dining room from the kitchen* 5i*—Fr. 
MUR* St*—Fr•, ENTOURAGE, railing, neighborhood*
£8© (ed), &uv*
Where* St*—Fr*, Gtf*
milBSTfi (ef*5/ 8^ ) ,  adj.
Impatient- St*—Fr*, IMPATIENT*
IPATIENTER (e f a  s/£ '+5 , v. reflex*
To lose one1 a patience* St*-Fr., B*IljPATX j|£I$TER«
KPIAOLER (e/ji* /«- ), v. tr.
To best, to Injure* II a £©laul£ 1 *enfant* he beat the 
child* St.-Fr., FRAP?J5h# BQrcbR D£S COUPS*
fpiHGLE (eft:i ),f*
2PINGLS 1 COUCHE (e ); SPIHGUS 1 LAI\*GE,
safety pin* St.—Fr*, iPHSC-Lt1' AivGL&lSB, EPXUGLb BE £KF;E£ICE* 
PPIHGLD 1 LlivGE, clothes pin* St-*—Fr*, PIUCE 1 LlEfGE*
£FI!-GLETTE (<3. f£*f 111 ) , f.
Ornate bal pin. St.-Fr*, EPIDGLETTE, pricker, priming—wire*
SKDCHON (e f>io j?}, m.
Bunt) unoe/.'..ized person* St*—Fr*, PEHSGMUS AU—DESBOUS DE EA 
TAIEEb d02ESUE*
kploche (ep)*fj }, f.
Pickings, paring. * Des dploches d© patate, potato paring'?.'*
S t * —F r •, 35?E i C i iURE .
£POU SSIfSU&t (6 pu^?|»JBre ), v# tr* and int.
To du st • S t •—£* r -, SPOi * f*.-ETEU ,
EPCRLR {Gfift€L , v. tr.
To squeeze out the juice,- &e of fruits* Apurer ein© orange,
to squeeze the jaie© out of to orange. St.—Fr., PHESSKR*
St*—Fr., &PURER, to purify, to refine*
jSQUAMB ) 9 interrog. adv.
When. St.-Fr,, QUaBD*
EHGRICHER ( e s W X ^  ) v. tr*
See £BGJaQHm+
ERlEK ( °  ~r(j-c ) » indef, pro.
See AKIEE*
SBOdCE (er-^^ ), f.
Briar, blackberry bush* St.-Fr., EQKOE,
SKSllaiE (a£.7-£a&r' )
£23 FEEIskE, behind. II est en erriere de la porta, he is 
behind the Goar. St.-Fr., M  IRRIERE BE.
ESCALISS (<ss )£~)t m*
SIX E£GAXil!3S, seventy—five cents. LBS Q0A1E.ES ESGilrX&S, the 
pain that results to one from riding horseback. II a &ttr&p£ 
les -uatres ese&lins, he has a pain from having ridden on 
horseback. St.-Fr., fiSCALlE, & Butch and Flemish silver 
coin worth about sixpence,
EdCASBO.2 (6>s fm
Uproar, noise, racket. Arr$te tes escandales, stop you? 
noise. Cf£t&it eine grande eacandal©, there was a great
uproar, racket. St.—Fr*, TAPEuE. The St.-Fr. dCMBiiLE is
used in Lafourche Parish, as in St.—Fr., to mean a seaxidul.
ESCAPaiAIRE («S k r n , a.
Scapulary. St.-F., SCaPULAIEE.
EoGaHT (e^/irdr), in,
FaIHE EXIi ESCAKT, to step aside suddenly, as with fright. 
St.-Fr., FiiXRE UE fiCART.”
ESCOLTEK (e 5 /r«//■«), y. tr.
To get hold of someone in order to settle an argument or 
differences. 31 je peux 1*escalter, je v&® 1© taper| if I 
can get hold of him, I shall beat him.
ESCOEh T (65 1 0 ^ ^ ) ,  au
Scurvy. St.—Fr• , SCO;.‘.BUT,
2SCSIKE& v. reflex.
To she t until one1® throat hurt®. II s*a fiscrlm̂  b. t1 ann-aler 
he shouted for* you util his throat hurt. St.-Fr., S1ESCEWER 
to fight together, to strive hard, to try*
ESCUSK {esKf2.)t f.
Exeus./ St.-Fr., EXCUSE (£#•**$*■).
ESCUSER (esK-fle. )t v. tr.
To excusfc. St.-Fr., EXCUSES (e/csA^ze-
ESiSATIM («s -ma.Te)t a(jv.




Special* Ain Xivr© esoSci&l, a special book* 8t*-Fr*,
SPECIAL, PARTIGgUSR*
ESPELER ( e ^ p ^ e  ), v. tr. and int.
To spell* Espeler des mots, to spell words* St.—Fr*, EPELER*
ESPfRER (e^, Pe )# v . tr* and int.
To wait for, to await* EapSrer que*qu*uii, ©y, eeplrer pour
que,qu,unf to wait for somebody* To wait* Espere lei un
moment, wait here a while* St.-Fr*, ATTENDEE* St.-Fr., 
ESP2RER, to hope, to hope for*
ESFIRGOUIK ( e a Pa 2 ) , a.
Penguin5 simpleton* St.-Fr*, PINGQUIft, PXNGUIN*
ESPR&S ( /? 7-e) , adv.
Purposely, on purpose* St.-Fr*, EXPR&S* Whenever ESPBES is 
preceded by a vowel sound, the jg, drops* II lFa fait r.pres, 
be did it purposely. But, fair© espr&s, to do on purpose*
ESTOPER v. tr. and int.
To dam, to mend* St.-Fr., EEPRIGEE*
ESQUILETTS ( <*>s k  t I )$ m#
Skeleton. St.-Fr., SQUSLETTE.
i&STATUE (e.3 zFa.'Ẑ .)̂
Statue. St-—Fr., STATUE.
ESTO^AC DE LfULATTE (e5 'to a d f.
Ginger bread, wstage planks.n
ESTSAVAGUE (e.s~t r-a./4^e), adj *
1. Bewildered. Estravagu^ par le coup, bewildered by the How* 
£* Deranged. II est estravuguis, ho is deranged. St.—Ft*., 
ETOUEDI, llibmmt*
SSHa&CITi f.
E le c tr ic ity . S t .-F r ., ELECTBICITf.
ESTXPHQIDE {cs-tr/f-afd)' m (i  aty *




STILLER ( e r / / d ) | v, tr.
To pull apart, to beat. I I  y a tomb£ de our, et l*a fitill̂ j 
he Tell on him and gave him a good boating. II a £till4 1m  
robe, he pulled the dress to pieces. St.-Fr*, ilETTBE EE 
PIECES, m  L4MBMT3I) FEAPPER.
ETOyFF£E (e z ^ / e  ), f.
Stew. St.-Fr., ETUV2E. 
fTODFJ® ( e f ^ y  e. ), v. tr.
To stew. St.-Fr., ETBVER.
STKMIT8 r)/^)9 f.
ETHB^ITE BE TEMPS, a very long while, eternity* St.-Fr*,
ETSKIiXTE*
STRIPER (etr/'f <£_ ), v. tr*
See ACMODER.
FTEOPIQUE ( e ^ / » /  /c ), m. and f. and adj.
Hydropical, dropsical; dropsical person# St.-Fr., HYDROPIQUE.
EUSSE (<$ s ), pron.
Subj., they. Sues© sont 1&, they are there. St.—Fr., XLS. 
Obj., Them. C*eet pour eusse, it is for them. St.-Fr*, BIJX,
FACTQRIE {fa-Ktri), f.
Factory. St.-Fr., U8IHE, FABBIljUE. St.-Fr., FACTORERIE, an 
aetahllahment occupied by factors who conduct trade la 
foreign or colonial ports.
FACTUBE
See FACTOHIE. St.-Fr., FACTORS, literary, artistic, or 
musical composition*
FAILLE ), adj.
Heak. II est faille d1avoir couru, he is weak from having 
run. St.-Fr., FAXBLE.
FAIRS (y’e ■*“ ) v. tr.
1. The i®--) sound of the verb in conjugation becomes (e ) i  FAISAIS {|eJ-e }, St.-Fr., (/o s e, J,
£. FAISEZ (/ait), the second person plural of FAIRE.
St— Fr., FAITES.
8. fcA FAIT, adv., so, thus. II vient, fait XX faudra qu© 
tu par 3$ he comes, so you will have to leave.
FAMILLE (/a »T / yL ) , f .
£TR£ M  FAM&hK, to be pregnant. ot.-Fr., JSTfiE EHCEXHTE*
FARS {ya.r'S ), m»
Stuffing, force-meat. St.-Fr., FARCE, f.
FATIQUE (7<Lt-/K )f f.
Fatigue. St*-Pr*, FATIGUE.
FATIQUER (7ar//c e_ )f v* tr. and int.
To tire, to become tired. St.-Fr*, F'ATIGUER.
FER—BLASC ), m.
A tin pan, & tin bucket. St.—Fr*, BASSI$. St.—Fr., FER-BIAMC, 
tie-plate«
FERDOCHES (fcET'djf )f f, pl#
Rubbisn, brushwood. II s*a fait du nial dans les ferdoches, 
he hurt himself in the rubbish. St.—F ’"*, BUXJUSSAILLEt), 
DlCG&BRES.
FERRAIL (7-de.ra~jh ), m.
Rubbish, especially pieces of tin or iron. St.-Fr., DEBRIS, 
m  HOKCEAUX DE FER, DE ZIKC*
FAITE-A^CAjCHER ), f.
Hide-and-seek* St.—Fr., CACHE—CaCHE.
FI CHER {/fje. ), v. t,,.
FICHEZ LE CAMP, get away firoa here. St.-Fr., FQUTE2 LE
FIE'JRELLA (?%oe-re ^ ) ,  f.
Dress y&ke. St.-Fr., EMPILCE.IEHT DE BLOUSE. See FLED BELLA.
FIFAOLEft ^ C- )» r* reflex.
To 8 lip into or through, to thrust oneself Into. II s© 
fifaul© partout, he thrusts himself in everywhere« St.-Fr*, 
SE FAUFILER.
FIFOLLET {J-/ 7-a-le. ), HU 
See FADJfvLLET.
FH. D1 ALTOS m.
Iron or crass wire* St.-Fr., FIL DE LAITQN, brass wire*
FILET au
A small draught of whiskey* Prendre ein petit filet, to take 
a small drink ©f whiskey* St.~£>., C0UF* St.-Fr., FILET, 
thread of water; a dash of water; a stream.
FILET {?/£*.), a.
A bird trap made in the fora of a bow* with horse hair slip­
knots to catch the bird*
FILLED (7 / / 4  ), m.
» region. II rest© au fin-fi-fond 
d© la France, he lives in the further end of France* Ft*—Fr*, 
FIB FOSID; aller au fin fond de, to get to the further end of*
UOUBOjQ. C-&*—JTi*. , -LAJ-li-UOV.—J7JT* K M4AMXVJU UJ.-<JIXV < i- LIU
(*£''//$ ) in the seventeenth century (Littr£) •
FILLOLE (///->.£ ), f*
God—d&ughter. St.-Fr., FILLE15LE.
sj , m*
n* St.—Fr*, FILLEoL* St.-Fr*, (faia*) FILLQT, son
FIB-FI-FOSD (AD) t f s  // f- S
FIlttSSJON ( /  / /*su£ o ) , f #
End, conclusion. St.-Fr*, FIN
Fancy decorations or trimmings on article© of dress* G * eat 
ein© robe plain© © fions, it is a dress with raeay fancy 
trimmings. St.-Fr., (pop*) FXON, knack, last touch#
FI03SEOX, -45USJ8 if?$»&,/?$***) t adj.
Said of a parson having idioisyncr&cies. II est fiormeux, he 
is full of idiosyncrasies*
FITE (//^), m.
Fit# C*est ein bon fit©* c© ehape&uf this hat is a good fit*
FLAGUE (7^ ̂  ), m*
1# Flag. St.-Fr.* DKAFEAI), PAVILLQM„
£.* AVOIl; LE FL&GUE, to menstruate. St*—Fr.* AVOIK SES Pa&GLES*
FLAILLEE ( 7 ^ £/ ^  ), v. tr*
To crack, to explode* Flayer 1© Fouet, flayer le Retard, , 
to crack the whip, to explod© the firecracker*
FWiCiUER KG- )» v. tr.
Flanquer and Fou tre ©re used interchangeably. Pcmtre, son 
caxap and flanouer son caag>. are both used* S*en flan on or ©in© 
bosce, s*en foutre ©in© boss© ( to eat a grout deal) ©re both 
used* See FOGTRE*




m u o t i  ), ?.
PnedoiaAa. St.-Fr., H.L'X£Oa DE POITUiffi. St.- r., FLUXIOK,
inflaiaaia tion, owellin g.
FLUIIOKiiE:; (7 & -fr , v. tr.
To treat for a cold or xor pneumonia by applying mustard 
plasters.
FOFOLLET (/# ), au
This 4ro*4 is not clearly defined in Lafourche Parisfy by soai© 
it i. thought to bo a bird that appears in thn night like a 
bfiji of fire. By others, it is believed 'to be a fly that 
lets ovt fire. Still others consider It a wlll—o*— tiie-wisp#
To raany it is an o men, and a a such the bird or phenomenon, 
becomes super stitiort. St.—Fr., ill- FOLLET, will—o!-the—'wisp.
POFOBKLUCHE ), f.
Fancy arxicfe of dress, frills# Kile a eiae robe awe des 
fof oarluches, she ' as a dr esc with fancy decora11 ,ns on it* 
St.-Fr*, FARFKELL'CIUS, baublef gewgaw#
FQU i m #
nay# The St#-Fr* pronunci alion (̂ «/"2r) is also used#
FORGER ), v. tr. and Int.
T© gore, said of anisa&ls# Line v&che qui A'ono©, a sow that 
gores# La vache a foncS 1 * hojmn©, the cow gored the man* 
St.-iV., BLESSER EE COUPS D£ COPIES. St*-Pr#, FOHCER, to 
put a bottom to, to rush upon*
FQ8TAIBE f.
Fontanel. One of the intev&ls# closed by membranous 
structures, between the Incompleted bones of a fetal or 
young skull, so called because it shows a rhythmical pulsation 
produced by the flow of bio d in the vessel© of the train# 
St**^r., FOlimiELLL*
FORCE ( / o ^ )
1 TGRCE QUE, conjunction, by dint of* X force qu’il a 
travaillS, 11 a r&issij he worked so hard that he succeeded* 
St#«Fr», i. FORCE DE (prep* phr*)*
FORCE ( 7 ^ ^  )
m  raUHT FORCE (5, ^  J  j 3 ), loc. adj.
Drowsy, Indolent# Etre ©11 mart force, to be drowsy#
St.-Fr., AS30UP1, -E*
FOtJET m*
Whip. St* -Fr . , 50UET e,) .
FGDETTER ), v. tr.
T© whip. St.—Fr., FOUETTEE ) .
KHJETTEDSE )# **•
The Coach-Whip snake, believed erroneously to whip its victim 
with its tail#
FOUILLAHD ^  ) f m*One wVfo pries tlirough curiosity, ptrier* Adj., said of a 
prior. II eat fouill&rd, lii; he is an inquisitive person.
s
FOLILLEBH (7^sj.o>z.-r )t ,n,
5.e JOTILlI; !).
FGOIHGUE try )f- f.
A g©od-lk>r-?iothing woman* The term is not so strong as 
&ut&inf harlot*
FOUBCHE ), i\
Pole used in poling a boat* St.—Fr*, PEECUE# St*—Fr. 9 
FOUKCKE, fork} (naut*) two or more masts or spars, lashed 
together near the top, and raised to a vertical position, 
need for hoisting heavy weights#
F0JhCKER e- )| v* int#
?0 pole, to pnsh with a pole (as a boat)# St#—Fr*, JXXfBCKELi, 
to fork out.
FGflJFGAILLSR { j / f 3' 'j?c')$ T# tr* and int.
To search, to rummage, to ransack* &i#~Fr• , FOUILLEE*
FOUFilER y"e> ), v# reflex.
To put on, as pants# 11 s'a fourr£ les pa talons d© son fr&re,
be pat on his brother*s pants# St.-Fr*, 24ETTKS, PASSER,
St.—Fr., SE FOURRER, to wear f nrs, warm clothes $ to hide 
oneself#
POUTaRT adj.
disagreeable, annoying# Ctest foutant que je peux pas fair© 
q* quo je wax, it is annoying that 1 cannot do what I want# 
St.-Fr*, ESJNUYEUX.
FQUTRB ), m.
It is used only In a negative construction • FAS DQHhER SIS 
FQUTRE, not to give anything. PAS VAX&lh Elb FQUTRE, to be 
worth nothing# PAS DIRE Elli FGURTE, to say nothing#
St.-Fr., RIER*
POOTKE (SE) (J? ), v# reflex#
S*ES FOUTRE EIRE BOcSE, to do something a great deal* S*0n
foutre eine boss© 1 aangor, to eat a great deal# S*©n foutre 
elne boas© a dan&er, to dance a great deal# St.-Fr*,
FGdTRE, to do anything abruptly or roughly# Sea FEARdOEB*
FOUTRE (JA U^utSci ), v# tr#
To bê rt. (Here ^A refers to beating#) Foutre qa & Jean, to
beat John# -See FO TliE (Eli)*
FOUTRE (!£) { f JT ), v. tr*
To beat, to ^ve a be.uting to. The SB refers to a beating.
II en a foutu 1 Jean, he gave John & boating. St#—fr*, PRAPPJSR* 
St.-iCr*, F0U1KE, to do anythin;-' abruptly or rough!y.
FOOTRMEKT
Sertainiy, indeed, used with a negative* II va f on tar ©men t pas 
faire q&, he shall certainly not da that* St.—Fr*, CERTAXKBIEKT, 
i^SUR&AEIST*
m m  ad-3-Bdyond 'hope, finished. Le docteur a dit cyMl it&it fontu, 
the doctor said he was beyond hope of recovery. St.—Fr.,
SAKS ESFOIR, PEIiDII.
FRAPPE D*ABORD ( ^ r a / Jafaioi")> m<
Beer fly (family Tab&nida, germ s Chrysops) *
FRSMER (/ “r"<£ >>1& ) , v. tr* and int.
To close* St*-**., FBRMER.
FRBQUE23TER (7-r-e. ), v. tr*
To visix often, to court. Frequenter la fss®ille, to visit 
the fanily often* FrSquentey la fill©, to court the girl*
St.—Fr., ?r4QUER TER, to frequent, to visit often*
FBI&2USSE f*
A nrog, an ugly face* Elle a eine_ belle frimoiise© quand ell© 
se lev®, she has a fine mug i;hen she gets uo. St.-Fr*,
EIRETTE. St.-Fr., FHXfSOOSSE, face.
FB0B1R A / *") # v. tr. and int.
To scrub the floor* Ell© x*robi£ tous lea jours, she scrubs 
every day. SAle frobi& 1© plan cheer, she scrub© the floor* 
St.-Fr., FROTTER FOKT FT FEiME. St.-Fr., FOURBIR, to furbish, 
to rub up utensils, etc*
FROi«I m. and f.
Ant* St.-Fr., FOUHMX.
FRONDE f»
Toy made by stringing a button on a piece of string or a 
piece of wood on a string. When turned, it makes a basing 
sound.
FROSNER h e  ) f v. int#
To go at a great speed, to whias* II a from:i£ par ici, he 
passed through here at a great speed. Cf* FHOKDB*
FROTTOIR (ŷ rcrf-cJa- -r ), m.
Wash&ard. St.-Fr., FLARCHE A hAVER* St.-Fr., FROTTOIH, 
rubbing-cloth, scrubbing brush.
FOCRJHE f -
F *cW  ^ S t.-F r ., FTQURE.
FUMEUJS , f .
Femdltf. S t.—F r ., mHJbUU
FUSTULE {ftfSt-fjt), £.
F is to fa . ^ S t.-F r ., FISTULE.
OAILLARD ), adj.
Healthy* St.-Fr*, BAIR, EK SABT&. St.-Fr,, GAXLLARB, spirited* 
bold, gay, vigorous.
GAIRXLLE ), f.
Rag, rabbirm. St.-Fr. GOTILLE*
GAX^HCE ( 5 ^ 4 5  )f f#
1. Swing; St.-Fr., BSGAPUPQLETTE*
£. Seesaw. St.^Fr., BRANLQIRB.
GALANCER {2 ^  <5 e. )# tr. and int.
To swing; 3t*-Fr*, BALANCER*
GALERlE {9aJ.-ri )f f.
Forc$i. St.-Fr*, PORTlRUE. St.—Fr., GALEEIE, corridor, 
lobby, a collection of works ir. painting or sculpture*
GAtETTE ^  ), f.
GALgTTB DE CHQCGLAT, stick of chocolate* St.-Fr/, BATOS EE 
CHGCOLAT. GALF.TTE DE GO&aE, stick of gua. St*-Fr., GALETTE, 
hard biscuit.
GALFAITAGE { 9 a l 7 c r ^ )  ), B.
C.ulfctifg. St.-Fr., CALFATAGE.
GALFilTER ( / a v. tr. and Int.
To csiEk. St.-Fr., CALFATER.
GALIMA1CHA , a.
Hess, hodge-podge. St.-Fr., t̂HLAI'3GE. St.-Fr*, GiUCXMATlAS, 
nonsense, gibberish, galimatias. See CALIMATCHA*
I
GaLIHE {/*'£"*'), f.
A jfeng girl, a sweetheart. Tu vas voir ta galine ce soir, 
you are going to see your sweetheart tonight.
GALOCHER ), v. t r .  and int.
To pext, to assail, as with isslles. XI eat aprba galocher, 
ho is pelting. G&Iocher X© petit gar^on, pelting the boy.
Bt.-Fr., JETER, LARC2R, ASSAILLIE* See GABOCHER*
GARgQK ( 9 ^ 3 ^ ), au
Son. St.-Fr., FILS. St.-Fr., GARgOH, boy, a male child, servant*
GARDE (£&-*- ), f.
(L?RBE DE CORPS, railing, especially on the edge of a porch. 
St.-Fr., GAKDE-FOC. See Ba.fuiS DE CORPS.
GARDE-SGLEIL ( / a r s u t e )  m.
S m  GOUAC'. e
GaRGALISER {fA ~r$ 3-̂ 'Xe'}t v. reflex.
T® gargle, to gargle one’s throat. St.«Fr., SE GAEG&HXBISR,
GARGAHTE Ifa-r-rSrf-), f.
Throat. *St.-Fr., GORGE, GOSIER.
GAKGOTE f.
Bad cocking, badly cooked victuals. St.—Fr., GAIiGOTaGE, 




GARUB (/a-^Z/ ), f.
Set GALERIE.
GAR-MASGBR e ), ».
Cupboard. St— Fr., BUFFETt iSEUBLE GAKHI >,E PLABCHES POUK 
ivEGEVOIK LA VAISSELLB. St.-Fr., GARDE-:.-'ANGEE, larder* pantry.
GARSOl'CHETTE f.
Ground—itch, splits between the toes caused from exposure 
in mud and water.
GABHOUILLE ), f.
Small green tree frog. St.-Fr., GREMOOILLE*
GAHOGEER (2<3--r ), v. int. and tr.
See GaLOCHER®
GAR-80LEIL (fArso i. cj ) p a.




Gaeoxlne• St* —Fr*, PETEGLE •
GAUDROr {ZOdiro ), a,. i
Tar. St.—Fr®, GOUDftOU*
GAUD80N14EE y^ro'Jie ), v. tr. and int. 
tar. St.-Fr®, GOliDEGrJSSE®
GAVOSIER v„ tr*
to waste,. tar squander| to mess up- Gavonyer son argent, to 
waste his money* II a gavonyS see b&foelles, he messed up 
his toys. St.-Fr., GASFIXLMi, DISSIPK&} GASSER*
GEHDRE l/ ^ 71 ), m*
Son-in-law* St.-Fr., uEMDRE*
GIBSLOTTE { f r ' b X o  f" ) t f.
Stew ©a sweet potatoes, pumpkin, etc* St.—Fr*, GIBELOTTE, 
stewed rabbit.
GIGISl (/'>/ ), a*
Gizzard* St*—Fr• , GESI&R.
GIRAOMGNl (//r“* ̂  ̂  ) f
Puwpkxn. St*-Fr., GIliAUMQKT*
GU3SADB U + ,s * J  ) f f.
A jnudray footpath for sliding on, in a game played by 
children* St.-Fr , GLISSADE, a frozen footpath, for sliding on
GLOUGLQUGOE )
Gurgling sound of swallowing or of liquid running .from, or 
into, a bottle- II faisait glouglougu© dans le bayou quand 
on l1 a attrapd, he was gurgling, drowAing, in the bayou 
when we caught him. St.—Fr*, GLOtSGLGU.
GLGUGLO'JQuE >
See GLO’fuLGUGHJE.
a w  (// 7'), f.iedusat a gelatinous radiate animal. St.—Fr*, MEDUSE.
St*—Fr., GLG, bird-lime5 (naut*) marine glue*
GGD2T m* % \
Tuxdc, in sewing. Eire robe a godets, a dress with tucks*
GODI {fodi ), nu 
Sbe GGDET.
OQftLAKD if 'ttfa A Z ' ), m*
Sea-gull. St.-Fr *, GGELAN D.
GOELETTE f.
Schooner • St * —Fr., GOELETl E.
GOGO (/y^), rn*
mm# buttocks. St.-Fr. , FuSSES*
SGMBQ (fobo )?
1# GO&BQ FILE, powder made of seesa.fras leaves used in m&kin, 
the Creole dish, dumbo*




A glirfcton* Espece Se youlipia, tu vast tout mng©rj glutton, 
yon are going to ©at everything# Cfest ©in goulipia, he is 
a glutton* St.-Fr#, GLQfTQH, GOUaA&aD,
GOUHE
Ablution* C*©st ©i;i gouae, <;«$ 11 mange tout le temps#
He is a gluttony he eats all the time# St.—Fr-, GOUHMARD| 
(pop.) GOULIAFRE#
GOSHNOUILLE ^  ̂  ̂  > ), f%
See (jEAhî QUXLLL*
GKABEAU {^~ra.bt> ), m.
1* Cluster# Ein grabeau de fleurs, a cluster of flowers• 
St.-Fr#, GHAPFS.
2# Group of people, crowd# XX a m  fourrer dans le 
gr&be&u, h© thrust himself into the crowd# St.-nFr., GR0UPE, 
FQuLE. St*—Fr#, GEABEAU, dregs, refuse.
GRaBQH tf -r& b o') 5 el#
Barnacle* St#—Fr#, BERaAGLE, MATXFE#
GRAFirURl ( / >a- / V / Y7, f#
A scratch. St.—Fr#, EGRATIGRURB,
GRAFIYER {^7 a//‘ie)f v. tr. and inf#
To scratch# Ce chat gr&fiye, this cat scratches# Graf Iyer 
le gar ̂on, to scratch the boy* St.-Fr#, fiGRATIGHER*
GRAli (^ -v~e ), m.
Sisower, stora# St.-Fr., QiiAGB#
GEAIRASSE ), f*
A sprinkle, a sliglrc r&i"., a urisale. St.-Fr*, BRUISE*
St.—Fr. , GRAIEASSE, ( t.) light squall*
GRAI^aBSER 'rC h a s a  ), v# impersonal#
To sprinkle, to rain lightly, to dr is ale# II grainass© It 
c*tf houre, it is now sprinkling* St*-Fr., B.UUI8EE, TQEB3SK 
m m  FLU IE FIHK,
^GRAINS )p f.
1 . Testicle*
2. GRAIRE A LILAC, china berry seed.




A small bit of fat pork cooked until brown and crisp; 
crackling. St.—Fr., CRETONS, fat of beef and mutton made Into 
cakes for feeding dogs.
GRATTE ( f ), f.
Burned part, in cooking5 small particles forming © kind of 
crust on the sides of dishes. Si*—Fr., GRATIS*
GriATTEE )# v. int.
To have a hard time of it. II a grattl pour finir, he had 
a hard time finishing. St.-Fr., GRBTiFiR, to scratch#
GEATTEUK -r-̂ trô -r ) f m.
An object of superstition, considered as something or someone 
that scratches on the door at night. St.—Fr., GFATTEUK, 
one who scratches.
GRATTINE ( ^ r a f / > ) f f#
Itch/ St.-Fr., GALE.
* GRATIS m.
Gravel. St.-Fr., GRAVIEK. St.-Fr., GliaVOlS, siftings of 
plaster, rubbish.
GRlGGE (/-^/- ) , f*
Coffee pot. St.—Fr*, GAFJSTÎ fiL*
GliLMZL (/ ~*~£ 70%/i) , m •
Crumb. St.—Fr*f ilISlTE.
o GliliHADE )f f.
Pomegranate « S t.—Fr•, GRENADE.
GK3,aACIER if-T* ■"*<//•*.), m.
Pomegranate tree. St.—Fr., CacERADIEE.
GRtelER W v i y e ), a.
Loi't. St— Fr., G8K8IER.
OH i a  ( ? « / « ) ,  adj.
1. Equipped, f r’lisiied. La aaison grSyfie, the £■-mi shed home.
S. *11 dressed up* Ehr© pour ©XIer mx b&X, to bo
dressed up to go to the dance* Si*—Fin , FAR£.
GRS x m m £ (<L-r-e.f?r,Z)$ 2U
Equipment, furnishings* Le gHSyement d© la cuisine, the 
kitchen furnishings • St*—Fr*, EQI)XPEMENT.# AhSU BLLMM ■T *
GREYER U m  ), v. tr.
To ikirnish, to equip* Grayer ©ine riL&ison, to furnish a 
house* II sfa gr£y& de linge, he provided himself with 
clothes• St.—Fr., MEUBLER, PQURVOXR* St.-Fr* , GFJ®,
(naut.) to rig.
GEIFOI^ER t ^ / / o  >? <2- ), Y# tr.
Te crumple * Grifomier la robe, to crumple the dress*
St.-Fr*, ItdOIbGEE, GHIFFOHKEH. St.-Fr., GIiIFO»ltlEH, to 
scrawl, to scribble*
GRILLADE f.
A slice of meat* Manger eine grill&d© d© jsatbon, to eat a 
slice of ham* St.—Fr., TRANCHE. St.—Fr., GEIELADE, broiled 
meat*
GBINCHER ( / ^ < f e ), v. tr. and int.
To gnash the teeth. St*—Fr., GIvINGEfc:.
GR10T' {fr-'/0 ), m.
Rubble, small particle o f ©;--rth, rock, etc* St*—Fr*,
REC01PE. St.-Fr., GRIOT, rubble of wheat.
GRIS-GRIS {/*' ), ai.
Conjuration, spell. II y a don J  ein gris-gris, he cast a 
spell over him. St.—Fr *, SORT* St.— Fr., GRIS—GillS, Negro*s 
amulet-. See CQONJjJA.
GHQGERIE [ f r O ' S ^ i ), f.
Grocery store. St.—Fr*, iSPICLBXE*
GROCERIES (Z-ras-r-/ )f f # pi.
Groceries • St. —Fr •, £?Iu I - RI & *
SHJQC&&RD 3 l» .
Common Croaker (Ply.) .
GHOOFI { ^ o r  ), a.
Rattles: inflamisatlcn of the trachea* ot#—Fr*# CEOliFB#
GEO m.
writs*
GUXME (f/ yr7)$ f.
Game* St.-Fr.t JEU.
GDXBQtiERE )f tm
A gambling place, a small country store where man gather to 
talk. St-Pr., GUI&GUETTE, country tavern? formerly, game 
of o&rds.
QUITARDE ( / / * * » - at j f  f .
G'uiiti-r. St.-Fr., GUI TARE.
In certain regions of Lafourche Pariah the fi is sounded* A few
The S t*-F r#  a s p ira te  £  gen erally  is e ith e r sounded or is  not
a s p ira te  in  Lafourche P arish ! Les h arico ts  is  e ith e r ( I €. A a nR <) or
( ln -a n tK * ) , One hears ( /e  ar-i'wa) occasionally#
Bmmumstt adv*
H a b itu a lly , u su a lly * S t.-F r * , HABITUELLBKENT*
HALER DESSURfal^ <*?'+»')
To hare a hard tim e o f i t *  to  suffer* I I  a hale dessur pour avo ir 
son argent* be had a hard tim e g e ttin g  h is  money* S t.-F r**
HALER* (H a u t*)* to  p u ll*  to  drag* to  tow*
HAHBREBAC f .
Game-bag* The S t*-F r. * CARHASSIERS, is  also used* S t.-F r .*  
HAVRESAC, ( M ilit . ) *  knapsack*
HAUT (o ) *  adv*
En haut* designates the d ire c tio n  toward the source o f Bayou 
Lafourche* I I  res te  en haut| he liv e s  "up the bayou*1* in  the 
d ire c tio n  o f the bayou* s source* See En has*
HEHORRVIDES (e **?yroi<£} 9 f#
Hemorrhoids. S t» -P r.* HEMQKRQIDKS.
HEHORRVITES f#
Bee Hem orrvides.
HERBS A LA PUCE (sCrhs f .
Poison iv y *
heure ( r ) *  f *
A c *t heure* now* a t the  ̂ present moment* X I ©at la  a e *t heure* he 
is  th ere  now* S t.-F r*  * A CETTE HEURE*
HOBO (* > t* )*  m*
Hobo* tramp* S t.—F r. * VAGABOND* CHEMINOT.
of then aret
Hache (h a J ) 
Haillon
Hanohe )
Haut (A* ) 
Boat* ( * ? + )  
Aigre (*•*?)
Hair {fcaj-11} 
Haler (A* I& )
HOUDCBJ B#
O bject of s u p e rs titio n  not c le a rly  defined# It refers to conjura­
tio n s , fe tis h e s , o r ghosts*
HOUFFHiA ***), excl#
Exclam ation u tte re d  in  lif t in g  a baby in the air#
HOUBEA ( t t u ) ,  m*
Confusion, racket# St#-^r#, TAPACE# St#-Fr#,  HOUERA, an exclamation 
o f jo y , hurrah#
wnXiE a muem t*
Castor o i l .  S t .-J r ., HDIUS SB E IC IN ,
IC IT  ( / 'S/7")t ad r.
Haro. St.- J r . ,  IC Z ,
IEKE ( /a'e), f.
In te llig e n c e . S U e a pas d 'id e e . She h&a no in te llig e n c e . 
S t* -P r* , IN TELLIGENCE* Ste-JTr#, IDEE, id e a , conception, 
re c o lle c tio n *
XL ( O #  par« p ro *, 3rd sing u lar*
The i  drops before a consonant* 1 (1 ) tra v a ille *
XMPATIMTE ftd j*
In p a tie n t* 3 t« « ? r*, IMPATIENT*
IN C Ii^ T I (< ^ /s < £ /7 7 )f  f #
A n tis e p tic * S t* -P r ,, ANTISEPTIQUE*
INCISLAGE ( £ s /z i* * ) ,  f *  N
C ut, gash, slash* Pair©  elne ln c ls la g e  a quelqu*un dans le  
bras arec un couteau* To make a gash In  someone’ s arm w ith  a 
k n ife * S t .-F r ,, EtfTAXLLE*
ISCISLER {Fs/ztc) # T . t r .
To s lash , to  cu t* la c ls le r  qualq^un d’ e in  coup d© oouteau.
To slash someone w ith  one th ru s t o f the k n ife * S t*~Fr* , 
XMCX3E&*
IMCOMPRBMEbS (£/fc'o7’ra>i^, adj.
Incom prehensible* S t*-*F r*, INCOMPRSHENSIBLE.
HOTCATIQH fa/fit f *
Educations S t*-F r# , E3XJCATI0N*
IHTREVALLE a .
Bans I ’ ln tre r a lle , dans le s  in tre v a lle s #  In  the meantime*
S t*-P r*# DANS L'lNTEHVALIiE^ SUR CE3 ENTREFAITES*
XOTENTIQNNER {frFsiS*c ), t r .
To im agine, to th in k  out pranks, foo lishness* I I  peut inven - 
tio n n e r plus de ohoses que personne* He can imagine (th in k  o f) 
more foolishness than anyone e lse* 8 t* -P r * , CONCEVOIH, 
INVERTER, IMAJGXNER*
IOTE (//^)
La te in tu re  d’ io te * Iod ine* S t.-F r * „ IOBE*
JACK Kd̂ K )t m.
Jackstone* Jouer aux Jacks* To p lay Jackatone*





A Louisiana dish made w ith  ric e  and. other ing red ien ts* such as
oysters* shrimp* crabs* or meat*
JAFPSl U a/,e-)t v* int*
To bark* 3 t*-P r**  ABOYER# S t.-F r* *  JAPPEE* to  yelp *
JABBER ^ ^ *  ▼. in t*
To c h a tte r* to  p ra te* I I  ja rre  to u t le  temps* fie ch atters  a ll
th e tim e* S t.-F r* *  B0VARDER*
JAfiHATRB 0 - ^ * 0 *  «dj.
Y ellow ish* S t.-F r*  * JAUSIATRE*
JOBE 0>> *), f. /
Bumps. S t.- J r . ,  PAROTIDITE.
J0L1HMT adv.
Considerably* very much* ra th er* I I  eat ja lim e n t fo r t*  He is  
ra th e r strong* $ t**F r**  JOLIMENT* in  an agreeable manner) 
faa« * very much* ra th e r*
JOSGUB T *
To day**ireaa* to  th in k  seriously* I I  jogg le to u t le  temps depuis
la  m ort de sa femme* fie is  always dreaming* in  a s ta te  of
re re ry * since th e  death of h is  w ife * S t.-F r* 9 PEUSER* S t.-F r .*  
J0tfGLJ3l* to  jug g le*
jooqdoib
Roost* roosting bars in  a chicken house* S t.-F r* * JUCHOIR*
JOLIET m*
J u ly /  ^ t* -F r .*  JUILLET*
JUSTE -̂vs)§ ad j* and adv*
Just£ but* only*
JUCB a.
S lip -k n o t, la r ia t *  S t .-J r ., HOKUD-CODUNT.
UACSR C - ^ e ) ,  r .  t r .
To lasso*
jlaqiiappe { ^ V d/0J
Lagniappei A t r if lin g  present given to  customers by tradesmen.
T.tMTagnTV {£a>Jyi)
Laundry, S t,-Jr., BLAHCHISSERIB.
ItllK K  ■*
Diaper. St.—*r., TiTHflB OUVkS. St.^fr., ItAIIGE, swaddlo—dotb. 
See Broqnet.
UBOBBt </*■-&*), v. t r .
To le t  go* to  drop* to  tu rn  loose* Larguer ea q u ^ il ten & lt dans 
sa aa ln * to  le t  go what he held in  h is  hand* X I a la rg u i le s  
▼aches dans le  pare* he turned the cows In to  the pasture* 
St«edfr** LAISSEE TQMBER* LACKER, S t.-*F r., LARGOER (fla u i,)*  to  
loosen* to  east o ff , to  le t  run*
LAKCGOBIU.
I t  designates a c a re -fre e  s ta te* L a rig o b U l, 11 est p a rti*  he 
l e f t  In  a c a re -fre e  s ta te ,
UXiUXBB (-^ ■ s ^ /e) ,  n .
Sm all palm etto abundant in  Lower Louisiana*
LAtmAtMME (&></«.</?»,). f.
Laudanum, S t,-F r , * LAURARUM,
LADTWrs adv.
A long t in e . 3 t .« * r .,  LOHCaEMPS,
LEC08 f.
Lesson* 8 t ,-F r ,* LECQR,
LEGERTE {Jbzier-t%9 a d j*  .
L ig h t, S t* -F r ,* ilOERE (ad je)e
LESTERS a#
The In s id e* as o f a coat; the reverse, as of d o th , S te -F r# , 
SiVERa*
LEQXJEL (/c  Ke& ) # r e l, and in te rro g , mas, pro.
Whom, which one* 8 t*« F r ,, LEQ0&L,
0 LRS (ife. ) f p©r * p ro *, 3rd p lu # , lad * ob j*
To o r fo r  them# X I v& le a  donner da p a in , be is  going to  give  
them breed# ,  LE0R#
- LICHEE ) ,  ▼. tr#
To f la t t e r ,  to  lic k #  X I le  lic h e  pour avo ir e in  d job , he 
f la t te r s  him in  order to  get a job# S t.-F r * , (Pam#) ,  LECHER# 
S t* -F r* , LICHER la  archaic but used p o p u larly , to  lic k #
LXCHEOK m* /
F la tte re r*  S t* -F r ,f FLATTEOR, LBCHE-CUL, S t .-F r ., (P op*)* 
LICHEOR, g lu tto n *
' u a s  t ^ >), uUna* S t .-F r ., LIONS*
« LILAC a*
Chin&berry tree# S t# -F r# , LILAC, lila c #
°L IL I (liii ) *  a .
A type o f w ater-hyacinth whose flo w er Is  purple and which is  
found in  d itches and bayous o f Louisiana#
- UHGE (A>)« a*
C loth in  general, regardless o f what kind# Also c lo th es , s h irts , 
p eats , etc# S t*-F r# ,  LINGE, linen#
■> LXTi&E (J/'ray), 0*
Budding* S t.-F r* * LITKRIE*
LIVLIHE ), as*
Top rope o f a seine*
LQFER ( - / i / e ) ,  t * in t*
To lo a f, to  lounge* S t* -F r ., FLANER, FAINEANTKR*
LOTBDR m#
L o a fe r, l& ay lounger* S t.-F r * , FLANEUR, FAINEANT#
LCWBRE ,  f .
Shade* I I  fait bon dans la  lom bre. I t  is pleasant in the shade#
3 t# -F r* , OMBRE*
LOMOVS (io^)» adj.
Long. ''S t .-F r ., LORGUE.
» LOQ0S ) |  n*
Luck. S t .-F r .,  CHAHCE.
LOQOSX (JtXe-), b .
Hiccough* St.-Fr.* HOQUU*
MACAQUE (>7 ZA'a/Q , a. f#
Any monkey, reg&rdlasa of kind# St#-4Pr* , MACAQUE, macacuss a 
Wild of ape with a flat head end a short tall*
MACAQUERIES f*
Antics, buffoonery, grimace* Fairs dee maoaquerxesj to make grimaces, 
to play the buffoon* Etre plein de macaquerieaj to have idiosyn­
crasies* St*-Fr* , SIMGERIE#
MACARON m*
A dish of which macaroni is the principal part* Fair© tin macaron 
de poule* To make a chicken spaghetti* St*-Fr# has MACARONI for 
English macaroni* St*«4Tr*, MACARON, macaroon*
MACHEE f.
Chew* Sine maeh^e de gamme| a chew of gum*
MACHER (*7a/e), v.tr*
To mash, to crush, to bruise* Maeher la main, to mash or bruise 
the hand* St*-Fr*, ECRASER. St*-Fr«, M&CHER, to chew*
MAGHXN m*
See Manivelle* St*~Fr., MACHXN, an expression used to designate a 
person or objeet whose name is not present to the mind*
MAGHIHALMSHT adv*
Hot well, badly* II a fait ca maohinalement, he did that very badly* 
St*«#r*, HACHIHALBMEMT, mechanically*
IUCHOBZ fyr)t
Bruise caused by mashing* 8t*-Fr#, MEURTRISSURE*
MADAH0I7BETTE ^ a c / a U ^  f.
Hother Hubbard dress, a long loose dress*
MADOLZHS (TT^i/*), f*
Mandarin, orange or satsuma* St*-Fr*, MANDARINE*
MAOANER v# tr*
To maltzMBat, to abuse* Maganer 1* enfant, to maltreat the child*
St*-Fr*, MAXfTKAITER, BHOTALISER*
MAGASIN (pnn/a'-zZ) , m*
Magasin a feraille, hardware store* St «-Pr*, MAGASXN DE QUIN- 
CAILLERXES*
UAIGRECHXNS adj*
Puny, thin* Lfenfant maigrechine, the thin or puny child* St*-Fr*, MAXGRE, CMOT, MAIGRICON*
MAIULB f, (





0ncoak#i starch* The St**tfr« * AMIDOL is also used in iafourch© 
Parish* 3t«*4hr*» MAMXOC* manioc* a tropical plant from which 
cassava and tapioca are prepared*





Jaded* fagged cut* sickly* Ja me santais malfoutu /Cpres raô  ouvrage* 
X felt jaded after doing my work* St*-Fr* * EREXI4TE* ACCABLE*
MASGSDE & QWF3 tjriZjo&rdcef )f n#
Tallow chicken snake*
iUhlHB )* f* and adj*
Shrewĉ  cunning) shrewd person* St*-Jr* * MALIN, shrewd* shrewd 
person*
MALPATIEST frjaffrsdZ), adj*
In a had humor* II est malpatient aujourd-buif he is in a bad humor 
toddy* 8t*~Pr** D£ MADVAISE H0MEOR.
MAMCHE (^i)* f.
A narrow country road or path* St*~Fr** MMCHE, sleeve* channel*
MAHOB t ^ n)* lsper** 2nd sing* of demand or*
Ask* ask for* Mande 'A papa} ask papa* St**~Fr*, DEMAKDE.




MANGE AILLER tr* and int*
To nibble* to eat voiy little. St*-Jr., GRIGHOTEE.
u m m  adj.
Roughly handled, having a hard time of It# XI etait mania a Xa 
»er| he had a hard time of it at sea#
MANISR »« tr# and int# y
Te handle roughly, to maltreat# XI lfa bien manie pour avoir mange 
sea pomaesj he handled him quite roughly for having eaten his 
apples# Si*«Fr# f MALTRAITER# To have a hard time of It# XI a 
mania pour avoir son chapeau* he had a herd time getting his hat#
MAHIM8M $7*±*r)9 8dv#




An expression used to designate an obj ©ot of machinery whose name is 






Mosquito* St.-Fr*, MARINGOUIN, MOUSTICiUE.
MARAfiOMXH m#
See Marapmut
MAECHAILLER ^ar-Ja^e), int# / /
To walk about* XX a marchaille tout© Xa joumee) he walked about 
all day# St#-Pr., MARCHER, to walk#
MARCHASD a#
PeddXert one who carries his gooda with him and travels on foot# 
St.-Fr#, F0RI&-3AI*LES marchand qui port© h dos des merchandises 
de pen de poids et qui lea vend a Xa ronde dans le pays*
MARCHE f#
Rocker of a rocking chair, cradle, etc* St.-Fr*, BASCULE.
MARCHES ^narje. ) , f.
See Machee#
MAHCHEB (^ar/e), T» tr*
To chew* Marcher son manger) to chew one1 a food* The St*~Fr*, 
MACHER, la also used*
MARCHETTE faarfer} 9 f*
Booker of a rocking chair, cradle, etc, St*-Fr*, BASCULE*
See Marche,
MARBI-GRAS
*his term applies not only to the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday, but 
also to the people who dress and mask for the occasion. It Is 
also used to designate a person whose toilet is gaudy end overdone*
MARECAGE $ m» ,
Sea-food, as shrimp, oysters, crabs, etc* St*~Fr*, MARECAGE, 
marsh, swamp, bog,
ILUUaS prep.
Zn spite of, notwithstanding, St*~Fr«, MALGRE*
lURZEK C^a^ e), ». tr.
To marry, ̂ to get married* Bile a marie Jean* She married John* 
St.-Fr*, KPOUSER# St*-Fr*, MARIER, to unite in wedlock, to marry* 
Le prete lea a aarlesf the priest married them*
MARQUAILLER frar-A'ye.) p v* tr*
To mark up, to scribble* II a marquaille son cahier) he marked up, 
scribbled all over, his tablet, St*-Fr*, BARBGUILLER*
HABCPS (T^a.^), f.
Bask* St*~Fr*, MARQUE*
HAS ^ 5) ,  m*
Chloasma mterinumi a deposit of pigment in the skin, occurring in 
patches of various sizes and shapes, and of a yellow or brown color* 
They are noticed during pregnancy and often during menstruation*
MASQUE (ma.s/c'e) f ^j*
Covered with chloasma uterinum* See Mas*
MASSE fcna-s), adv.
Bn masse, in great quantity, in very great numbers* II y en avait 
en masse, du monde au bal* There was a very great number of people 
at the danse* 8t*-Fr*, M  MASSE, in a body, in a mass, at large*
MASSE?AIM (fr&sFe ) ,  m*
Cake made only of flour, water, eggs, and sugar* Si*~Fr*,
MABSEPAIM, marchpane I a confection made of nuts, sugar, and the 
white of eggs*
MATACHSE adj# ,
Spotted# Sine robe matachee) a spotted dress# Ein© vach© mata-* 
ch^aj a spotted cow# Blue peau matach&ej a spotted# freckled# 
pimpled skin# St.-JFr*# TACHEf# TACHEl'sf* MQDCHiBTE#
MATER )# v# tr#
1# To raise into the air| to start flying# as a kit©5 to stand on 
end# Mater ein cerf-volant, to start a kite flying# Mater ©in 
poteau# to stand a post on end#
Zm Raflexirelyi To rear# as a horse# St.-fr*# SB CABRER#
To take issue# to answer back in a quarrel# File e*a raatee quand 
j*ai parle de lui# she took issue when 1 talked of him#
MATXM {Trja.tz)§ a#
A ee matin# this morning. St*-̂ Fr## GE MATlH#
m n T M S& .UMCOE end f. end adj*
A gosslper# tattler* G^et ein# eine mauvaise-langue| he# she is a 
gossiper# I*a famine mauvaise^languej the gossiping woman*
MA0¥AISE-#AIB {^io^z^>)# adj#
Me mauv&ise-paie, not paying one* s debts# XI est de mauvaise-paiej 
he does not pay his debts*
MADTAiaETE (?n<?K5rẑ ), f
wickedness# meanness* St*~Fr#,MECHMCETE*
MAOVAIS-SHBSET (Wtejyz-e.), m* and f#
A wicked person# a mean person# Ce mamraia-shuset, celle mauvais- 
ahuset# St«~Fr## MAUVAIS StfJTET# a bad fellow# a fellow with a bad 
reputation#
MAOTS t?*^# f#
Snot# St*«4Pr# # MARfE*
MEIIiLEDR (^i^^)# adj#
tetter* St#-Jfr# #MBII*LBUR*
MELAXLLEE (^e^/4# tr# /
To mix# to mingle# to confuse# II q, tout m^laille lea cartes) he 
mixed up all the cards# St#-Fr*# MEBAHGBR# MKL&E.
IMt-MELAHGE (^7e//^e
A mixture# confusion* jumble# II y avait ein meli-melange de monde 
a la faire# There^was a confused niaso of people at the dance# 
£b*~7r«# (fop*)#
ttfflE adj#
Same# Bt#-fr»# MEME# Pour memo# really# seriously# earnestly* 
Trarailler pour memo# to work in earnest#
mBXR (Pnav'r), ▼« int.
3m  Vwair*
MBHQH 9*
Melon. St#«?r*, K M *  Menon francaia, cantaloupe*
MESTOSSXERE f*
Coatee* St**«Pr# , nBARBICHEi petite barbe pointue au menton.
St*-#r., MiaiTGMISSE, ehin-pieoe.
MBPRI5ARD, -B adj*
Applied to one who slanders, one who enjoys slandering* XI eat 
meprisard, he likes to slander* St.*#r*, QUI AIMS CALOMIER.
MEFRISKR t^e/v/^e)f w* tr* and Int*
To calumniate, to slander* Ella & raepriae sa belle-soeur, aha 
slandered her sister-in-law. EHe peut mepriser, $lle| she 
certainly can make slanderous remarks* St.-Fr*, MEDIRE DE,
PARDEE MAD DE, CAL0MM1ER* St.-Fr., MEPI&SER, to deepiee, to feel 
contempt for*
MESSAGE C^esaj), m*
Massage, rubbing* St.-Fr., MASSAGE*
KEITHS r *• tr*
31en mettre a, to Indulge in, to do a thing very much* S*an mettre 
a manger* to eat very mueh* S* en mettre V denser* to dance very
ME0ILLE a*
Mullet. St*-fr*, MULET.
H U U B  T. int.
To new* to cry as a oat* St.-Fr. * MIAULER#
MXCMAC8 f.
Grimaces, foolish signs* foolishness, monkey shines* II y a fait 
dee aleaaes dans le dos, he made grimace© at her when her back 
was turned* St*~Fr*, SlitfGERlES* St.-Fr*, MICMAC, intrigue, 
foul play*
MXGGX9E , f *
Shoveler duck*
MIDI—A-QGATORSB-HEURES m«
Tiresome chattering. II m*a emmene ein midi-^—qu&torze—heurea, he 
tired me with his chattering. St.-Fr*, 1ASKRIE* St.-Fr*,
CHBRCIEER MIDIVA QUATGRZE HEURES, to seek for impossibilities*
mimine f r /*,/>»)* f *
Stress (child's vocab*). St.-Fr*, ROBE*
u s m  s*
Cat (child' s vocab.) . St*^r*f CHAT, MIEJET, MINEXTE.
msBBtiS| v* int.
Td^have a hard time of it, to suffer inconveniences* II a 
misers pour apprandro le francaia, he had a hard time learning 
French*
HOXHS ) f  adv» and m. -<Af £  -5 }
less, leaptf the least* St.-Fr*, MOINS.
The name applied derisively to a plump or fat girl* C& c'est
sine belle nolens, bien? That's a nice plump girl, eh?
HQ9 C77̂ ), per* p^on*, 1st sing*, in stressed position*
He* St*-Fr* , HOI*
MOUSE (^3*^), m*
World, people* St.-JPr., MONDE*
MQNDKSflSiT adv*
The least, in the least* Moindremeat qu'il se trempe lea pi©da, 
11 attrope ein rhumei if he nets his feet the least bit, he 
catehes a cold* 3t.*Fr., MOXNDREMENT, with negative only, the 
least, the least bit*
HQSnQB (^i5VD, a*
Keans* g St.-Fr*, M0XE8.
take, insect, etc* St.-Fr., MORSORE D'UN 
iHIMALj PXQDBE D'UN INSECTS*
MQUIHASSER (mu\-a.se)9 v* impers*
To rain a little* St.-Fr*, PLEUVQIR, BRUINKR.
M0UH-BER (moLte) 9 v* impers*
To rain* St*-Fr*, FLEBVOIR* St*-Fr*, MQUILEER, to wet, to eoate*
MGUhER (0ccl^)9 v* tr* and Int*
To grind* Mouler du male, to grind corn* St.-Fr*, MOUDRE*
St.-Fr., MOULISR, to mould, to model, to oast*
MOUNO0 tyncL*ty$ a*
See Kinou*
MQUBIB . (ft7urir)$ v* int*
To die* The French of Lafourche Parish offer# the following 
variations from St*-Fr*t Present indicative, vous aeuress )j
future and conditional stem, meurr- ^ ) j imperfect stem. 
nemn» j present subjunctive, <$&e vcus mstaress },
MOUTCHQH m*
Stump of limbs* St*-Fr*, MOIGNQN*
MULISH {nflf/l, nu
Middle, center* St*-Fr*t MILIEU#
MBH0TE f*




ttuslque a bouche, a queule* harmonica* St#-sPr*, HARMONICA A 
BOUGHS*
M08P0UJSSE (tn<fSP<+l*ti)9 f *
Japanese plum. St.-Fr*, MESPIL0S*
MUSaS (***}$9 m*
Calf*1male or female* 3t*-Fr* , VEAJJ*
MBW8& f*
Measure* 3t*-*r«# MESURE#
MUSTHER (07%*% re), v# tr*
To measure* St*-Fr#» MESURER*
NANANE (HoCiAn), a#
Food* St*LFr*# MANGER* St*-Fr. * NAMM, sweetmeats* Fair©
nan&ne, to eat*
NANANE (M t * tr.
to oat (child1® vooab*). Etro apraa nanene la soupe* to be
eating soup* St.~Fr*, MANGER*
NARGUER y. tr.
To tease* St.-Fr., TALUINER. St.-Fr., NARG0KR, to defy#
UMAXSE (w«hS*<)# f.
Godmother (Fan* and child1 s vocab.)• St.-Fr*, MARRAINE*
HEHFER tr.
To stab* St.-Fr., DONNEK UN COUP DE FGXGNARD*
SIC ( Ki*)§ m*
Seat* St.-Fr., HID#
NIGHOX
Beat—egg. St.-Fr., NICHEZT. St.-Fr., NICHOIR, Lilt re gives 
the pronunciation of this word as W 2l"r ) but he adds that 
Bichalet pronounces it a )* It means a breeding-cage.
HOCOXO m*
Finger joint. St.-Fr., ARTICULATION CES DOIGTS.
BOXR *-) f m* \
Noir a soulier, black shoe polish. St.-Fr. , CIRAGE A SOULIERS*
NOHCLE C*^k ), a.
Uncle* St.-Fr., ONCLE.
asm
Act of forgetting* St.-Fr., QUBLI#
OBLISR v* tr* and Ini*
To forget* St*-Pr. ,, OBBLIER* In conjugated forma the J* followed 
by mute jg becomes ( ̂  ) *
OFFSET ( o f ^ f v* tr*
The Infinitive la the only form of this verb that varies from the 
St.-Fr., OFFRIR.
QMBLETTE ( p b h ^ ^  f*
Omelet, St.-Fr*, OMELETTE*
OK ( ̂ )| per* pros#
On In Lafourche Parish replaces nous* which is not used* When a 
vowel follows on* an 1 is created between on. and the vowel*
On a p»ia) becomes oa-l-a
QSSIiOXKS
Wardrobe for wearing apparel* St.-Fr., ABMOXBE*
OPPOSER v, tr*
To prevent* XI m* a oppose7 d'aller, he prevented my going* St.- 
Fr** IMPECHSR.
QRJLGAH (e>r*f£)$ f*
Storm, hurricane. St.-Fr*, OITRAGAN*
OHAGE (£7r‘3'/)t f* .Thunder* St.-Pr*, TGNNERRE, FOUDRE. The $t*-Pr., ORAGE, storm or 






Effrontery, impudence, boldness* XI u d® I'org&ne, luij he is 
very impudent* St*-Pr*, TOUFET.
ORGE < ) *  f*
Trough* St.-Fr., AUGE*
ORTEILM! ), f.
La groaae orteille, the large toe* St*-Fr., ORTEIL* Orteil de 
negj*©, Brasil nut (Bertholletia excelsa) • St.-Fr., NGIX EUf BBEZXL*
OS m* sing* and pi* i
Bone* bones* St,-«Fr*# Q& tiling. t>5) or os; pi* (o) is also
used in tafourehe Parish) *
tmiM&Tim f#
Captions argument* eontension in argument* Si#~Fr«* AEQOTENT 
CAPtXEOZ*
OSTIHER (os *,'» e,)# T# reflex*
To contend* in an argument* II a1 oatine earec tout la monde* he




Bullfrog* St*«£r*f GR^OUIIJJ^fAOEEAO* Qrenouille refers to 
any small green frog*
OQA808ABQ9I + r**r*%n m.
See Omaouaron*
OOS (k^^)
Yes* St*-Fr* 9 001*
OOS (u-‘s)# adv*
Shore* Ous tu rest Where are you going? St*-Fr*# 0U EST-CBq m
C0SQ88 (*-£*), adr*
Ouaque tu ▼as? Where are you going? See Ous*
08YE8T T. tr*
To open* The infinitive is the only form of this verb that varies 
from St*-Fr* , 00VBXE* II a essay^ d*ouvert la portej he tried to 
open the door*
OOYRIKI (u'vr'fr^$ m*Carpenter* St*-Fr*, CHAEPEKTIER* St.-Fr*f CHJVRIER, workman*
Pecan nut*
c PACANIER m*
Paean tree (Hicoria pecan, Engl* and Graebn.)*
c PAJDENA (p*^* ), and f.
partner*
A close friend* St*-tfr*, JKX, AMIR* PARMAXRK,
' PAGAIE f.
Paddle used for propelling a pirogue. 8t.-Pr,, PAGAXE.
n PACKS f, ^
Section of a picket fence; several teeth in a row* Bin® page® 
de pieux, a row of pickets* Kin® page® de dents, several teeth 
In a row*
PAILLB-2 I-QUEIJE *>*')» »*
Pintail duck* 3t*«Fr*, PAII*I*E-EtMilJEtfEf tropical bird*
c PAIS (f £), n.
1* Pain de fearns, home-made bread as distinguished from that made 
in a bakery shop*
2* Pain perdu., egg toast, French toast*
PAXX-SOZ (f£^u'a')» Imp*, 2nd sing* of v* se taire*
Shut upf be silent* St*««Py*, TAIS TGI# St*«Fr*, PAIXX Silaneel
PAL&KBE (paJ£7), f.
Xrot~Ua*. St.-Pr., PAI4HCBE or PA10HGKK.
fJ U D T l I f a U t ) ,  t •
Treadle of trap* St**Fr«# MARCHI2TTE*
PASIER a,
1* Panlar chinois, a basket used as a measure for shrimp* It has 
a capacity of H O  pounds of shrimp* A *barll” is equivalent to 
two •panier chinois*"
2* Panier champagne, a basket used as a measure for shrimp* Its 
capacity is 75 pounds of shrimp*
PAPAmNOH. { r * r * ’*’*'!)» «.Santa Claus. St.-Pr., LE PETIT NOB..
c PARE (f*-re), adj.
Ready, at the point of* Pare pour partlr, ready to leave* Etr© 
pare7 k taourirj to be at the point of death* St*~Fr«, PHET* 
St*-*Pr*, PARE, dressed, adorned*
PABEK. ( p a h e ^  adj#
Pareil comae, like, just like# XI parle pareil coram© toi, he 
talks just like you, St.-Fr# , DE MBS QBE,
PABLMSiT &u
Idle talk, prattle, gossip, Ecouter le parlesaent de ee raonde, to 
listen to the prattle of those people* St#-Pr*, PARLAGE,
PARGI3SE (
Parisht polltioal division of the State of Louisiana# St.-Fr.f 
PAfiOIbSE, eeolesi&stieal division#
PART (/>a>- ), f# ^
A part de, loe# adv., except, besides* A pert d*elle, personae 
a vu) besides tier, no one saw# St,-Fr,f A PART, EXCEFTE,
PARTARGE f,
Departure, XI est sur sa partenee pour la campegne,^ he Is on the 
verge of his departure for the country# St,~Fr,, DEPART, $t»«*
Fr, , PART ARCS, (Naut.), sailing.
PAS (?&)
In foralng the negative, pas alone is used. Ne never appears*
XI a pas dfargent, he has no money#
PASSES fm
Short-lived act* Les gateaux a fait qu’eiae passes, the cakes 










Potato, Patate douce, sweet potato* Patate anglaise, Irish potato, 
St,-Pr,, PQMHE IE TERRE, St.-Fr., PATATE, sweet potato.
PABVRE* odj* am^agv*
1* Before uwoiced consonant It becomes panf {p?j )* X*a pauf 
femme*^ Before voiced consonant it becomes pauv tf7U )* lie 
paw bate* Before vowel or h mute it is pauvre ( p ul_ )* Le 
pauvre enfant, le peuvre homme*
2* As an adverb it means very in a diminutive sense* tin pof ii 
peu* a very ̂little amount* Bn pof tit homme* a very small man* 
3t*-Fr.* TRKS*
K f f l J p o J . f ,
A peau uua, loc, adr., on the here skin, e*ld of clothing. Ella 
perte cette robe a peau nue, she wears that dress on her bare 




Coiffure* manner of dressing the hair* St*~Fr*# COIFFURE* St*- 
IV*| PEIG8URES* hair pulled out by the comb*
PELOTE ( plo't'), f*
fey ball* rubber ball, baseball* basketball* etc* St*-Fr*,
BALLE* St»-"Fr« * PELOTE* ball of thread* silk* etc*| pin-cushionj 
snowball,
puimiLLoCHE ( f f *
Any useless thing that hangs freely* dangling rag* Pendrilloche 
d,alna robe* useless hanging pieces* ribbons* etc** on a dress* 
St.-Fr* f PEBBELOftCJE* dangling rag* shred* pendant* ear-drop*
PH1OT8CIER (?? » t a. /




PERCE (p A *-*«-), Adj.
Said without offensive meaning to* or about a person to mean 
deranged* crazy* T* ea percdj tu peux pas fairs oa# You*re crazy* 
you ean*t do that* St.-Fr*, PERCE* pierced*
PERIGQLI (paCf-/ ?»/;), «u
Paregorlo. St.-Pr., PARBGORIQOJI,
PET-ETRB adT.
Often pronounced p’t-Atre (pt-ef). Perhaps. St.-Pr., PEOX-EXRE.
M I I f adj*
The a  aetlt is always silent when petit* is used as an adj ective 
preceding the word it modifies# Whereas in St*-Fr* the jg is 
sounded when & consonant precedes petit* in Lafourche Parish the 
a  drops* Si*~?r*# , »  I W X S &  FILLSS becomes in Lafourche Parish 
sept tltss filles* %  some the jt Is never pronounced* la tits 
fille* is & predicate adjective the £  becomes i* I*1 homme est 
pitit. Otherwise petit is used as in St*-Fr#
w s m s  », ,
In Lafourche Parish, as in St*-Pr* 9 Petrin means a dough-trough* 
Moreover, by extension, it means in Lafourche Parish a trough in 
which ice is broken into pieces to be used in storing shrimp and 
fish.
FHBUTEH (fe.+r>»e$t ▼* tr. and int.
X© trample in the mud, to mash in the mud* Potriner dans la boue, 
to trample in the abd* Petrinor de la boue dans lea mains, to 
aaah mud in one Vs hands* St*-JTr** PETHIB, to knead, to reduce to 
a pulp, to make dough*
PZCHKBSr su
Fillipl a jerk of a finger forced suddenly from the thumb* 
3t.-Pr., FXCHaSKTTE*
PICBOU (P>'3“^, m.
The bob-tailed wild oat (Lynx rufus Guldenstaed and Lynx rufus 
floridanue Raf.}.
PICOCffiE v. Int.
To. nag* File pleaehe tout la temps sur lui* She nags him all of 
the time* St.-Fr** CBXALLEH, GRGNBER SABS CESSE*
PICOTE ( W ^ O *  f. ✓
Smallpox. St.-Fr.» VERGLE. Pioota volonte cr picote de pouXe. 
chicken pox* St *~Fr*, PETITE VEROLE VQhQ&TE* Grain de picote, 
pock-mark. St.-Fr*, GRAIii BE LA PETITE VEROLE* Verole is used in 
Lafourche Parish with the sole meaning of syphilis#
PIE f*
Pie* St.-Pr* f TAKTE*
PIEGjEOR ( f>A m*
Trapper* St.-Pr*, IRAPPMJR.
PIGER (p‘3^)» ▼. tr.
To store at. Plgar qualqu'un, to,stare at someone. St.-Fr.. 
RSGARDER t z x w m ,  mOABUm AVEC EFFRGHTERIE, AVEC IMPUDEHCE.
TVUm if I )o ), a.
A great number* & pile* H a  pile&u de livre* a pile of books* St*-Fr** PIUS.
PII*ER (p' ̂ )# v. Int.
To step into* to tread upon* XI a pile dans la bone* he stepped 
into the mud* Filer sur le pled de quelqu,un# to tread upon some** 
one’s foot* St.-Fr** MARCHER m m  or S5JR*
PlhLAGE (f) fraj), m.
In playing marbles* the acrlmmage tli&t follows from a misunder- 
standing# EVeryon© of the placers precipitates himself on the 
marbles to get what he eau.
PIMffAO* »,
Trampling, stamping with the feet* St.-Fr*, PlfetNS&lEHT#
PUCKER ( f 1*^}* v, int.
To trample, to tread* St*-Fr** PXBTIHER*
PUDSTE (fW£+fc* adj*
Pungent* biting* as pepper* St.-Fr** PIQUANT, MQRBAJST*
PIMXKTER (f'*"*'*'̂ *  v# tr. and int.
To make pungent* as with pepperj to give a biting sensation# Ce 
pimeat pimento. that pepper gives one a biting* pungent taste#
Cg m*a pimantt*, that gave me a biting sensation# St#-Fr** 
mmsBL u& gout m  ? m m *
\\
V'rttfteSBIE iPZn‘**’)t a,
v '• \ Xm Vermiform apoendix* St*—Fr. * APPI3SDIGJS Vî TMIFORME or 
\  APPSHGICE Xh£OCAECAL*
\ 2* Appendicitis# St.-Fr*, APPEHDICITE*
FltfSICHESt-bottomed* canoe-like boat of the else of a pirogue# $t*-Fr«* XCHE* barge* pinnace*
FiMPBR (f^^)* ▼* int.\  To drink alcoholic drinks* II peut pimper* lui* He certainly can
drink a large amount of alcoholic drinks* St.-Fr*, BOXRB*
(slang) PQMPER#
FIMPETTE (ft reri$ f#
A drubbing* a severe beating* XI a foutu ©in© plmpette a son 
beeu-frore qu'dtalt pas pitite# he gave his brother-in-law a 
severe beating# St*-Fr»* (Pop#)* RINCEE*
WMPOHHER t , r«a«c.
To dress one's self smartly* ELle oe pioponae pour slier au bal. 
She is dressier up smartly to go to the cUuaee. St*«Fr*» FAIRE IfflE BSUA TOUJSHE, SB POStPOBSJSa.
PIXOUaSESTE ty>rs w  *«.+), a. end f.
1* Yftin parson, fop*
2* Sanctimonious person*
St.-Fr., (X) FERS08HE ORGUBHAEtlSE, (2) SAIOTE-HITOUCHB,
PIHTARDE (pP+a-rJ), f ,
Gninee-ban. St*-Fr., PIK1APE.
PISTE ( p r t j ,  f .
Any tin cup, regardless of size* St.-Pr., PISTE, an old measure 
for sine, nearly equal to a litre*
PXmUE ), f.
P1U. St*-Fr*» FILaiE.
PZ0CHE (PA-̂ J), f.Hoe* St#-4Fr#, HOUE# St#-Fr#, PIQCKE, piek~axe, mattock#
PIOCHER ( p i c 5^1, v# tr#  and in t .
To hoe# St*^Pr#, HDU.BR* St.-Fr., PIOCHER, to dig with a pick­
axe#
PIOCHEOR (9ft O fat), nu
One who hoes# St#-Pr#, PIGCHEOB, digger#
PIPES (p/>e), f.
A pipi-full of tobacco#
PIPI {fiy i >, f#
Plpl a disease of fowls having as a symptom a "scale* formed on 
the dry tip of the tongue# St#-Fr#, PEPIE.
PIFI (P‘p/)# «uChicken (child1 a voeab.). St.-Fr#, PGULEf#
PIPIiiE fo/p/Yi), f#
Act of getting drank* Prendre ©in© pipine, to get drunk* St.-Fr., 
SK 30ULER# Se tenir eine pipine, to be drunk# St.-Pr#, ETEE SOUL# 
Pipine d*eau. douce, a vague term, usually signifying ill luck#
C*en est unne, eine pipine d* eon douce qua j© me tlens, I have 
ill luck, indeed#
PIQOE-PAKTOUr (p>'k part«)f a*
Confusion, Fight, conflict# II y a «u eln pique-partout ,̂ci hier 
au coir, there was a fight here last night# St.-Fr., MELEE.
PIRATE (pi r&*)9 m# and f* and &dj#
A mean, unkind person* a malicious person* St.-Fr*, UNE 
PER8GSHE MKCHANTE, MAEIOIMSli* Mean, unkind, malicious* Un 
home pirate, a mean njan* Un. enfant pirate, a malicious child* 
St,-Fr., MALICXEUX, MECMANT* St.-Fr., PIRATE, pirate, any robber*
FIBS (p/’r )9 adr«
Tant pire, so much the worse* St.-Fr., TART PIS*
PIROUETTE <P ITT lOtst} ̂ t.
A somersault. St.-Fr., CULBUIE, St.-Fr., PIROUETTE, whirling, 
a step 1c. which the body is turned around on one leg.
PIS (f>) ), adv.
Then. St.-Fr.. PUIS.
PI3TOLET {fis+el&), m.
1* Fistolet de jambon, the bone of a bam*
2* Pop* St.—Pr . , ?j?KUJQ0IS3f *
FLAGS ( p U s ) ,  f.
Sc sous de la place, under the house*
PLACER (p/a. s£), v* reflex*
To become united as husband and wife outside of wedlock*
FLAZGSARD, -E (ffeAah-feUtig a* aud f. and adj*
One who complains* cdmplaining* C*©ai ein plaignard, he is a 
complaining person. Elle ost plaignarde, she is always complain­
ing. St.-Pr*, PLAIONAafT, -E*
PLAILLB (f/*l), f*
Reach, seashore* Btettre du Unge a la plaille, to lay out clothes 
on the ground to dry* Passer eitxe nuit \ la plaille, to spend a 
sleepless night*
5 PLAIRIE (plW.), St
Treeless marsh of South Louisiana* St.-Fr*, MARAIS* St.-Pr*, 
PRAIRIE, meadow, prairie*
PLARIHE (f/8® f g.
Candy prepared with sugar and cocoanut, peanuts or pecans*
St.-Fr*, PRALIifE, burnt almond*
PLAT adj*
flit, St.-Fr*, PLAT, plate*
PLAIXHE f, s
Side whiskers* 8t*~Fr*, FAVGRI*
PIjEEAT (o/as 1-4 , m« /
Tar/eulin. St.-?r., PRELART.
POBAN ( *U
GXflss 5ba*JTr*i BOCĴ t*
POIQJETTE Cp5>tt), f. i
Masturbation. St.-Pr., MASTURBATION. See PouiUette*
FOIL m.
See A peau nue.
POINTER tp.
Pointer 1* eourse par derriere, to start running after, St.-Fr,, 
POINTER, to point.
poison (i>*>e?5'), f,
Poison. In St.-Fr., POISON is masculine.
POISSON a. or POISSONRBiE m,




Any picture, painting, print, aketcia, cinema, photographs, etc* 
St.-Fr., PORTRAIT, a pictorial representation of a person, especi­
ally the face*
P08TILLGS (jtosfi L^), au
Postmaster, mail-carrier* j&*-Pr#, POSTILION, mail-e&rrier only* 
Postmaster in St*~Pr* la MAITEE, DIEECTEGK m  PQSTE,
P03TUKE t.
Poa* St*-Fr*, MATIERE* St*~Fr*, APQSTUMl, suppuraty tumor*
POOP (pu,f) f inter^ •




POOOIE {Pû u j , si*
PowJr. St.-Fr., PQUVO&W
POUOIR (pnw&h), t* int*
To he able* St*-Pr*, POUFOIR#
W W W  (f^), tnterj.
Toro uttarad whan one smells a bad odor* , *
POUPOHHER (ou-fST^t v. reflex.
To badiaea oneself* St»-Fr», SB POMPQHNER,
PQQUQim ^Rjcp-
A rough treatment, a scolding* Foutre elne pourgale a quelqu'un, 
to maltreat someone, to give someone a scolding# St*~«Fr*, OUTRAGE, MAHfAIS TEAITEMENT, (HiQHMSMT#
POURRITE adj#
Batten# Sine pomme pourrit©, a rotten apple# St»-*Fr*, POURRIK*
POUSAILLER v. tr#
T© push# St^r,, POUSSER.
KWSSCAILLB a#
Hopscotch# St,^r., MARELLE A CLOCH&-PIED#
POUSSER (?«^ ), v. tr#
Pouaser route, to get on one* a way* St#«Fr#, SE METTRE IB ROUTE#
POUTCHOUME (f
Xt refers to the noise occasioned by something failing into the
mater# F&ire poUtehoume, to fall into the mater#
/
PRECHEQUE ad\r#
Almost; nearly# St#«Pr#, PRESQUE#
PRECHER (frsfe), v# tr# ;
To beg, to ask urgently, to importune# XI lla preche de venir 
area lui* He begged him to cctm© with him# St#«*Fr#, SUPPLIER, 
IMPORTUHER#
PBGCHEQUE (fy^ k»), adv#
See Precheque*
PROPRE (P^f)
In designating dress clothes one refers to them as "pour propre#* 
Du linge pour propre, dress clothes, "Sunday* clothes# See 
Trainer#
PU (f/f)# adv#When used negatively, pins becomes \f>̂  ) and means *no more, no 
longer#* Elsewhere (p?tds) is used# Jfai pu d*argent, X have no 
more money# Je te pari© pu, X no xonger speak to you# But -<~*
XI est plus ( P^-5 ) Que content, he Is more than satisfied#
m *
BakiJt* St.-Tr,, PUJIK.
p w w »  cflag flinala.
r w i n  )» f«nwrlsy. St.-Tr., TtBBKBSIB.
W W  {«■/» ), «dr.latMr, momt* 3t.-Tr., PUJtQ®*
QUASTGHE (*£^e )f
Odd shoes* coarse shoes* I t  is  more gen era lly  used in  the p lu ra l* 
S t*~ F r.* 8A?ATB*
QGAMEUE (K&»Z»$9 adv* „
Although* even* S t*« F r*f QUAMD MES03*
WE ( lc a ) f r e l*  pron*
Q£ which* o f idiom* 1**110111010 quo je  te  p a rla ls  eet lo i*  the man o f 
whom I  was speaking to  you is  here* S t#*#?** DON!*
WEBB 0 < ^ ) $ adj*
Lukewarm* Do l'e a u  quede* lukewarm w ater* S t*«Fr* * TIEDE*
(SWOT ( * * * ) * ,  ad j*
Some* any* Queque chose, something or anything* Quequefois* some* 
tim es* Qaeqa'un* someone* St«~Fr«* QUELQUE*
Q0I (K» ) *  r e l*  pron*
Who* I t  contracts to  *qu*” before a vowel in  the same manner th a t 
•quo* does* L'homme qu 'a joue du piano* the man who played the  
piano*
QOU-OTTE (Kih+),t*
Breeches* S t*-F r« * CULOTXE*
W IW Z (*' K> ) *  m*
Throat* Deed in  the expression prendre au qulqul* to  take by the 
th ro a t* to  choke* S t*~ F r** GORGE*
QGISSE (̂ 3 ) *  in te rro g * pron** nom* and obj*
I t  replaces the constructions *qu i es t-ce  q u i* and "q u ^ s t-c e  que«" 
Quisse qu i v ie n t la f  Who is  coming over there? Quisse t*a *  what 
is  th e  m atter w ith  you?
Q0ITTE (Hit)
See Aaztant q u ltte  quo*
(SPITTER (Kite), v * t r *
Followed by the in f in it iv e  has the fo roe o f fro le t *  to  allow * 
Q uitte-m oi jouer* le t  me play* S t*~Fr#* LAISSER*
QGOFAIRE (Ko f ̂y), adv** conj*
Ifcy* fo r  what reason* Quofair© t ’ a pas f a it  ton ouvrage? Why 
did  you not do your work? Tu veux savoir quofaire i l  est p a r ti, 
you want to  know why ho has le f * . 2t.->Fr«,  POURQffOt.
RABQR0K (r&bor5)$ and adj*
An undersized person, undersized* IX eat raboron, luij IX a pas 
grand! du tout* He is undersized; be didnH grow at aXX*
RABOT (ra£o ), m*
Passer ©in rabet* See Britohet* St**Pr*, RABOT, pXane for 
smoothing boards*
RABOUEER {ra b^t-e) f tr* and int*
To plow* St*«£r*» LABOURER*
RABQBTER {h&b LA, ft , ,v* tr*
To join end to end, to join on# $i*«Pr*, RABOBTXR*
RACAGE (ra*<j^)
Tamber on racage, to fall in a bean* XX a tombe m  rasage, be
fall in a heap, St*~?r», RACAGE, (Kant*), PARREL,
RAGATCHA (tetCfrtjaJp n*
Riff«*raff, raae&X* St#-Fr*, RACAILLE*
RACMOftAGg m*
Mending, repairing, darning* St*~Pr#, RACCOMMODAGE*
RACMQBKt tr* and int#
To mend, to dam, to patch* St**~Fr*, RACCOMMODER*
RACQQS0ILU5R (ra v* reflex* x A
To earl up, to buneh oneself up* II s*a racoquille a force
qp’il avait froid, he curled up beeauae he was so cold* St*~Pr*, 
MB RECOQUILLER*
RACOORCI {ya m*
A short cut in a read or body of water*
RACBOC (haK-ho), a*
A bay or h a r m  extending from a stream* XI a mis Xe bateau
le raeroc, he put the boat in the haven*
RADOTTE f#
Foolish, senseless talk* XI amene eine radotte, he is talking 
foolishly* St*-*4Fr*, RABOT ERIE*
RAMASBE ( ra wi<̂ ), f.
Thrashing, sound drubbing* Foutxe elne ramasse a quelqp^un, to 
give someone a sound drubbing* btA^fr*, (Pop*), RIDGES#
RAPPGRTE (r a p ^ ^ )
Par rapporte quo* because# IX  a rendu la  chi©n par rapport©  
qa© sa soeur an a v a il peur* ha sold the dag because h is  s is te r 
mas a fra id  o f I t *  S t*«Fr*» PARCB QPE# S i#~Fr*, P IE RAPPOBTX 
w ith  respect to * w ith  reference to * In  comparison w ith*
BAS (la)* a*
An ras da* itear# I I .  © ta il au raa da la  porta* ha was near the  
door* St#*4Pr#* XDPKES DE# e t*^ P r.# MS HAS* even w ith * to  the 
edge o f*
RASTABOBE a*
Roustabout* St#«?r# * VAGABOND#
BATATA (ra-Uf«t)? a*
E tre  sur d a  batata* to  be w a ll dressed#
HAT SB BOIS {r*Y b 10 |  St#
Opossum* St#<«Pr* * SARIGBE#
RAIELIEB {ra-f- ± /ie )*  a *
Set o f fa ls e  teeth# St#-#Fr** BATELIEB* fa ls e  teeth#
RATOHNER fy&fp'he)f ?, tr# and int*
To rake# 8 t# -F r** EATELBR*
BAVEBX m#
Cockroach# S t.-F r#  * BLATTE*
HAVKT ( r |  a#
See Havert#
BAVIOTER (‘irav frete), v* tr#
To re v iv e * to  g ive strength or l i f e  to * Ce coup de whisky ▼* 









Bolt-ropo# St#-Pr* * RALINGUE#
KMJGIEUX* «#EBSE and f* and adj*




To look in . I I  a reabarra la  ohlec dans la  malooa. he looked the  
dog in  the house. 8 t.-F r» , BHFBRM3R, ffERUER A CLEF* S t .-F r ., 
REXBAHBER, to  re p e l, to  repulse*
BBW O Q P H i E R  T .
See R aeoq u iller*
RS4FO0UUUB edj* ,
Hidden away from c iv iliz a tio n , is o la te d * X I eat re n fo u llle  la -  
bee dene le  bole* he liv e s  la  the woods away from c iv ilis a tio n *  
S in  enfant re n fo u ille  dans eine ta ils , a c h ild  bidden away in  
a bush*
RHIXBER (r£ ̂  ^e") * v * in t*  z
To en te r* to  go in , to  come In * X I a ren tre  dans la  maison pour 
la  prem iere fo is , he entered in to  th e house fo r the f ir s t  tin e *  
S t.-F r * ,  EtfTRHEL* 3 t* -F r * , EEKTHER, to  re e n te r, to  cone in  again*
than Krejsr) ,  past p a rt* o f repondre*
answered* /C>est e lie  qui mf& repont f i t  is  she who answered me* 
S t*« fr t |  EEPQtfttJ#
W & I* (re^), a*
Shark* S t.-F r* ,  REQ3XT*
BESIPfiRE f * r) f  a* %
E rysipelas* S t*—F r* , ERXSIPELE*
HESTER ( r t 3 / -e ) ,  v* in t*
To liv e , to  dw ell* I I  rests  dans la  eaapagne, he liv e s  in  the  
country* S t .-F r ,, HfiMEOHER*
BHUMAT1SSB nt*
Bheuaatisa* S t.-F r * , HHUMiilSME*
RTOER v* t r *
To grass, to  touch lig h tly , to  come near an object without 
touching i t *  lie  baton a* a rtf Id' le N main, the stick grazed my 
hand* S t.-F r * , FROLER, TOUCHER 1EGERMMT M  PASSMT* S t .-F r ., 
BXFLER, to  scratch, to  n ib , to  f ile *
RIUPIHPIH (r€ p £ p £ ), m.
S ab tU er sur le  rim pinp in , to be dressed up smartly*
RIHTGH ( r r t f )
F a irs  rin tc h * See Saboula and P illa g e *
RQBIO ( r o ^ 4 #  *#-
Simpleton* 8t*«^r* * NXAXS*
EODAXUjER lro<**-je)9 v. int.
To prowl about* to wider about* St*-Fr*# RGDER*
ftODAILLEOR, «S0SE (r^a^ae/-- m* and f*
One who prowls about a room, wanders* St.-Fr** HOME* -EUSE*
ROBOt (r?<l)
Etreen rodde* Said of one who is seldom at home* one who Is 
always traveling or taking walks* XI est tout le temps on rodde* 
he is always chasing around*
BOXBSS (rodde a*
tha place where a herd of cows meet*
BOND (hs )* m*
Road oolle* a game of marbles* The marbles are placed in the 
easier of a large circle* The object of the players is to stand 
at the edge of the circle and strike the marbles out of the 
circle with their marbles*
KfflD (rj), adj.
Drunk. XI est taLen rand, he le quite drunk. St.-Fr.. 8001.. 
GRIS. '■«
BOUSUH, -AQNE t n. and f.
Meddler* an officious busybody* St*-Fr* * . BROUIIbLOM f -0NNE* 
St#-Fr.* EUFIJ2H* KUFIAN* ruffian* rake* debauchee*
jdUXliMEn (r v* int*
To •butt in** to meddle* II est apres roufianner dans tea 
affaires* he is meddling in your affairs* St*-<Fr** BE M&EER 
OSS AFFAIRES D'AUTBOI*
ROOFIABÊ TK* -SUSE m. and f*
See Roufisn*
boulaxsos t.
flag.. .... huTcstlng. St.—Fr. f H  RECOLTB SB SB GBBBE A 
SOCBS.




BQUTI (f^^1)* au and adj*
Roastj roasted*. Be la  viand© ro u ti© , roasted meat* 8t#~Fr%* 
ROT I *
HOOTCH ^ ^  r)9 v . t r .  and in t .
To roast* to  bake* to  b ro il*  I*& viands est apres ro u tir*  the  
moat is  roastin g* H a irs  ro u tir  do la  viands* to  roast meat* 
S t*-F r* * RQTCR*
BORAH BBU.K f .
Stood* rags* D echirer la  robe on rubandall©* to  te a r the dress 
in to  shreds* to  te a r the dress to  pieces* S t*-F r**  LAMBMB* 
FKAGIEM?* S t**F r* * HXRi SBBFliEi* s trin g * swarm*
Kffssrca, -ienhe (^5^r-r^)* m.
Russian* St*~Fr** RBSSE.
SABINE (s a bî} 9 m* and f *
A people o f mixed negro, Ind ian  and, not uncommonly, w hite 
blood* They have a copper shin and wooly h a ir lik e  the negroes#
SABOUBA
See P illa g e * S t* -F r* , &ABQULAGK, tossing about* S t*~Fr#, 
SABQUEER, to  push about, to jo s tle , to  hu stle*
fcABRE (saA ) ,  m»
Cane k n ife * 3t*~Fr», SABRE, sabre*
SABBEft (sa^e.)f v# ^r#
To out grass w ith  a cane k n ife * S t*~ F r., SABRER, to  sabre*
SABREOR {S&W*~̂ )9 m.
One who cute grass w ith  a cane k n ife * S t* -F r* , SABEEOB, a good 
fig h te r , swashbuckler*
SAC (5ak)f au
Scrotum* S t* -F r* , SCROTUM*
SACAMITE (5 < 3 ^ ^ t/V4 ,  m*
A kind o f mush made o f com* S t* -F r .# SAGAEHTE*
/Ŝ flj&ByXCE , SU
S a c rific e * S t.-F r * , SACRIFICE*
SAHiTB-MITQUCHE (s CkS “hhi 'H* **
Demure-looking person, demure nypocrit©* «T*al pas de confiance 
dans e e tte  sainte-m itouche, £ here no confidence in  th a t demure** 
looking person* S t*-F r* ,  SAINTU^ITOUCHE*
SALAEB ( s a U A ) f f9
Planquer sine salade sur la  d je u le , to  give a slap in  the face* 
S t.-F r ., DOHNER UN SOUFFUST A OUECQU'UN*
SAUCES ^03©  ) |  f *  y
Short v is it *  F a ire  eine saucee e1 ©z quelqu*un, to  make a short 
v is it  a t someone* s house* S t*—F r* , PETITE VISXTE*
SAUCIE D* OREILLER (5o5J^^e), f*
Pillowslip. St.-Fr., IAIB B'ORiSIhLER.
SAUTER fS o f& ) , v . t r .
Sauter le  b a la i, to  go through a common law m arriage, to  jump 
over the besom, to  marry over a broomstick*
iiADYER v* tr#  and in t#
To economise, to  save* En achetant a ee rngasin , IX  sauve bean-* 
coup d* a rra n t; by buying a t th a t s to re , he save® much money# 
S t* -F r* f ECGNQMISER. S t.-F r# ,  SAUVER, to  preserve, to  p ro te c t, 
to  save#
SAYAIE (s
1# S lippers a lig h t shoe f it te d  fo r  wear out o f doors#
2# Savate de chamfers, bedroom s lip p er# . S t.-F r# , PANTQUFLE, 
bedroom s lip p er* S t#«F r*, SAVATE, old shoe#
i
SAYOBETTE ( s a ^ ^ ,  f, a 4
Soap d is h , shaving mug# S t.-F r * , BOXTE A SAVON, S t.-P r* , 
SAYOSETTE, soapball, shaving soap#
SAYONHIERE f*
Soap suds, soapy water# S t,~ F r*, EAU DE SAVON,
SCSAEOUtitiE (5 Xu 
See P illag e#
SBC ( 5 ^ ) f adj#
Dry# The fem inine form is  also "see#1* S t* -F r .,  SEC, SECHE.
SECOUPE (s©K^r)f f*
Saucer, sm all p late# S t.-F r * , SOUCOUPE*
SECXEBBRE (? f m*
September# S t.-F r# , SBPTEMBRE,
SBGSSI ( s ^ ^ e ) ,  8u
S ecret* S t.-F r* , SECRET#
SEMAINE f,
1# Semaine des quatre je u d is , the day th a t w ill never come* 
S t# -P r*,  SHIAINE DES TROIS JEUDIS#
2* La semaine qui v ie n t, next week# S t.-F r ., LA SEMAINE 
PRGCHAINE#
SENTU (stc+y ) t past p a rt* of s e n tir.
S t .-P r .,  SEMTI#
SERABOUCANE m.
See Serboucane#
SERAIL (5ae’f"a')_) ,  m# ^
U proar, no ise, racket# A rretp ce d e ra il, stop th a t noise# 
S t .-F r ., TAP AGE. S t .-F r ., 8ERAIL, the palace of the Turkish  
su ltan  or o f a princess; harem; house of debauchery*
SERBOUCANE m.
HLow St«-fr«, BARBACANE, pas^shooter^ specking tubs*
SmiFIDA {5ae>-
A s c -fo e tid a . S t .-P r ., ASSAFOETIDA.
SHJUMHJE (pi£?)» t.
G ra p e fru it, a T a rie ty  o f shaddock. Tu manges.'de la  shadegus, 
you eat g ra p e fru it. S t .-F r .,  PAHPLEMOUSSB.
SHOUCE (3 ^ ) ,  t*-
Stump o f a tre e * S t .-F r ., SQUCHE*
SIEAB ( 5 i / ) ,  * .
P a il, backet* S t .-F r ., SEAL.
SIHAPI5SE (si* tt<a>^/V}# a *
Sin&piamt m ostird p la s te r. St*;*i&&y SlIIAPlSME.
SMQOHiCE (seT/c^Jf f #
S tra ig h t, in  poker* S t .-F r ., SEQUENCE.
SIBOTTE (5 /V o  f e ) ,  a d j.
D ir ty , s tic k y . Les mains s iro tte e s  de godron, hands s tic k y  w ith  
ta r *  Sine personae s iro tt^ e  h fo rc e  q u *e lle  est s a le , a person 
so d ir ty  th a t he is  s tic k y * S t .-F r .,  SALE, CALL ANT.
SKATE (S”<- + ) ,  adj*
Smart* Un homme smate, a sm art, in te llig e n t man. S t .-F r ., 
INTELLIGENT, a d ro it*
SOCO (s o ^ o ) ,  m*
Louisiana muscadine grape.
SQIR (5  vua r )  ̂  ja.
A s o ir , to n ig h t* S t» -F r.,  CE SOIB.
aOUEILLER (5o/t^e )( T# tr.
To sun. S o le ille r  le  lin g e , to  sun the c lo th es. St.-Fr.,
mettre A0 s o le il ,  secher aa s o le il*
SOHHETTE f .  ^
Battl.enakc. St.-Fr., SERPENT A SONNEITES.
SORBEXE (svrbtifr), m.
Sherbet. S t .-F r ., SORBET.
SOETIR BE (S ?rify <Lb )i v. int.




SGUCGUKR v# ^  and in t*
To shako* Le bateau soucoue, the boat shakes* Soucouer le  
baton, to  shako the s tic k . S t .-F r * ,
souffert v . in t .
To s u ffe r. The in f in it iv e  is  the only form th a t v a rie s  from the 
S t .-F r ,, SOUFFRUt* X I va s o u ffe rt, ho w ill s u ffe r.
SQOIER m.
Shoo. St.-Fr., SOULIER.
80QL (s u .) ,  a d j.
&Lzgy. IX  es t souX d* avo ir >irop tournee, he is  d izzy  from having 
turned too much. S t .-F r ., ETOURDI*
SGOLER (5 M ./e )f v . t r .  x
To gat one d izzy . II I'a soulee a force q u 'il 1*a f a it  to u raer, 
tys got her d izzy  from making her tu rn  so much. S t .-F r .,ETGURDIR.
SOUR (5 ,  prop.
Under. E tro  sour Xa ta b le , to  be under the ta b le . S t .-F r ., SOUS,
SOUHIS-CHATOE t.
B at. S t .-F r .# QU0VS-S00BZS.
900SOUIU.B (s « -s ^ -)( m.
Shoe (C h ild 's  v o cab .). S t .-F r ., SOULIER.
SQUXF a*
S k iff*  S t .-F r ., ESQUIF. In  contrast to  a "can o tte ," a round- 
bottom fis h in g  boat, a "s q u if* is  a fla t-b o tto m  fis h in g  boat.
STCHOUHE Cs/- /« .« ) ,  a ,A c h ild 's  playing m arble made of c ry s ta l.
STOVE (S+ot< )f m.
Stove. S t .-F r ., FOURNEAU, PQELE.
suclerie  f #
Sugar-house, s u g a r-re fin e ry . S t .-F r ,, SUCftERIE.
SUES (S y e ) ,  f *  /
Thrashing, boating* Foutre eine sues a quel qu1 on, to  , g ive som©- 
body a good xthrashing* S t* -F r* , (V u lg *), VOLBE, RACLEE, RAi&iEE* 
S t*-F r# f bOEE, sweat, sadden F rig h t*
SOFFLER ( 5 ^ f / e ) f r. in t*
To w h is tle * S t.-F r * , SIFFLER*
SUPPORTER v . t r *
To support fin a n c ia lly * Supporter sa maraan, to  support h is
aeth er* S t* -P r ., ENTRETERIR*
1 .
S0SPSC1 {Sftsfik), adj. V
fastidious, hard to plaaae. St.-fr., EXIGEANS, XBES DELICAT. 
St.-fr., SOUPECT, suspicious.
TAC-TAC tf<3ki#ld9 m* 
popcorn*
TACTE C fe W e )*  adj* /
Spotted, speckled* St*~Fr«, TACHETE*
TAO *. % v A «
Jouer & la  ta g , to  p lay ta g , c h ild re n s  game*. a *a
TAIADT {i&MP), m*
Sound* S t .-F r ., CHIM IE CHAISE*. St*-Fr*, TAIAUT, the hunts­
man1 s cry to  rouse h is  hounds*
TAILLER v* t r *  ____
To th rash , to  g ive a whipping to * S t*-F r*, FQUETTER, FES3ER*
T'A L»HEBSB (/$ ̂ r ) ,  adv. N
A moment ago, in  a short tim e* S t#-F r# ; TOUT A L*HEUEE#
TAUUB )f t. ^
Clump o f hushes, b ria rs , etc* St*-Fr*, BOUQUET, MASSIF* S t.-F r*  
TABLE, sucker} shoot o f a plant from or near the root*
TAU£E (tW ^ ) ,  f.
See T a lle *
7AMB0DB (JS^but), m.
S a lt-w a te r drum fish*
TAHK a*
Tank* S t .-F r ., RESERVOIR*
TART QU'A {/ar/raj, prep*
See Ta* qu*a.
I AST QDX cou j.
W hile* 11 est a o rt te n t quo j*a t& ie  en v il le ,  he died w hile I
was in  the e ity *  S t*~P r*, PMDAUT QUE*
TA* QB’ A (-fe k c t), prep*
As fo r* Ta quf a ca, as for that* Ta nu*a moi, as for me* Ta
qu*a la, as for that* S t* -F r* ,  QUART A*
TiCjOKR C-h.k&,  ▼. t r .
To la te h . S t .-F r ., FERMER AU UlQUEI. S t .-F r ., TAQUER, to  plane 
down a form*
MSB®X a .
Latch on a door* $ t# -P r** LOQUET* $ t* -? r * *  M Q tW  (N aut*)* 
e le a f*
TAS Qa ) *  adr*
Very orach* a g reat deal* P a rlo r ©In tea* To ta lk  a great 
deal* S t* -F r**  BEAUCOUP* S i*~ ? r*# TAS* accumulation o f 
a iia ila r  th in g s* p ile *  mass*
TASSEAflf o ) t a*
l l d i  d ried  in  the sun*
ta x  (ifs-tcz)
Thank you (e h ild 'e  Tooab*)• S t.-T r» , MERCI.
TCttAC i a*
Large b laek -b ird #  Tch&c a s a ile s  rouges* redwinged b lack - 
b ird * S t*—P r** MERLE*
TCHAC (ifzK), a d j.
Brush* I I  e a t tehae* he la  drunk* S t*-? r«# GRIS*
TCHACALATA ( f j e  k  m.
Chicken hawk.
TCHilliHDEB t* t r .  and In t.
To beg* to  importune* Tehamazsder de I 1 argent* to  aak fo r  
money! tchamandar to u t le  temps* to  beg a l l  the tim e* S t*— 
P r ., QPEMAHDER* IMPQRTUHER*
TGHAMAMBBEJR* -HT3E , m* and f * .
Im portunate person* beggar* S t*—F r*> QUEMMDEUR* -EUSE* 
PERSOUHE IMPORTUNE*
TCHAFUf (jf<3p?), a*
The ffntgging p a rt o f trousers th a t are too la rg e  fo r the 
person wearing them* Ce patalon y f a it  e ln  tchapln dans le  
dos* these trousers sag* are baggy in  the baek*
TCHEQDS Ifftk ), m. K
Check* S t*—P r* * CHEQUE*
TCHHBE (" t f / ) ,  f .
T a ll. St.-*r., QDEOX.
TCHIQSfE tfjj 'k )* f*
1* Back hair of women* knot of hair* St*—Fr*, (Pop*) 
TIGHQH*
2. I(tnr«| brass. Avoir do la tchique, to have nerve, "to 
have plenty of ehoak." SU-fr., AVOIR SO TODPfiT.
TCBQMW) (M°l° )* ), a.
A scandal* a noise* XX a tape" sa femme et ea fait ein 
tchololo dans la.faaille* he hit his wife and that made a 
disturbance in the feasily* St*—Fr** BRUIT* FRACAS*
TCBDBQBS tfj? A^)* a* end f* and adj*
A thickset person* a short and plump person; thick-set* 
Chunky* squatty* St*-Fr*, PISRSQHNIS TBAPBE* RAMASSEB, 
TRAPS*
tchote (-fcJ*t), r.
Carl paper* St*-Fr** PAPILLQTE*
TGBQOHE f c a *
Tune* melody* air* St*-Fr** AIR*
Tcaasre f*
Sow* »t*-Fr* * TUfilXK*
TtaOPVUHGDE (#<U . f.
Derogatory term applied to a small* cheap business or 
aaasement place*
IE«I ('/■'«*)» »-Team* La team de baseball* the baseball team* St*-Pr* * 
m H P E m
y /TELEGRAPHS (-/xS /&j r e-f̂ ) * tr* and lnt*
To telegraph* St*-Fr., XEL&2RAPHIER*
TELEPHORBE m*
Telephone*
TELiSPHQEBZR f^* 7. tr* and int*
To
Tail'S {f£), SU
Aroir ua bon temps* a translation of the English to hare a 
good time* St* ~Fr»* S,AMUSJ£R*
TERRE tf **' ) » f.
Sting ray* stingaree*
TSEK (-fe-f), a. .
T u t  of a m M D ,  breaat, (child's vocab.). St.-Fr.,
m a ,  
k c h k  e#j >, *.
Stilk of pli&ti* St**?r»| TIGS.
TKB0B Cfyr~), a.
Turban* & handkerchief or a piece of cloth worn about the 
head by woman* St*-Fr** TURBAN* St*-Fr** (Pop*) TIGNQN* 
lade hair of women*
TIHIAHQ3 {fe a. .
Tatums, lockjaw. St.-F*., TETASOS.
TISPSTIE C/z Ver), a.
T ic k e t. S t.-F r» , SH U T .  S t .-F r ., ETIQUETTE, label.
TIMTUJI (fjVajJ, f.
Sinewy ®aat* seat full of tendons*
TItiKK {// ▼* tr*
1* To throw* Tlrer eine coquille apres ein homme* to throw 
a shall at a men* St*-Fr** JEI2R* LA-JCER*
2* To milk* Tlrer la vache* to milk the cow* St*-Fr**
VfjkJVULi
nTiiamJ ^BfSE m  PORTBAIT (*►-*! rartfft m. and f.
Photographer* St.-Fr.* PHOTGGRAPHE*
TITHE (^'M, a. end f. ,
A doll, a small baby, (child's vocab.). 3t«-Fr., POOPEE,
bebE .
H U B  (f/*o ), a.Pipe. 8t.-Fr., TOX&U.
TOCAHiE tfafafr), a.Sameaake* a person of the same name as another* II est ton 
tocellle* he has the same name as you* St*—Fr** HGMQNXME*
TOMBER v . int.
Tomber en botte* to become ruined* to become bankrupted* 
lie «*gamin va tomber en botte* the store is going to ruin* 
will become bankrupt* St*—Fr* * TOMBER EN BUINE*
TOPETTE (JvP&T), f.Flask* St.-Fr** FUACQM, FLASQUE.
TORCaOH a.
She dlshrag gourd* 
TOBHLLQH
Bade knot of fisdr of w s e ^  St*~Fr*, (Fop*) fIGNON* 
Tosnuxfli, headdress, pad for tbs heed* See
fdd<^8»
TOTO O ^ o  > , a .
Caks (child* s vocab*}. St*-Fr*, GAIEAD* Fairs des tot© 
(child* s vocab*), to clap hands*
IOUCSE tfa [ ) ,  f ,
A puff of tobacco smoko* II a pris eine touche sur ma 






Cowlick in the hair* St*-Fr*, TOURNIQUET, turnpike, touml-
Dove* St*-Fr., SQOBTERELLE, turtle-dove* *
VXRMS t ^ s ) ,  f .  •
Ceugb« coughing* St*-Fr*, TGUX*
TC&T-ZUUftM&AKXiBB ty+td3£l m* and f* and adj*
Rascally, a rascally person* (Said in humorous disparage­
ment, without serious implication*) Ce petit, tout-dans-le— 
aoadej cette Hite tout-dozis-le-monde, this little rascal* 
Elle eat tout-dans-le-mond©, she is a little rascal*
St*~Fr*# COQUIW, CGQUINB (dit par plaisautorie et pour in- 
dlquar ce qu*il psut y avoir de malicieux, d© mysterleux) •
TRACK m»




A trail made through the marsh grass for the passage of canoes*
Sled* St*-Fr*, TRAIHEA0* St*-Fr*, TRAIME, act of being 
dragged* A Xa traine, in disorder * Tout est a la trcdae 
dans cette maisom* OTerything is in disorder in this house* st*-Fr., m msoR§m*
TRAIMKlft ^
Railwsay coach* St*~tfr** J3ZWBE* St*-Fr* , TRAIMEAU, 
sleigh# sled*
rstxam ffr ivejp ▼. tr.
To wear for everyday purposes, for working* IX traine ce 
linge parcequ’il lfaime pas, he wears these clothes for every- 
day purposes because he doesn*t like them*
TBAITER v* tr* and iat*
To treat by* means of craft, incantations; to treat without 
having studied medicine* St*—Fr* , XRAITER, to treat, to 
prescribe
tBilTEBB, -BOSS m* and f*
(hie who effects cures or treats through incantations or 
who treats without having ahy medical knowledge*
HUUEB tf/We), f-
A great quantity, a great many* Ein© tralee d1 eaf&ats, a 
great many children* St*-Fr*, (Pop*) TAPEE*
XRfVJIUam. -E Grav*. ftGi—Stoi m. and f.Bt.-Fr., CitJVKIER, CrtJVRIEEE. St.-Fr., TEAVAIUUJH:, 
—E, working*
XRAVBBS {f»V3 *<*»-)» a. ^Etre travers, to be cross* St*—Fr*, ETKE BE MAITVAISE HUMEOE*
HtarissE (h&a-»ie>4f t*This is used to designate a canoe or pirogue used in crossing 
the bayou* J*ai eine traverse pour aller sur 1*autre bord 
du bayou, 1 have a pirogue to cross the bayou* £t*-Fr*, 
XBAYEBSE, crossing, cross-road*
2EIB0KD Et BABOBD a adv.
On every side, in all directions* Courir de tribord et 
babord, to run in directions* St*—Fr*, DAWS TOUS LES 
SENS*
SBICObER (-/•-< ko/s), ▼. Iat.
So stagger from intoxication* St*-*Fr*# CHMC^FK. AI&M 
IBS CGTE ET D*AUXEE*
TBITER (4 xr* tr* end iat*
To treat* XX trite tout le raande, he treats everybody#
C* est ay son tour a triter, it is his turn to treat* St*~ Fr*t RSOALER, TJUITEfi*
1B0ISSAIL (+’'«'* a*
Trammel* small Seine for catching fish* St*-Fr*t 
TRAi*AU*t TSE&AIL*
TfiOIS~tfAIU*ER v* int.
To trammel, to seine with a trammel*
tBQLLE (fr̂ / ), f.
Trawl, net for catching shrimp* St#-Fr*, TRAXMEAU#
TBOaPE t+r^r y, f.
Histake, error* XI a fait eine trompe quand H  a compte 
1* argent, he made a mistake when he counted the money# 
St»-Fr., ERBBSB#
TO (4</), per* proa*
The u. elides before a vowel* T*a faid* ca, you did that* 
St*~Fr*» TO AS FAIT CA*
TXPHDIXE f.
Typhoid fever* St*-Fr*, FIEVRE T2PHUIBE* See SstyphoXde*
M l  (oe“')i mau In unstroasad position*
o m » s «*, mis.
VAGABOND
Vagabond* Si— Fr*, VAGABOND.
l A IHJm (Oa}£}, adj*
la good health, handsome* St— Fr*, YAILI*MT, valiant, 
brave*
?Aams ^
VaaUle a*tracft* St— Fr*, ESSENCE BE VMILDSE*
?A5^BWnSOT a „
Comings and goings# 11 y a toujours ©in vab~ei~vient dans 
cotta mat son, there is a perpetual movement of people 
coming ia and going out in that house* St*-Fr*, VA^ET- YXKSX#
VEEfiB (Pc <)-)» imp*, Sad sing* of veiller.
Take care, beware* VeiHe-voir is used vdth the same 
meaning* Veille, or veill©-«vadr, il va to taper, take 
care, he'll hit you* St— Fr*, FEMDS GARDE*
VEHJUSR v* int.
1* To spend the evening with* Elle a ete veiller ©*sz sa 
soeur, ahe apant the evening at her sister* a house*
2* To spend the evening with, with, the object of courting* 
H  veille e*ez an belle, he courts his sweetheart at her 
bon*
7HHB ▼. in t .
To come* The forms of this verb, where the stem is regular, 
are pronounced with an &  instead of the menons, meaez, 
moment, menais, maim* One also hears occasionally an §  in 
the irregular stems miens, mient, qua je miens*
xsstsmm (p^ba^9 «aj.
berried, out of one's senses from worry* Elle etait vent"* 
deboutej son enfant etait pas c'ez elle* She was very much 
worried} her child was not at home* St*—Fr*, TOURMENTE* 
St— Fr*, VEST BBiBQOT, wind ahead, wind in the teeth*
TOHIBOB, -BISE adj.
Boastful, bragging* Un hoavae venteur, a boastful man*
St— Fr*, VAHTABD, «£* St— Fr*, VMTEBR, boaster, braggart*
VERRE-BOUTEILLE [jJ*Z r $ ^  v




eat-tlHBHreut-ia, very much, a great deal* II y en a 
so^ent-ti-eo-vetTt-la, there is a great deal of it* st.- 
Fr., mMSGtm*
VEXJVE (tto£i/ bu and f* end sdj*
^ ® » e r # widow* Sin veuve, a widower* Sine wiws, a 
widow* Kin home veuve, a widower* Sine femme veuve, a 
widow* St*-Fr*, VEOF, VEUVE*
*X { past pari* of, vtvre*
liTtd* St*^Fr* , VKCU*
VIEEE (*/<^ }, ▼, tr*
To peer* Vider de X#eau dans le vorre, to pour water into 
the glass* St.—Fr*, VEESER* St*—fr*, VIUISR, to empty, to 
sake empty or void*
r a w  (i/j-r) V  " x  ...
L#aanee qui vient, nest year*
V m L O B  (t» *//?), B.
Tiolta. St.-Fr., VIOLIH.
T1EDX GARBOS (p^ farsS), a.
Zinnia (bot*)*
fXSBBQqpiS {vit-brott£l9
Wimble, brace and bit* St.-Fr*, YILEBM^JIN.
TISE-VIBE (y/V ), a*
Larva of the mosquito*
VITRIEHE {v/two£r), f.
Showcase* St.-Fr., MOKTRE, VITEOJE. St.-Fr*, VITEIERE, 
glazier9 s wife, frame in which a pane of glass is glazed*
VIVE-ARG&iT l % ^
Mercury, quick—silver• St.-Fr*, VIF-ABCEL'IT*
TIVIER brivf*'), m*
A box or cage submerged in a stream of water and in which 
crabs and fiah are kept alive. 8t*-Fr*, VIVIER, fish-pond, 
boat provided with a water tank in which fish are kept 
alive*
YOIE (Wh), t. tr. and int.
To see* St*-Fr., VOIR.
VOXB. (to 9 v* reflex*
To menstruate* St.-Fr** VOlE.f AVOXH SI3S EEGLi*&*
VOIR (io a>-)
An enclitic placed after m  imperative verb* Veille voir, 
lode oat* Fais voir ea, do that* bis voir, die moa voir, 
tell, tall me*
TOUCHE {vs !tj ), f.
Weatherboard* St*-Fr*, VOLIGE*
VQhlCKER tyohJ<^), v* tr* and iat*
To weatherboard* St*-Fr., VGUG&R*
VQhlKR (y6 } * at*




1* Voyage* St.-Fr., VOYAGE*
2* Load* Kia voyage de p&tate, & load of potatoes* 
St*-Fr*, CHAEGE, FARDKAU.
VOYAGER (pofie?e)9 V. int.
To travel* St.-Fr*, VOYAGER*
VQYAGEBR, -HJSE iy# , m* and f.
Traveler* St*—Fr*, VOYAGEILJR, —EUSE*
WA008 a .
Baby c a rria g e , wagon* S t.-J Y » , WAGOlf.
WAflOIHE («>*<?/«), f .
IiMhedei cart*
SASHBOW (!WjJA*> ) f  a .
K&shboard. » W « r ., PUHCHB A LAVER,
? ( J ), per* prexUf 3rd slag** ind* obj*
To her, to him* II va y donner do lf argent, he is going 
to give him, her, some money* St*-Fr*, LUX*
'SIMM adv*
Only. II a yink© eine piastre, he has only one dollar* St*-Fr., Bim p ,
UN - U N  adj*
Said of one who is slow, who talks slowly, who laments* 
St»-¥r«, GNIAN-GHIAN, a sluggish person who Is always com­
plaining and hesitating*
TQUKE a*
Yoke of a dress*
Bird (child1s vocab*)• 3t¥—Fr» s OISEAU*
XOXOTE f,
Trifle, foolishness* C*est tout de la yoyote* That ia all 
foolishness* St.-Fr*, GNOGNOTTE*
ZIH (^t), a.
2uic« St*—Fr. , ZINC.
ZUUBLE (*/*-*/> },.*dj.
Disgusting* XX ©st si sal© qu*il est ziraKLe, he is so 
dirty that he Is disgusting. St.-Fr. , DEGQBTANT, -E*
ZIKE (z»> )
F&ire alre, dormer zire, to disgust. XI me fait sire, he 
disgusts me. Si.-*Fr, , BEGGUTEB.
ZIBEfEB (z-/ ̂ 7^, f.
BtLagusfc. It is used generally in an exclamation* Garde- 
woir catte charogne, quelle sdreteet Bow disgusting Is that carrlonl St.-Fr., CHOSE DElGOUTMTE.
ZOIE C2̂ ^), m.
Goose. Bn sole, dee sol©*, a goose, some geese, St.-Fr*, 
OXE*
ZOISEAB £ẑ a*-*>)_ nu
Bird, St.-Fr., OXSSA0*
ZQSEJB (2-0 2-4?) #
Bird (child9s vocab.). St.-Fr*, OXSBAB,
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